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Annual Dedication

The Kieve Annual is dedicated this year to Nancy Kennedy on the occasion of her 50th

birthday.

Nancy Kennedy
It is common to describe abusive people by saying that they treat people like dogs.

Nancy certainly treats people like dogs, and she has done so intuitively for most of her

fifty years. Since 1959, she has treated Kieve campers, staff and famihes like dogs. She

has treated all of you here like dogs; she has taught her students like dogs; and she treats

everybody whom she touches like a dog.

But you must understand how she treats dogs. She is an eternal optimist who sees only

the best side. If the dogs get sprayed by a skunk, they should sleep in our bed in order

to be relieved of humiliation. Other dogs eat once a day; Nancy's eat continually. In her

eyes, dogs are never lazy; they are conserving energy.

Everybody who has ever known Nancy must, like me, be thankful she is confused about

people and dogs.





Watersports Sermon, 1985

When I was a little boy, my twin brother and I spent almost every ounce of energy

we had fighting. With age has come an unbreakable friendship and love, but that's not

the point of this story. Our interminable fights had a clearly defined pattern. After some
physical expressions of dislike (biting, scratching, kicking, pulling hair, etc.), there would

generally be an unsatisfactory standoff; in other words, there wasn't a loser. Then came
phase 2 of the Kennedy Twins' Fighting Routine. This is were we figuratively drew blood.

This was the name-calling phase, and the purpose was to once and for all hurt the other

guy's feelings. After stringing together a bunch of horrible names, you would blurt out

the key statement, and if you said it before your brother, you were "king for a day." The
phrase was, "I'm rubber and you're glue." In other words, if you say something nasty

about me, it will bounce off me because I'm like a comic book character made out of rub-

ber, and your nasty comment will stick to you because you're made out of glue.

In the heat of the battle when we were young — the age of Kieve boys — the only

use of this magical rubber-and-glue statement was to defend us from attack. We constantly

felt under attack, and much of our energy was spent contriving how to safely withstand

attack. Now that I'm a little older, I realize that rubber and glue don't have to be reserved

to defend yourself from attack; they can also be used positively. You can use your energy

to bounce "good vibes" off yourself and aim them toward glue-like people who will catch

the "good vibes" and stick them to themselves. For the purposes of this metaphor, we'll

call the rubber-like producer of good vibes the "teacher," and the glue-like receiver, we'll

call the "learner."

History is rich with the names of famous teachers (Christ, Confucius and Mohamm-
ed, to name three), but I would like to illustrate my point by telling you about three girls

named Jill, Beth and Zoe Zoe. Each of these people played a role in a different educational

program at Kieve in 1985, and each unintentionally taught a lot of people an important lesson.

Jill is a scholarship student in a demanding college; she comes from a large family

where, if you don't work hard, you don't have much to eat. She is a fine student, a fine

athlete, and acknowledged by all to be a leader. People love Jill, and they listen to her

because she is more interested in others than in herself. This spring she taught at Kieve

for a week in a program that required skill, stamina and patience. For six hours a day,

she was teaching 1 1th graders, many of them larger than she, how to use their talents and
the talents of their classmates to solve problems on our ropes course. She was enthusiastic

and tireless, so the students learned a lot from her. But I was privileged to learn more.

I knew what few others did about Jill. They day before she came to work at Kieve, she

had her final treatment for leukemia, a cancer of the blood. Neither the pain of the

treatments, nor the fear of death had altered Jill's approach to life. She is an optimist who
teaches everybody she touches that courageous people win.

Beth is a little girl who had her fifth birthday at Kieve this spring. When I first met
her, she was so shy she literally wouldn't talk; I wondered if she even knew how to talk.

Beth had been brought up almost exclusively by her mother, but her mother had not always

been able to find the time and energy to be physically and emotionally close to Beth when
she was an infant. During the five weeks Beth's mother taught about alcoholism to 60 eighth

graders at Kieve, Beth had "the run of the place." She could help Nancy with her chores,

go down to the kitchen to see what Les was making for supper, go to any class of her choice,

and go to the weekly dance on Thursday nights. At first, she didn't say much, but she was
incredibly watchful. She got to know people's names; she became familiar with the daily



routine of a new place; and she became more and more secure. As she became more confi-

dent, she had an easier time letting other people know that she loved them. She taught

me a lot when, on her birthday, she found it natural to thank each of us individually who
had given her a present. She was surrounded by new friends, all of whom rejoiced in the

unsophisticated and unselfish happiness projected by Beth.

My last example of a teacher is the one whom I know the least about. Zoe Zoe is a

black teenager from South Africa who was here for only four days with her classmates

from a high school near Boston. Being a black person in South Africa must be a humiliating,

difficult experience. Being an intellectually acute black person in South Africa must be even

worse. When Zoe Zoe was at Kieve, she was completing the best year of her life, a year

spent as a visitor to a world that was totally foreign to her. In South Africa, she Hved,

ate, worshipped, studied and played exclusively with black people like herself. In South

Africa, she was legally an inferior being who had few rights and privileges. In South Africa,

her future was already decided for her because of the color of her skin. Her year in America

had been like heaven, but heaven was ending. At the campfire the last night of her week
here, Zoe Zoe rose to read a letter she had written to her classmates. She was overcome

by emotion before finishing the first paragraph, so she passed the letter on to a friend.

She, too, was unable to complete the letter through her tears. Finally, one of Zoe Zoe's

teachers completed the message. It was simple, but profound. This young woman, 17 years

old and black, thanked her 56 white classmates for teaching her about friendship. She said

her life in South Africa would be easier and happier because she would always be able to

remember a year full of kindness.

The lessons of Jill, Beth and Zoe Zoe should be clear to you. First of all, we are all

"teachers" and we are all "learners." Secondly, school is not the only place where impor-

tant lessons are taught — maybe it's not even the best place. The ropes course, a campfire,

a paddle into a headwind, or a difficult duty may provide the best classroom. Finally, and
perhaps most importantly, as you grow up, I pray you will use most of your energy to teach

others and to be open to lessons from them. Don't be like me, who was quick to claim

to be rubber and say that my brother was glue; thereby assuring myself protection against

attack. Be like Jill and Beth and Zoe Zoe, whose rubber-like quality assures that their lessons

will stick to others.

Let Us Pray

Dear Lord — Thank you for investing so many people at Kieve with qualities of

goodness — and thank you for helping each of us realize how much we have to give and
how much we have to gain from others. Please help parents to understand their children,

and children to understand their parents. Finally, please remind us all that teachers are

learners and learners are teachers. Amen.





1985 Campers
FIRST SESSION

SOUTH GLENAYR
Front Row: Steve Kaback, Matt Brand, Brent Hallowell, Chris Urfer, Robbie Gerard, Rob
Beckerlegge, James Beldock, Anthony Eltvetd.

Second Row: Charhe Richardson, Kevin Cunningham, Thomas Stebbins, Chris Osgood,

Robbie Hunt, Josh Kinney, Wesley Tooke, Chris Rogers, Mike Estle.

NORTH GLENAYR
Front Row: John Lawrence, Adrian Bregy, Parker Johnson, Jay Zeiler, Danny Levine,

Peter Walmsley, Chris Page.

Second Row: Ed Shihadeh, Bryson Bell, Charlie Crissman, Chris Rice, Colin Paul, Scott

Ketner, Andy Dodge, Evan Hunt, Mark Dougherty.
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL
Front Row: Lee Hintze, Mark Reis, Allen Burton, Jeep Post, Brud Sperry, Charley Dane,

Kirk Forsyth.

Second Row: Chris Bennett, Joe Nastasi, Alex Cudaback, Fritz Moriarty, Ashton Betan-

court, Hobie Antik, Teddy Bruenner, Owne Hall, Pope Babcock, Kevin Cronin.

NORTH BUNKERHILL
Front Row: Wyatt Wartels, David Osgood, Eben Howard, Than Pulsifer, Ben Tabler, David

Pollet, Pierre Cesbron.

Second Row: Richard Coolidge, Maceo Duarte, Jason Frigerio, Grant Flintoft, Nicky

Leonard, Chris Weidenmayer, Jon Rogers, Alex Scofield, Piotr Makula.
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SOUTH HARRIS
Front Row: Bradley Van Ness, Rob von Czoernig, Philip Mundy, John Roscoe, Whit Clarke,

George Robertson.

Second Row: Jim Schwarz, Ian Kelley, Scott Porter, Doug Pollock, Job Bell, Chris Macon,
Jamie Brown, Oliver Ray, Baird Duschatko, Brian Callahan, Tom Alexander.

NORTH HARRIS
Front Row: Bart Bingenheimer, Kris Korpinen, Paul Shah, Gannon Murphy, Ben Scott,

Kevin Duffy, Andy Ingersoll, Rod Philander.

Second Row: Charhe Newton, Ethen Moeller, Jack Weidinger, G. Gooder, Chris Cook,

Jamie Dartt, Eric Libby, Mac Cromwell.
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OLD BUNKERHILL
Front Row: Randy Zagorin, P.J. LeRoy, Jimmy Gray, Chris Wei, Andrew Walshak, David

Coolc.

Second Row: Andy Corsello, Jon Wickenden, Eric Lewicki, Chris Dickinson, Eric Redeker,

Jason Jampoler, Josh Gundhng, Brian Townsend, G.J. Mennen, John Wise.

ALLAGASH
Front Row: Nick Ludington, Brevy Walden, Steve Voorhees, Toby Georgi, Steve Fulmer,
Casey Post, Benjie Clark.

Second Row: Max Tilson, Greg Harden, Erik Peterson, Charhe Loxton, Clay Mitchell,

Chris Fearey, Hardy Royal, John McAndrews, Jamey Hebb.
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TEAM CANADA
Front Row: John Bos, Aubrey Peterson, John Russell, Will Loxton.

Second Row: Dan Bliss, David Sawyer, Scott Muzzy, Rusty Stebbins, John Schuster, Sean

Gottlieb, Rob Trippe.

Third Row: Milch Brown, John Ledyard, Reid Slayton.
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SECOND SESSION

SOUTH GLENAYR
Front Row: Josh Kreusser, Rob Harper, Peyton Lindley, Chris Herron, Sam Freeman,

Stewart Macon, Chris Bennett.

Second Row: Pierre Cesbron, Ian Grierson, Peter LaCasse, Kevin Cunningham, Shamus
Alley, Stephen Ball, Charles Sherman, Giff Howland, Jamey Hebb.

NORTH GLENAYR
Front Row: Charlie Newton, Max Sheldon, Bryson Bell, Kari Rolph, Fred Winthrop, John
Nastasi, Luke Etherington, Mills Chapman.
Second Row: Mark Dougherty, Tom Fitzgerald, CoHn Murphy, Timmy Malieckal, Tim-
my Newton, Andrew Webbe, Jonathan McCall, Ben Carhsle, Andy Dodge.
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SOUTH BUNKERHILL
Front Row: Scott Leighton, Robbie Kelley, Sam Hawkey, Steve Kaback.

Second Row: Chris Rusk, Monie Hussain, Eric Grierson, Ryan St. John, OHver Gratry,

Bobby Casey, Ed Shihadeh.

Third Row: Mac Cromwell, David Page, Aaron Kinney, Jason Bryant-Wilde, Jay Rewalt,

Alex Young.

NORTH BUNKERHILL
Front Row: Graham Paine, Dave Travis, Kyle Ackerman, Jimmy Thatcher, Milo Ryan,

O.J. Cook.
Second Row: Chris Cook, Jay Bliss, Nicky Burling, Michael Rahman, Ben Freeman, Charlie

Whinery, David Werner, Cohn Dougher, Charlie Richardson, Nick Ludington.



SOUTH HARRIS
Front Row: Matt Leaf, Jason Gall, Tyler Newton, Bill Barrows, Jake deShong, Fred Mor-
ris, Dan Piatt, Jesse Dougherty.

Second Row: Piotr Makula, Mike Estle, Luke Rodgers, Clark Woodward, Ricky

Wishcamper, Wicker Baskett, Brinton Payne, Alec Simonds, Kevin Cronin.

NORTH HARRIS
Front Row: Charlton Rugg, Julien Riant, Kevin Gilpin, Paul Keller, Chris Macon Chris
Lindland.

Second Row: Christian Lowe, Peter Nigra, Mark Frahm, George Robertson, Tom
Alexander.

Third Row: Andy Corsello, Chad Hawkins, Wilhe Bunn, Todd Savage
Fourth Row: Joe Nastasi, Charlie Crissman.
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OLD BUNKERHILL
Front Row: Morgan Wurst, Jory Payne, Charlie Burger.

Second Row: Richard Coolidge, Toby Lloyd, Jeremy LaCasse, Luke Altman, Brad Sablosky,

Matt Burke.

Third Row: R.J. Caldwell, Josh Dresden, Sam Truslow, Philip White, Jim Schwarz, Brian

Callahan.

Missing: Bo Young.

ALLAGASH
Front Row: Mike Hamner, Todd Williamson, Shawn Backes, Pat Herron, Dave Sawyer,

Gary Mess, Jamie Russell, John Wise.

Second Row: Max Tilson, Clifford Earle, George Gibb, Aaron Mysliwiec, John Schuster,

John Scully, Reid Slayton, Andy Adams, Bryan Murphy, David Cook.
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SENIOR CAMPERS
Front Row: Stephen Bishop, Philip Mattoon, Rob Trippe, Dan Bliss, Jaben Kilbourn, Bryan

Manahan.
Second Row: Jason Savage, Will Walker, Chris Martin, David Coughlin, Laddie Weston,

Ralph Sando, Ward Francis, Jim Rodewald.
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ADVENTURE
Adventure is an activity at Kieve in which a boy can really test his potential. When

a boy wrestles an individual, team or tree element, he develops confidence, trust and respect

in himself and in others. Therefore, we had an exciting two sessions at Adventure. We also

pumped out more qualifications than any other activity. Part of the success at Adventure

is because of the quality of counselors I had the opportunity to work with.

In short, I would like to give a special thanks to Steve Kaback, Andrew Corsello and

Richard Collidge. On behalf of the other Adventure counselors and myself, I would also

like to give a big congratulations to seven boys who earned the highest qualification at Adven-

ture — the Mt. Everest: Steven Fulmer, Casey Post, Benji Clark, Gannon Murphy, John

Schuster, David Sawyer and Reid Slayton.

Finally, three records were set at Adventure: First session South Glenayr 2s set the

teeter-totter record of 31 + minutes; second session North Harris 2s set the six-man Poison

Peanut Butter River in 25 seconds; and second session South Glenayr was the only cabin

to successfully complete the Fidget Ladder. A great summer in Adventure!

KEVIN CRONIN
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ARCHERY
Once again, this year, archery was at the top of the list, along with riflery, for one

of the most-frequented activities. What impressed me the most in the campers was that

when they realized they could hit the targets, their eagerness to do even better than just

hit prevailed. To illustrate this, here is a classic scenario: "I can't do this ... my fingers

hurt ... I can't pull the bowstring back ... I'll never hit the target ... Bullseye! Oh, my God,
a Gold!! All right!"

All campers coming to archery made good progress. To enumerate all those outstan-

ding archers would fill many pages — thus, I will name a few: Ben Scott, Jason Frigerio,

Alec Simmonds, Eric and Ian Grierson, Sam Truslow, Phil White and Nicky Burling. I

wish to thank those who have helped me in teaching while I was absent on trips.

Keep the good work up, men! I hope to see you all next year!

PIERRE CESBRON
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ART
This year in art we tried many things: tie-dying, papier-mache, water colors, acryhcs,

crayon melting, gravestone rubbings and nature buildings, along with a couple of field trips

to Boothbay Harbor.

Owen Hall was the first camper to receive a qualification first session, and Bryson

Bell was the only camper to complete all four quahfications to earn his Kieve Artist. Jamie
Brown and Charlie Burger were the two winners of this year's art contest.

Special thanks to all who came to art and especially to Andy Dodge and Kevin Cronin

for their ideas.

CHRISTIE RAY
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FISHING
This year's fishing program varied a lot from the first session to the second session.

During the first session, fish seemed to be caught daily. Chris Macon, George Robertson

and Kevin Duffy were our most devoted fishermen. The second session, few fish were caught,

but the effort was still there. Ricky Wishcamper, Kari Rolph and Chris Macon were the

most devoted during this session. The biggest fish of the summer was a three-and-a-half-

pound small mouth bass, caught by Rob von Czoernig of South Harris.

Fishing seems to be an addictive habit. A boy would come back day after day, or he

would try it once and not be back at all.

TOM ALEXANDER



INFIRMARY
Yes, Camp Kieve survived yet another eight weeks of bumps, bruises, stitches, poison

ivy, sore throats and the Hke.

Dominating the first session's numerous trips to the hospital were the knees of G. J.

Mennen and Jamie Brown, as well as the hand of Kieve's prize vioHnist, Rod Philander,

as a result of a missed rope swing attempt at Wescott Point. Rounding out the first four

weeks was Allagash's welcome back stomach bug that left Hardy Royal, Clay Mitchell and
Steve Fulmer in bed the last three days of the session. Also, I cannot fail to mention the

poison ivy of my first patient of the season. The itching of Chris Page's entire body was
my first medical test, as Andy Dodge brought him to the infirmary about five minutes after

the bus had pulled in.

The second session was somewhat less eventful, and I was able to spend more time

teaching swimming and tanning on raft two. My biggest challenge was the "disease" of

South Bunker Hill, and I will not soon forget the day the entire cabin sat in Dr. Brody's

office. Honorable mention goes to Chris Macon, Chris Lindland, Peter Nigra, Oliver Gratry,

Nicky Burhng and many others who survived the swab-on-the-tonsils-strep throat test. It

should be noted that a new position has been created on the Kieve medical staff. Dave Cook
has been appointed Camp Surgeon for Trips for removing the stitches of G. J. Mennen
on the Caucamogomac and Max Tilson on the Allagash.

Unfortunately, the sickest camper all summer was myself. I cannot express enough
thanks to Moira, Jenny, Bernie, Christie, Hilary, Jessie, Kat, Liza, Lizzie, Ashley and Paula
for all their help while I was gone. Their assistance throughout the two sessions should

also be commended.
CHRIS MANGIAFICO

P.S. No, Jamie, I won't cut Steve Voorhees' toenails!
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NATURE
The nature program this summer focused on the outdoors. The kids and I made

numerous visits to the frog pond next to the Kennedys' house. North and South Glenayrians

were especially fascinated with hunting bullfrogs and catching them, and watching the duckl-

ings. Other activities included canoe trips to Blueberry Island and to Windy Island and
to Beaver Lodge in the marshy area across from Wescott Point.

Many boys achieved the Tadpole qualification, which was earned by correctly identi-

fying trees with the aid of a handbook, and also building a safe campfire out at Kistler

Point. In the nature room, we collected pets. Ben Scott caught a small, red-bellied snake,

and several boys caught garter snakes. We also built an ant farm and kept salamanders

in terrariums.

Special thanks to Christie Ray and Piotr Makula for their assistance this summer.
MICHAEL ESTLE



PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography, despite being plagued by a number of technical difficulties, was once

again a popular activity. The first session started off well, with many pictures of the office,

bell and Kieve sign showing up. Max's car was also a popular subject among the older boys.

Heavy rain showed up to spoil the, pardon the pun, picture-perfect weather. Clearing skies

toward the end of the session saw some quality work in the darkroom. Some fine work
was done by Lee Hintze, Erik Peterson and James Beldock.

Second session started off a little slowly due to the lack of film. However, once the

film arrived, things got rolling. A lot of fine work was done by the younger boys who were
experiencing photography for the first time. Now, if they could only learn to tell time without

a digital clock, we would be all set. Peyton Lindley, Jory Payne and Charhe Burger spent

much time in the dark, sometimes without success, but usually producing good results.

Special thanks to those who took pictures on the trips, and an extra special thanks

to Charhe Newton, without whom the program would not have been what it was.

MOIRA COLQUHOUN
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POTTERY (CERAMICS)
The pottery room was very busy during the first session since the sun decided to hide

more times than was anticipated. The shelves in the cupboard were quickly filled with various

and sundry pots, sculptures, ashtrays, bowls, vases, tiles and other unidentifiable, but im-

aginative, creations. Jamie Brown had a record number of attempts on the wheel, with

interesting results (it's impossible not to make anything, right, Jamie?!). Some of my after-

noon regulars aspired to become Surgeon Masters with the expert help of Chris Page. A
Merit of Creativity award was earned by John Roscoe, whose people sculptures inspired

many others.

During the second session, the wheels were everyone's favorite, and they were busier

than ever. Bigger is better seemed to be the key phrase this month, with David Werner,

Shamus Alley and Peyton Lindley taking the cake with their large wheel pots. Ben Houx
made a whole barrage of sculptures for his "Mr. Man" — was his dog a motorcycle or

vice-versa, Ben?

The Merit of Creativity award was given to Charlie Whinery for his two sculptures:

a man jumping out of a mushroom and an Arab being peeled out of a banana. Where do

those ideas come from, Charlie?

All in all, it was a successful summer, despite small skirmishes with the kiln, too wet

clay, air bubbles and explosions. And we DON'T throw clay, or you get THE TREAT-
MENT — right, Bacon and Spicoli?

HILARY COOLIDGE



PRINTING
This summer, printing began with a new counselor who knew less than some of the

campers about printing. With the help of the Howard BHss Crash Course in printing, things

were soon underway and running smoothly.

First session, the print shop was a popular place, hopping with activity and quahfica-

tions. Jon Rogers, Bryson Bell, Philip Mundy and the Gash guys were a few of the regulars.

David Osgood, the only Kieve Printer of the summer, was particularly impressive. Not on-

ly did he learn quickly — he also taught the other boys and helped around the shop, which

was greatly appreciated.

Second session, printing was not as populated as the first, but it was equally produc-
tive. The kids finished many projects and received quite a few qualifications. Timmy
Malieckal, Chris Rusk and CoHn Murphy spent many hours in the shop and took home
a substantial supply of printed paper goods.

Several people helped make this summer in printing a success. Many thanks to Nick
Ludington and Moira for teaching, Tom Richards for moral support, and Dave Cook for

all the advice. Thanks to all the kids, whose interest and smiles made all the work worthwhile.

JENNIFER PEDRICK
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RIFLERY
The two sessions of Riflery 1985 were once again a great success. Every day the riflery

range was packed with eager campers working on their quahfications.

With the help of Chris Bennett and John Wise, we set a serious standard of precau-

tions, which the campers followed very well. In the two sessions, we had two boys who
shot pinwheels. In the first session, Jay Zeiler got a pinwheel, and in the second session,

Rob Harper shot a pinwheel. Two people also received the highest qualification — the Sharp

Shooter. Jamie Dartt earned his in the first session, and Freddy Morris got his in the se-

cond session.

Overall, the two sessions went well, and the boys learned to respect and understand

the rifle.

ED SHIHADEH
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SAILING
The sailing program went incredibly well this summer, with the addition of four new

Aqua Fins and four new windsurfers. The simple design of the Aqua Fins allowed anyone

who was interested to get first-hand experience without much instruction. Many sailors us-

ed their knowledge from the capsizing chnic when they found themselves out in the middle

of the lake with their boat upside down. The windsurfers were used by the more experienc-

ed campers, but almost everyone who was interested was able to try a board. Kevin Duffy
and Casey Post showed off their windsurfing prowess, while G. Gooder and Graham Paine

learned the art after spending a lot of time in the water.

The level of sailing was the highest it's been, with races every Sunday. Kevin Duffy

and Casey Post were regular winners at the weekly races first session, and Jesse Dougherty
and Kevin Gilpin won several races second session. Grenville Gooder once again achieved

the highest qualification of the year, earning his Commodore after three years of hard work.

Jesse Dougherty earned the next highest qualification, achieving his Flag Captain.

Next summer should be another great year with, hopefully, some new boats in exchange

for the retirement of the Dyers. In addition, the 25-foot Friendship Sloop should be in com-
mission down at Round Pond for day sails.

MARK DOUGHERTY
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SWIMMING
This summer's swimming program revolved around two basic concepts — instruction

and fun. The popularity of the program was relative to the temperature of the lake — ris-

ing throughout both sessions.

Once again, we followed the Red Cross certification program for the framework of

our swimming instruction. This was supplemented by the traditional 660-yard Island Swim
on the first full day of each session. Overall, close to 95% of the new campers completed

their Island Swim, and a majority of the boys participated in the Red Cross classes for

various qualifications.

Our "fun" on the waterfront came in many forms. Afternoon activities often includ-

ed water polo, free swim or suntanning as leisurely alternatives to the camp routine. General

Swim provided contests of skill for the boys, including trivia questions, Anthony dives,

water ballet and the ever-popular pain diving — lots of highly amusing memories of these

events for all present.

This report would be incomplete without thanking Moira and Chris for their instruc-

tional expertise, which made the Red Cross program tick, and, also, the boys, for pro-

viding the memories and the fun. Remember, gang —
"Life's a beach."

JAMEY HEBB
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TENNIS
Tennis is perhaps the most popular activity at Kieve, and this summer proved no ex-

ception. The great majority of campers received at least the first qualification (white racket),

and many continued toward the higher qualifications.

Some of the outstanding players were Scott Ketner, Jamie Dartt, John McAndrews,
Morgan Wurst, Bo Young and George Robertson. They are acknowledged by their efforts

in the tournament. There are many others who deserve recognition, too numerous to list.

They are recognized by their achievements and special mentions. Thanks to all of them
for an active and rewarding summer on the courts. A big thanks for those who covered

for me while I was on trips, and a special thanks to Brian Callahan and Jamey Hebb for

their help during tournaments. Until next summer . . .

ANDY DODGE
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WOODWORKING
Once again, this summer the Woodshop hummed with activity as the campers sawed,

hammered, nailed and sanded their way to many beautiful projects and numerous
qualifications.

During the first session, the campers worked busily until the last few days when the

Allagash boys flooded the woodshop to sand their souvenir paddles. During the second

session, the woodshop saw even more activity than the first session. It seemed that one

out of every three campers decided to build a ladder. Two of the best ladders were built

by the Payne brothers (Jory and Brinton). However, many other beautiful projects were

made second session, including Clarke Woodward's and Kevin Gilpin's boats, Dan Piatt's

and David Page's shelves, stools built by David Werner, Charlie Whinery and Ben Carli-

sle, and Christian Lowe's model of a hamburger.

In closing, I would like to thank all the counselors who helped me out, especially Piotr

Makula, Chris Bennett and Max Tilson. Woodworking 1985 was a great success!

JOE NASTASI
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Trip Notes

June 21-July 11

Team Canada
with Dan Bliss and Rob Trippe

Friday, June 21 -We awake to the expec-

tations of a long trip in front of us; everyone

is psyched to get moving, and after the cabin

picture with lots of money "Team Canada"
as we are called are on the way to the

wilderness. A stop in Augusta to get more
money and to see Marsh Murphy and a D's

stop, then it's on to the border. We cross

near Coalbrook, N.H. and suddenly
everyone is speaking a different language.

We try to change our money to Canadian
currency, but they want to keep it for like

2 years, and they want to know who your

grandmother's second cousin is before they

will give it to you. We camp at "tacky cruise

ship couple" campground with many Win-
nebanjos and lots of ugly freak people. Early

to bed after an awesome dinner of ham and
cheese sandwiches. Some people have tents;

others don't, and Rob left his poles.

Saturday, June 22-Up early. For many,
the sleeping conditions are not perfect (i.e.

the van seats and picnic table). A quick

breakfast and then on to Rt. 10 to Montreal.

A very confusing ride through the city; no
signs match where we want to go, and the

traffic is unbelieveable. Canadians really

drive fast. Through beautiful farming

country-very reminiscent of the mid-western

U.S. Arrive in Algonquin Park at about 5:00

and check in with the portage store; they are

all set for us to leave the next day. They give

us a good dinner of cheeseburgers and some
tents to keep the rain and the bugs away from

us. Camp at Whitefish campground, and

Rob and Dan make their second police ac-

tion of the tents-we hope it is the last. An-
ticipation of tomorrow on the lakes puts us

to sleep.

Sunday, June 23-Up at about 7:00 to be

at the portage store by 9:00 when it opens.

Rich and Mary help us to pack and it is really

a sideshow for all who are nearby. Finally,

after lots of packs and reorganizing we are

off to Tompson Lake. After a floating lunch

supplied by the store and a short portage, we
realize yes, we will be out for 2 years.

Although we have rain, we also have

tailwinds-so our progress is really quite good,

even for the first day. We pass a number of

girls' camps, and the spirits raise as we pass

and dream about spending the night there.

John Schuster is very excited and is really im-

pressed with the castle-like layout of the

camp. We paddle into what we believe to be

Tom Thomson Lake and a camp at a fairly

nice campsite. But the rain that has been

holding off all day is now upon us, and so

after lots of trouble we eat the steaks and

baked potatoes (well, sort of baked-mine is

like eating a raw apple). Just after dinner was

eaten (mostly Rambo style) and somewhat
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cleaned up, a huge thunderstorm hit the area.

Huge winds buffetted the tents while rain

lashed against the trees and the campers who
remained outside to enjoy the spectacle. John

Russell and Sean Gottlieb could not get over

the amazing s^y, which was becoming very

bright as the huge rain clouds began to

dissipate. Shortly after we all went to bed

somewhat damp-but in a state of awe of the

beauty and power of nature.

Monday, June 24-Today we woke up to

hard winds and very cool temperatures. But

we have a good breakfast of bacon, eggs, and

toast. Finally we get organized and start

canoeing about 11:00. We canoe across a

lake and find outselves facing a mile long

portage. The portage is hard, but after about

3 hours we get canoeing again. We get to our

campsite after canoeing across another lake,

then set up and eat dinner about 5:00.

Everyone goes to their tents about 10:00.

Tuesday, June 25-It is a late wake-up.

Eggs, bacon, and toast for breakfast.

Everybody spends most of the day doing

what they please: sleeping, fishing, reading,

or writing. Many people go swimming and
clean themselves up for the first time since

pur arrival in Canada. At night we are told

about the lost father and his son. We are also

attacked by a vicious raccoon.

Wednesday, June 26-We get up to a

hearty breakfast of French toast, prepared

by master chef Rambo and his sidekick "the

Angler." We load up the canoes and are on
our way by 10:00. We paddle until we come
to a yellow sign with a picutre of a canoe on
it. We know what we have to do. We are

prepared for the worst, but the portage turns

out to only be about a half mile. We finish

it in about an hour and half, and then we
proceed onward. We finally get to our camp-

site after crossing a couple of lakes named
after these little runty animals that play in

the mud. Then we eat an awesome lunch,

once again prepared by Rambo and his

sidekick. After lunch we hack around for

awhile by fishing, swimming, suntanning,

and moose scaring. We finally have a

scrumptuous dinner of beef stroganoff,

noodles, and Cadbury chocolate bars. Then
we sit around and digested our candy and
fished. We went to shut our eyes, but first

Dan told us all about his experiences with his

friend and mother. Then we fell into our

beds at about 10:30.

Thursday, June 27-Ugudubaha! Clear

skies and dead wind turn us on. An unreal

looking breakfast of ham omelettes get us

semi-motivated for the five treacherous por-

tages that lay ahead. Immediately following

our first portage, we are blessed with the

presence of a female moose and her calf. The

next portage quickly folows. After bringing

over a bag and some paddles, John Ledyard

(A.K.A. "Paul OrndorO JOHN RUSSELL
(A.K.A. "RAMBO"), Reid Slayton (A.K.A.

"Dee"), and I tried bringing our canoes the

hard way by going through the low-water

level creek. This resulted in banged up canoes

and our having to portage two more canoes

the normal way. The next 3 portages go slow-

ly with plenty of bugs. After 8 hours of land

and water traveling, we arrive at our camp-

site at 5:00 on Big Trout Lake. The next 4

hours are used eating a great meal of chili,

pudding, popcorn, and grape juice. After

removing our life preservers and singing the

Kieve song, we retire to our quarters at 9:30.

Friday, June 28-We wake up to a

beautiful morning with a gorgeous reflection

on the lake. We eat a breakfast of granola

and bacon. Although we eat such a small

breakfast, we still end up getting a late start-

which ended up haunting us. We paddle for

about an hour or so across a lake with a head

wind that is not that strong, but it seems im-

possible. We get to the portage trail about

11:30 or 12:00. Little do we know that this

will take up the larger portion of the day.

Dan instructs us that we only want to take

2 trips, so we take our packs and then our

canoes. Still there are some packs and pad-

dles left. We drew names out of a hat-John
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Ledyard and Rusty (or is his name Teddy?)

Stebbins. We go off on the mile or so long

trail, which seems to be 10 miles long. We
arrive at the portage site, and John takes the

heaviest bag in camp while Rusty takes the

paddles. Although John has the heaviest ar-

ticle, Rusty proves to be a considerble help

in the portage, or is it portage. We stop

about 3 or 4 times and about 3/4 of the way
through the portage we are met by Will Lox-

ton, Scott Muzzy, and Reid Slayton, who
helped us to finish the portage. When we get

to the finish we are greeted by a big applause

and bag of Oreos and a bag of nuts. We pad-

dle to a campsite and eat a superb dinner

prepared by Aubrey Peterson and David
Sawyer. We then roast a whole bunch of

marshmallows and once again sing the Kieve

song. While sitting around the campfire we
take off our life preservers and retire at

10:00, getting psyched for an early wake up
of about 6:00 the next morning.

Saturday, June 29-Today we wake up
at 6:30 a.m. to a good breakfast of granola
cereal. About 10:00 we canoe across a lake

to a one mile portage. Everybody is not ex-

cited about this torture. After about 5 hours
of bringing canoes and very heavy back
packs, we canoe a small lake to our camp-
site where we will spend two days. We clean
up and eat a macaroni and cheese lunch,
which was fiUing. We set up our tents, and
Reid and Rusty go fishing. Everyone else

goes into their tents and talks for a few
hours. For dinner we have Mexican schemg
and hashbrowns, and we play Kieve Trivial

Pursuit. The categories are: trips, sex, kit-

chen girls, and the farmhouse. After this

game we want to bed down about 11:00.

Sunday, June 30-Everyone sleeps in

because it is a rest day. We get up about
10:00 and have a delicious breakfast of pan-
cakes with syrup and peanut butter. Then the

people from the Opeongo store dropped by

with our food. For the rest of the day we
swam, slept, and tanned. For dinner we had

steak, salad, cooked onions, and rice krispy

treats. Then we went to bed about 10:00 after

having some marshmallows and discussing

politics.

Monday, July 1-As always it is difficult

to get up after a rest day. But we managed
to wake to a breakfast of eggs, bacon, and

toast. For the most part we ate like kings (for

a Kieve trip), that is when we did eat (ha,

little joke there...). After loading up the

canoes we canoed about a mile before a small

portage of 1390 meters. The portage was

completed in ample time, and we again pack-

ed our canoes and paddled 4 long miles to

our final resting place. There were three days

left, so we revealed our sexual fantasies-and

the most outrageous won. The dinner was

Hamburger Helper, for it seems the portage

store failed to pack ham steaks which is what

we originally planned on. Pudding and

crackers followed and ended this long day.

Tuesday, July 2-We woke up at 10:30

to an all-you-can-eat-French toast breakfast,

in honor of John Ledyard's birthday. It was

a rest day, so everyone did what they pleas-

ed. We had a great chicken a la king dinner.

To end the evening we had a wrestling match

between Will and Dan, which ended in a tie.

We sang the Kieve song and went to bed.

Wednesday, July 3-We woke up at 6:45

and had cheese omelettes, toast, bacon, and

beverage. Left camp at 9:15. Paddled the

length of the lake to the portage. A 2 and

a half mile portage was the longest portage

on this trip and tiring for all. We had a light

lunch of cheese and crackers and granola

bars. Then we paddled into a head wind,

which was very gusty. We found a site and

relaxed until dinner. We had beef stroganoff

and candy bars, marshmallows, and hot

chocolate for dessert. Everyone went to bed

about 10:00.

Thursday, July 4-Woke up at 8:00 this

morning to face another exciting meal of

eggs. By 10:00 we were leaving the campsite

ready to face a short portage of 685 meters

just across the lake. Two hours later we
found the portage, after taking several

detours to enjoy the scenery and Dan in-

sisting "we're not lost...We just don't know
where we are...there's a big difference." The
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portage was nothing compared to what we
were used to, and we met two guys who told

us the new news and baseball stats. We then

pulled into a campsite on Lake LaMuir. For

lunch we had mac and cheese and later went

swimming to cleanse ourselves and to wres-

tle. The threatening clouds made us hurry the

dinner of beef stroganoff. Then we packed

the foodpacks, and Dan, Rob, and Aubrey
started the 1985 Kieve Fishing Tournament.

The mood was exciting as Dan and Aubrey

and supposedly Rob caught a new type of

fish that wasn't in any of Rusty's fish books.

Meanwhile, the popcorn was popping, the

hot chocolate was steaming, and we all

warmed our insides. Dan then asked if we
wanted a rest day-this was greeted with a

cheer. We soon went to bed knowing that we
could sleep late, and we thought of the

fireworks, and parties we were missing.

Friday, July 5-After a nightfull of rain,

we woke to a dreary morning. We stuffed

ourselves with pancakes. After breakfast

most of us went fishing where an exciting

catch occured: a hundred and ten pounder.

The hook snagged itself on Reid's cheek. Dr.

Bliss and Dr. Trippe yanked out the hook.

We went back to eating pancakes and just

bumming around. For dinner we had a so-

called meal of chicken stir and noodles, then

it was off to bed, for it was raining again and
we had a big day ahead.

Saturday, July 6-Rain throughout the

night, though we are not that wet. A quick

(except for Aubrey) breakfast of granola and
choice of beverage get us on the trail by 9:00.

A quick paddle down Lake LaMuir brought
us to a decision as to whether we should go
around and paddle to Big Trout, or should

we do a 1 and 1/2 mile portage. The vote

was unanimous for the portage; this shows
a change of attitude toward a love of por-

taging, and that was good to see. We really

excelled at this portage and were finished in

about 2 hours. We met a very nice counselor

from another group who was running a

similar trip, and it was nice to compare some
notes. A short but difficult paddle follow-

ed, which brought us to our campsite on Big

Trout Lake. A nice campsite with a nice

greeting tied to a tree. But the site was just

a mess, so we spent some time cleaning it up.

As we ate a pretty good Mexican dinner, we
realized some marshamallow treats would
satisfy the hunger felt by the Mexican din-

ner. The counselors went off to bed as Dave
Sawyer chisled leftover treats out of the pot,

and everyone ate marshmallows and drank

hot chocolate. A fun day despite the portage

and the rain.

Sunday, July 7-Left Big Trout Lake

under a dreadful lemon sky, cold and win-

dy. Across the lake pretty quickly after a long

trash burning session, but a 20 minute canoe

packing exercise sped things up to some ex-

tent. Passed some beautiful cliffs as Rusty

and Rambo discussed Little Compton, R.L
and all the girls that they know from the

area. Tried a little saihng and Muzz Muzz,

Bos, Mitch, and Sean thought that they won
because they stayed sailing. Little did they

know that Rob and Dan never lose, no mat-

ter what. Reid and John Schuster got their

crew in canoeing. Then we had cold rain, so

the executive decision was to stop for a hot

mac and cheese lunch. A good, hot fire and

meal warmed everyone's bones. Suddenly the

sun came out, and it was hot. Paddled up

Macintosh Stream to the first portage, but

before we got there it was two beaver dans
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and a few mosse that we had to get around

first. Portage no problem, and we even saw

a few Yahoos from Ohio-nice shirts and tan

legs. Rusty and Rambo cut Dan off in a thin

stream, and Rob and Reid were happy. Dan
and John Schuster were not, nor was anyone

else as soon as Dan started to splash

everyone. No one was spared; everyone was

happy. Onto the lake and a beautiful one it

was. We finally got a campsite on an island

with no wood, but Rusty and Dan went and

found some. Soon we ate a great meal of

lasagna. Rob and Dan camped at the other

end of the island for some privacy. They

slept while the kids cleaned up and ate mar-

shamallows and hot chocolate.

Monday, July 8-A beautiful hot day,

and so it almost became a rest day. Left

camp by 1 1 :00 and then by 3:00 we still saw

the site about one mile away. The day was

spent sunning, swimming, eating, and sing-

ing Buffet. Finally go to the portage trail

(about 1 Vi miles) and met up with some Ger-

man Yahoos. The basic consensus: they

would not survive. The portage completed,

and Rob loaded the canoes very quickly and

efficiently. On to Tom Thomson (for sure

this time) and couldn't find a sight. Finally,

after a huge water fight, we got one-everyone

was wet except Rob and Reid, the two water

wimps. A very late dinner with bugs and then

to bed for most of us. Some stayed up quite

late in anxious anticipation of the last day.

Mr. Happy was out all day and so was very

sensitive, as all fell asleep.

Tuesday, July 9-Up at 8:00 to a

beautiful, warm day. A very easy paddle

brought us down passed the camps we pass-

ed on the way out-a number of girls wanted
to talk to us, but their counselor said no.

They were really cute, too, and everyone is

very upset. A huge portage took about 10

minutes, then a cheese and cracker snack,

and it's on to the portage store. Everyone

was very high, and soon we were there-

everything got unpacked, a free soda, but un-

fortunately the van had been broken into.

Even that could not dampen the spirits. A
great cheeseburger meal at the store replac-

ed a missing hamsteak meal, and then it was

off to Whitefish to camp. Phone calls and

swimming rounded out the day. Then it was
camper roast time, and all got what they

deserved-Sean and John can attest to that.

Tomorrow we begin our trip home to camp,
but for now it is good to be back to civiliza-

tion again.

Wednesday, July 10-Up at 7:30 and
began the drive home, dropped off the tents

at the store, adn then hit the open road. Saw
our last moose, but it was dead-oh well. Next

stop we hoped would be Reid's house in Ver-

mont, but that was a long way off. We made
it to Montreal and then crossed back into the

U.S. near Lake Champlain, N.Y. (it was nice

to be back home). Customs was very similar

to Midnight Express except we didn't get

caught. A McD's stop brightened everyone's

spirits, and then it was on to St. Johnsburg

and sleep. Reid's home is beautiful and
everyone relaxed very quickly. A good game
of Trivial Pursuit followed and lots of

bumper pool with Dan and Muzz Muzz as

the reigning champs. Rusty and John were

very good too. Then it was off to bed with

lots of giggles with Rob, Dan, Aubrey, and
Reid in one room and everyone else in

another room. Not much sleep, but who
needed sleep because were were going home.
Thanks again to the Slaytons who opened
their home to a bunch of very dirty, smelly

but well-behaved boys. Thanks again.

Thursday, July 11-Up at 7:00, and we
did a massive cleanup of the house while Rob
and Reid got some food for breakfast. Then
it was into the van and off to Nobleboro,

ME. through N.H. and the White Moutains.

"Welcome to Maine"-a quick tour of Bates

College, that distinguished institution of

higher learning in beautiful Lewiston, ME.
It was a race to get back to camp while lunch
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was still going on-we hit it perfectly and came
flying over the hill into an expectant crowd
of campers. It was nice to be back among
so many good friends again. The trip really

speaks for itself, but it was just great from
start to finish.

DAN BLISS, ROB TRIPPE,
AND TEAM CANADA.

June 21-22

North Harris to Pemaquid River

with Mac Cromwell, Chris Cook,
and Charlie Newton

Soon after breakfast. North Harris set

out from the Kieve waterfront under sunny

skies on Lake Damariscotta in eight canoes.

We paddled past Kistler Point and down to

the southernmost extremity of Muscongus

Bay. Here Jamie Dartt and Jack Weidlinger

began the mile portage together carrying

their packs and canoe. The rest of us were

less ambitious and began the carry with just

packs and lunch.

Two hours later we were in the Pema-

quid Pond eating lunch with ominous storm

clouds quickly approaching from the north.

Kevin Duffy and Kris Korpinen led the fleet

towards shelter with a poncho and two pad-

dles. We coasted into the Bright Tree Farm
Campsight as the rain began to fall. Thanks

to Nick Ludington and Jamie Hebb, our

tents, dinner, and breakfast were waiting at

the campsight.

The rain lasted for one hour during

which time the tents were set up, and the fire

was started. With the sun shining again,

many of us enjoyed exploring the nearby
beaver dams. Chefs Charlie and Chris made
terrific burgers for dinner, and we were fast

asleep.

Gannon Murphy and Kevin Duffy woke
up with the sun and had the fire started

before anyone else was out of the tents.

Scrambled eggs and bacon, and we were off

down Pemaquid Pond under a blazing sun.

Paddling into and through Biscay Pond, we
canoed into the Pemaquid River with the sun

becoming hotter than ever. Having spotted

a few blue herons amongst the reeds of the

meandering river, we reached Bristol, por-

taged around the dam, and began to walk

the canoes down the extremely shallow

Pemaquid River. Two hours later we were

fortunately found by Charlie Richardson and
Jamie Hebb with the Kieve bus
Perserverance and canoe trailer! We return-

ed to camp tired, yet proud of the work we
had done.

MAC CROMWELL

June 21-22

South Harris to St. John's Bay
with Tom Alexander, Jim Schwarz,

Brian Callahan

South Harris' trip to St. John's Bay was

an overnight trip, which began after a busy

morning of packing and a short drive. The
boys unloaded their equipment and canoes

at Restoration Point. The eight canoes load-

ed with equipment, fourteen campers, and
three counselors headed across St. John's

Bay and into the gut. While in the gut Rob,

Ian, Chris, and Jamie spotted a seal bobb-

ing in the choppy salt water.

Due to the tides a lunch break was not

possible, making the paddle a hard one.

Once through the gut we entered the

Damariscotta River. Two miles upstream we
spotted our camping destination-Fort Island.

After resting and lunch of bologna, we set

up camp just beating a short storm which

rapidly passed by. The boys then explored

the island in search of Hans, the resident

psycho. Job fed the osprey, and the beach

was raped of its plentiful mussel supply by

Baird, Chris, Philip, Scott, Oliver, John, and

Jamie. Chris and Oliver then caught a crab
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apiece. A dinner of hamburgers, hot dogs,

mussels, and crab was prepared by Ohver
and Phihp. After several hours of culinary

dining, all shared in cleaning up the mar-

shmallow toasting. An hour of fireside

stories led to bedtime.

In the morning a fire was made by

Philip, Baird, and Oliver. The breakfast of

scrambled eggs, cheese, and bacon was

prepared by Chris, Whit, and Oliver. After

packing we got on the river to catch the in-

coming tide. After miles of strenuous pad-

dling, the orange Kieve bus could be seen at

the Damariscotta City public landing.

TOM ALEXANDER

June 23-24

South Glenayr to Kistler Point

with Charlie Richardson, Steve Kaback,

Mike Estle, and Anthony Eltvetd

Despite ominous skies the troopers from
South Glenayr led by Wesley Tooke and

Christopher "Ozzie" Osgood canoed to

Kistler Point. We arrived at approximately

11 :30, and with great cooperation had all the

tents set up by 12:00. Just in time for lunch.

Anthony, save some chips for the kids. After

lunch Mike Estle took Robbie Hunt, Rob
Beckerlegge, James Beldock, Josh Kinney,

and Robbie Gerard into the woods to find

wood to burn. One hour later we had enough

wood for a month.

The rest of the afternoon was taken up

by vociferous games of "Simon Says" and

Ball Tag. Thomas Stebbins, Kevin Cunn-
ingham, and Chris Urfer kept the games ac-

tion packed with their howling and hiding

in and around the tents. Brent Hallowell and

Chris Rogers tried to catch some fish, while

Matt Brand was kept occupied tending the

fire.

By 6:00 everyone was famished. Some

hamburgers, lettuce, tomato, cheese, etc.,

was just what the doctor ordered. Before din-

ner, though. Trivia questions had to be

answered. The kids know more about states

and capitals than most of us.

Before the bonfire could start we all

watched Mike Estle attempt to wash pans in

the lake. After 20 minutes of futile attempts

Mike could be found chasing after runaway
pans in the lake. I guess common sense isn't

a prerequisite for admittance to Harvard!
Nevertheless, with the help of the campers,

all was salvaged.

During the bonfire Steve Kaback gave

the campers a didactic lesson on the uses of

an axe. So in awe were the campers by his

story that at least three or more now aspire

to be lumberjacks. By 10:00 all were sleepy,

and we went to bed realizing the Red Sox
were about to lose another game (3-0 to the

Tigers). Although we were nebulous about

the weather outlook for the next day, we
were certain our energy and comradarie

would make the day a success.

And successful it was. The weather was
windy and raw for sumer, yet we all filled

up on pancakes, bacon, and fruit cocktail.

(The cook may still be at Kistler Point try-

ing to make the perfect pancake). By 11:30

we had safely disassembled and made it back

to Kieve. You should all be proud of your

accomplishments, guys. Bring on Loud's

Island.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON
June 25-30

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin

with Tom Alexander, Jim Schwartz

and Brian Callahan

After a 7:00 a.m. breakfast in Pas-

quaney, the boys of South Harris loaded the

brown van with a week's supply of food and

clothes. The boys were lead by H.B.C. Tom
Alexander and counselors Jim Schwarz and

Brian Callahan.

Five hours of windy country roads

brought us to the dirt roads of Baxter State

Park. After a flat tire and many stops to seek

directions, we arrived at Foster Field, our

flat, grassy campground. As we unloaded

and set up camp, the afternoon sun became

engulfed by black clouds.

We started a fire and collected wood
with help from all. Baird, George, and Brad

cooked the burgers and made the bug juice.
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As we finished eating the rains began-and
lasted the entire trip.

After doing dishes we retreated to the

tents to avoid the rain. The next day we
awoke and all helped in building a fire with

wet wood. Chris, dohn, and PhiHp prepared

a great breakfast of scrambled eggs and
cheese. After dishes we took a thirty minute
drive on the roughest of roads to the base

of Mt. Katadin. This was the beginning of

the let-down. We were not allowed to climb

down the line due to winds and fog.

We hiked into the woods to spot moose
on the Sandy Stream Pond. After an hour
of searching Job and John noticed a baby
mouse in the woods. It was time for the silent

prowl through the forest. The beast was
stalked and forced out into the water, and
Oliver took some incredible photos. When
we arrived back at home base the rain

cleared, and we had free time to wrestle and
play kick the can.

On Thursday we again tried to climb but

were denied. Philip, the fire man, made us

an incredible morning fire. Maypo and
raisins were served to all. We then headed
to town for a day of window shopping in the

rain. Then back to camp for a hinch of tuna
prepared by Scott, Ian, and Whit, it was then

time to play kick the can.

After dinner the boys were divided and
competed in a friendly wrestling match in

which Whit demonstrated his talent. It was
then time for the tapioca pudding eating

contest.

Friday morning the counselors awoke to

a fire made by Phihp and fourteen yelling

boys in the rain. It was time for the maypo
once again with a special treat of sausage.

Another drive to the base led us to more
disappointment. We then went to the Abol
Slide which is a natural rock water slide, and
we all got wetter than we already were. From
here it was time for the dump. At the dump
we found six black bears picking through the

trash. They were first spotted in the woods
by Doug's eagle eyes. The long Friday end-

ed with a game of Capture the Flag with our

Canadian neighbors. Led by a special assault

team of Oliver, Chris, and Jamie the Cana-
dians had not a chance.

Friday at three in the morning the rains

hit their hardest. The tents were blown and
flooded with inches of water. A bad weather

forecast left us with no choice but to leave

a day early.

Saturday morning we packed and were

on the road to Kieve. After a massive eating

session at McDonald's and extra food, we
arrived back at camp.

TOM ALEXANDER
June 25-June 30

North Harris to Moose River

with Mac Cromwell, Charlie Newton
and Chris Cook

North Harris rose early in the morning,

loaded the gear on the bus and canoes on the

trailer. After a quick breakfast, we were off

at 6:30 under sunny skies and with a flapp-

ing tarp. Stopping several times to fasten the

tarp, and once to pick up Jamie Dartt's pack,

we arrived in Jackman, Maine under over-

cast skies-and Andrew Ingersoll leaves his

breakfast on the floor of COURAGE and
the pavement of the Texaco station.

We drove to Attean's Landing where we
put the loaded canoes in the water to begin

the trip. Kris Korpinen caught six fish while

a sleeping bag and poncho were purchased

in town to replace Andrew's missing pack.

The tarp had two huge rips in the middle,

but fortunately there was a surplus in tent

flys.

We set out towards the western extremi-

ty of Attean Pond with the sky threatening

thunder and rain. An hour or so later we ar-

rived at the campsite, and the rain was com-
ing. A dinner of scrambled eggs, pancakes,

and sausage (because the hamburger meat
was frozen solid) sat in our stomachs as we
slept and wondered whether the hamburger
would be served for breakfast. The rain slow-

ed to a halt temporarily.

The next morning the rain woke us up,

and we rose to begin the portage through the

mud. Eric Libby found a rusty nail in the

woods sticking into his foot through his shoe.

His last tetnus shot was in 1975, and some
rust was removed from the cut on the ball

of his foot with the point of a buck knife.

Neosporen, bacitracin, and hydrogen perox-

ide cleaned the cut as it was bandaged, and

Eric was ready to continue with the trip.

One crew consisting of G. Gooder, Ben
Scott, Kevin Duffy, Andrew Ingersoll, Kris

Korpinen, and Jamie Dartt made one trip on
the muddy portage trail in the rain while the

tents were taken down-and a tasty breakfast
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of scrambled eggs and sausage was served.

Upon returning, the second portage was

begun and breakfast served to those who had

not yet eaten.

Raining throughout the day, at points

the trail was knee in mud, and everyone was

exhausted. G. Gooder was commended for

his enthusiasm on the trail. When all the gear

finally reached the end of the trail, the sun

came out to warm the day and raise our

spirits.

After bathing in Holeb Pond, we ate a

dinner of hamburgers with cheese sauce,

delicious lemonade, and marshmallows for

dessert. Kris Korpinen fried a rainbow trout,

which proved quite tasty. Bart and Ben
sterilized and put out the fire as the rest of

us went to sleep (many complaining of harsh

bites itching).

Bacon and fried apples for breakfast

warmed us up on this, the coldest morning
of the trip. We paddled and sailed across

Holeb Pond to the opening of Holeb Stream
with a constant but light drizzle. Soon we
were on the Moose River. Lunch consisted

of peanut butter and honey on cheese. We
ate lunch in the canoes while on the river.

Upon reaching Holeb Falls, we portaged the

gear and camped ont he south site of the

river. Dinner consisted of hamburger and
tomato sauce stew and lemonade. The sun

appeared briefly near the end of the day, and
all slept well to the sound of the roaring

waterfall nearby.

We rose early and set out from Holeb
Falls by 7:45 after a filling breakfast of

oatmeal, raisins, and honey. It was raining

again. By one o'clock we had reached At-

tean's Rips where we pulled out for a lunch

of tuna fish, granola bars, and peanut but-

ter, honey, and cheese. We set back in the

river, shot the rapids, and pushed on further

up the Moose River. We reached the

southern most extremity of Attean Pond
where the Moose River temporarily ends. We
then paddled against strong head winds to

camp on the northern banks of Attean Pond.
As the rain had been on and off

throughout the whole trip, the evening's fire

would prove cruicial. Ethan Moeller and
Jack Weidinger gathered much kindhng
along with everyone else, and Rod Philander

displayed a unique talent for stoking the fire.

Kris Korpinen and others caught fish of

various sizes. Beef stew, tapioca pudding,

and s'mores filled our stomachs and stuck

to our ribs. Kevin Duffy and Eric Libby put

out the fire when the rest of us were asleep

in our tents.

Morning came with more overcast skies,

but we were on the last leg of the trip. Maypo
was eaten for breakfast, and we paddled in-

to Wood Pond and across into Jackman
back on the Moose River. After eating a

snack of four fig newtons each, Paul Shah
won the sternman race. We arrived at Long
Pond near two o'clock where we had tuna

fish in the canoes for lunch-at which time we
saw a moose on the river we had just left.

The rain had stopped, and we paddled to our

final campsite.

There was cut wood waiting to be burn-

ed and many purple martins chowing mos-

quitoes. The site was beautiful, and the pro-

position of returning to Kieve the following

day brightened everyone's spirit.

Kevin Duffy, Andrew Ingersoll, Gan-
non Murphy, and Ben Scott played chicken

in the canoes, and later they led others in pine

needle torch throwing.

Chicken a la king with tuna washed
down by lemonade was served with fruit

cocktail and Hershey bars with peanut but-

ter for dessert. A full moon illuminated the

night sky for the first time of the trip.

The next morning we awoke in the sun-

shine and rose to a leisurely breakfast of pan-

cakes and lemonade. A fifteen minute pad-

dle to Frank Strassberger's house, and we
were on the road to McDonald's and then

to Kieve. We returned to camp all the more
grateful for what we have.

MAC CROMWELL



June 24-25

North Bunkerhill to

Bald Rock Mountain
with Richard Coolidge, Pete Cesbron

and Piotr Makula
We woke up on the BIG DAY, and

since this is Maine's rainy time of year, the

weather was overcast and damp. However,
we being the brave hearty souls of North
Bunkerhill, we were not to be put off by such

trivial obstacles.

So, we loaded up the van after

breakfast, strapped down the tarp, turned on
"Tears and Fears", and headed towards

Camden Hills State Park, our campsite for

one night in the not-so-wilderness of Maine.
We arrived about 1 1 :30, and the first priority

was to set up tents. The old boys, with the

help of the counsel, showed the new boys

how to put up a tent. Then, there was a race

between the "ones" and the "twos." The
"ones", who had many new boys, crushed

ihe "twos"-thus winning more ice cream at

Round Top the next day. After getting the

gear stowed away under the tarp, collecting

wood, and eating lunch, we set out to battle

the elements and attacked Mt. Megunticook
and Mt. Battle. The top of Megunticook was

exciting because the warm wind was blow-

ing very strongly, and we were on the clouds.

We also saw some hawks soaring and div-

ing into the wind. After a snack of Fig

Newtons, we followed the Tablelands Trail

to Ml. Battle and the tower on it. We climb-

ed up and although we could not see much,
we were able to see Camden Harbor.

We continued down, constantly losing

Than and Eben who seemed to want to get

down to eat. We returned to the campsite at

5:30 and started dinner. Fire Tender Piotr

Makula kept the stove hot, while Jason,

Chris, Nicky, and Grant helped Chef Pete

Cesbron make the hamburgers. But these

were not your ordinary hamburgers! We had

bacon, cheese, lettuce, tomato, and even

sprouts! Having made 50, Nicky said he

could eat only one! Nicky-you said you've

been starving all week!
Just as we finished dinner, the rain came

and it poured for an hour-thoroughly soak-

ing the tents. (Not to mention the HBC
forgot the tent flies!) After the rain stopped,

we all got out the marshmallows and made
s'mores. Luckily, our fire had not gone out

in the rain. Then we sat around the camp-

fire and heard ghost stories. Alex told one
about Bongo whose favorite phrase was

"You'll be sorry." We'll save the good ones

for the Croix, guys! At 10:00 we all went to

bed-however, it was not to be a quiet night.

.

Most kindly, our friendly neighbor Mr.

Raccoon decided that he would pay us a visit.

We heard him trying to get into the wan-

nigans, but we chased him away. Somehow,
though, when we woke up in the morning,

he had gotten into the cooler, even though

we stacked the K-wannigan on top of it.

We were woken around 7:30 by noises

coming from campers' tents, notably the

loud voice of Than and laugh of David

Pollet. We cooked up oatmeal with raisins

and bacon sugar-get used to it, guys-you

have five days of it on the St. Croix! We
washed up (though much training needs to

be done in this area), broke camp, and head-

ed for Bald Rock Mountain. The day was

really clear, and from the top we could see

all the islands-Vinal Haven, Isleboro, 700

Hundred Acre Island. After some sunning,

some granola bars but no pizza (?!?), we
started down back to the van.

For lunch, we went to a beach on Lake
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Megunticook and went swimming and made
PB&Js. Poor Maceo did not know what
peanut butter was! Some swam, while others

such as Wyatt opted for the sun and lying

in the grass. Following lunch, we all loaded

up the van and headed towards Kieve.

"What about Round Top?! We all stuffed

our faces with ice cream, flew over the Kieve

bump, and returned to camp. There has been

much learned and much to be learned for the

BIG TRIP. My ever grateful thanks to my
most able counselors, Pete Cesbron and
Piotr Mekula. Fantastic trip, guys-get psych-

ed for the Croix!

RICHARD COOLIDGE
June 24-25

South Bunkerhill to

Nelson's Point (kinda)

with Kevin Cronin, Chris Bennett

and Joe Nastasi

Our luck was with us. Buffeting head-

winds. Dip boycott! Stopped for lunch at

"Strange Man's Point." Joe made an

awesome lunch while Chris and I debated on

our next move. Decided to push on into the

wind led by Hobie Antik and Jeep Post.

After many stops we rested for a while at Mr.

and Mrs. "Vacationland's" cottage. Lee

Hintze proposed a brilliant question to the

"Vacationland's", "Could we have a tow

with your speed boat?" Despite their positive

reply, we pushed on when the sun peeked

through those black clouds and when Kirk

Forsyth had returned from the bathroon.

Next, thunder and lightning tormented us to

the portage. Charley Dane, the backbone of

portage, received the very prestigious SBH
Ox Award for his performance. We pushed
off into the brackish Damariscotta River but

linsure of our destination. To our surprise

Ashton Betancourt and Owen Hall led us to

a neat, Httle, private peninsula. Set up camp
before rain with the leadership of Allen Bur-

ton and Mark Reis by setting up the tents.

Ate!4 pounders and s'mores for dinner.

After dinner Pope Babcock and Teddy
Bruenner told us their worst jokes. No one

came close to winning the cherished Hersey

Bar for even a semi-decent joke. Hit the hay

early and slept very well because of our ar-

duous trek.

Beautiful morning broke on Kirk's bir-

thday. Had cake, oranges, and granola bars

for breakfast. Brud Sperry and Fritz Moriar-

ty cleaned up camp while the rest of us

prepared to return to Kieve. Arrived at the

portage at 8 a.m. led by Alex Cudaback.

Pushed off at 9 a.m. to greet headwinds yet

again. Smooth saiUng to "Strange Man's
Point" for a snack of tuna and oreos. Ar-

rived at Kieve by 1 p.m. to again be reunited

with our comrades by lunchtime. The men
of SBH worked like a well-oiled machine,

and you should be proud of yourselves.

Chris, thanks for making me smile in times

of frustration. And lastly — Joe — thanks

for sharing your camping expertise with me.

KEVIN CRONIN
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June 25-26

North Glenayr to Wescott Point

with Andy Dodge, Mark Dougherty,

Ed Shihadeh, and Charhe Crissman

Day 1-In short, the morning was ugly.

Dark clouds and weather alternating between

slight drizzle and oppressive downpour com-
bined to stifle the hopeful expectations of

camper and counselor alike. Yet, the trip

must go on.

As Charlie Richardson was leading a

similar trip to Kistler Point, he and I attemp-

ted to convince each other that we were in-

deed going to have "just all kinds of fun in

the rain," and mused about belittling the

distance between us by having a Capture the

Flag game, or participating in the evening

activity.

However, the heavens did eventually un-

fold its realms to give birth to a hazy and

yet welcome sun-thus allowing us to depart

from the familiar waters hugging the shores

of Wescott Point.

We immediately erected the tents, and

Ed Shihadeh provided the campers with a

momentous swing off the rope into the lake.

We then set off in the canoes again, and I

took everyone across the lake to see the large

beaver lodge there. En route we came very

close to some loon mothers nervously and
yet persistently sitting on their encased

young. At the actual beaver lodge we were

very impressed with the thoroughness and
complexity of his creation-and a bit surpris-

ed to find a large black snake sunning

himself there.

We then set off to Windy Island for

lunch. However, the winds and waves col-

laborated against us, and Ed learned how to

right a canoe in the middle of the lake. Yet,

Perseverance proved the key word and after

lunch, with the wind at our back, we virtually

sailed home.
Fishing, swimming, and other "books

and games and things" occupied our time

until a hearty dinner of hamburgers and
cooked apple slices with brown sugar. A
dessert of s'mores, flashlight tag, and stories

prepared us for a restful sleep.

Day 2-We awoke at a leisurely hour,

"we" being the counselors. After wood was

gathered we began a gastronomical delight

which lasted for over two hours. Blueberry

pancakes, bacon, sausage, and sliced apples

were included in the menu, along with pink

lemonade and Tang. Digestion of the food

was aided by an extended battle with ninja

death pannikans. We then had a short swim,

packed up, and headed back to the Kieve

beach.

ANDY DODGE

June 28-29

OBH to the Muddy Rudder
with Dave Cook, Andrew Corsello

and John Wise
The rain began on the twenty-fifth of

July, The twenty-eighth was the first day of
our "trip". As we sat that morning consum-
ing old Cap'n Crunch and cheap, rude
doughnuts which later caused almost half
our campers indigestion and nausea, the rain

had subsided to a saturating drizzle. John
Wise and I threw packs and equipment with
savage, masculine strength to General Dave
Cook on the top of the Perserverance, the

"Charlie Richardson" van. It was at this mo-
ment that director Mike Cunningham burst
through the twin doors of Pasquaney and
with the foresight of Oedipus Rex loudly pro-

claimed, "The rain is gone. The only
precipitation falling now is blown from the

trees." Thus the proposed Old Bunker Hill

Chewonkee Saltwater trip was vexed. The
two night/three day 22 mile trip ended semi-

humorously a quarter mile from where it

began in Wiscasset. Nicknamed "o-bert
jr"...the story is grim, full of sound and
fury, and French,

By 6:00 a.m. our eight canoes had set

forth like swirling flower petals in the sly

urinal of oblivion against the moderate cur-

rents and winds of the Sheepscot River. One
hundred yards out privates Jampoler and
Sagorin spotted a seal. Two-hundred yards



out a large crow flew overhead. Three-

hundred yards out the trident was stirred, the

wind howled, and the waves crashed over our

bows. The fight seemed hopeless, but four

of our canoes persevered with courage,

loyality, liberty, and intelligence to the Mud-
dy Rudder Restaurant/bar on the other side.

Our other four were humiliatingly ship-

wrecked where they started.

Displaying shrewd direction as always

senior camper Antony Eldvet ran briskly to

a convenient phone where he notified Kieve

of the overwhelming peril. Sensing an oppor-

tunity for adventure, an unrewarded
Wiscasset civilian clued in responsible and
zealous authorities, without whose help our
trip would have continued. Within minutes

a rescue force quintipling ours in size was on
the spot, salvaging our equipment, planning

on walkee-talkees, and herding our campers

into an ambulance where difficult medical

maneuvers were skillfully performed to pre-

vent hypothermia.

While General Cook, John Wise and I

battled the elements to collect all equipment,

Antony Eldvet once again showed supreme
camping skills by leading the cold and
dangerously ill campers to hot chocolate and
dry blankets at the Wiscasset firehouse.

When the work was done, we sought the

comforts at the firehouse where Charlie

Richardson, Tom Richards, and Mike Cun-
ningham were being attacked by reporters

from the greater Wiscasset area. When
private Walshak finally overcame his lovely

shade of blue, we piled back in the vans to

Kieve, silently and ravenously eating raw
Maypo.

Naturally dishearted and smelly, our

troops returned to Kieve to the self-satisfied

grins of private Mennen, who was unable to

attend the trip due to gangrene of the knee.

I will never forget the distant look in Mike
Cunningham's eyes as he said without self-

pity, "There are big trees in Maine, with big

leaves."

ANDY CORSELLO AND DAVE COOK
June 28-July 19

The Allagash Wilderness Waterway
with Jamey Hebb, Nick Ludington,

and Max Tilson

Day 1-June 28-Reality came crashing

down at 4:50 a.m.-yawn-time to put on some
final rounds of Lou Reed for the necessary

motivation. The good luck weather duck
forgot we were leaving today-megarain and

chilly temperatures. Nevertheless, an inspired

group hit the road, northbound, at 6: 1 5 a.m.

Joe Nastasi (a.k.a. "Road Warrior")

shuttled us up to Greenville in record time.

We checked in at the ranger station, and
Jamey used the HAM radio to reserve our

site on Umbazooksus stream with Great Nor-

thern Woods Lumber.
We arrive at Hannibal's Crossing at

12:30, on the water at 1:10 p.m. after already

spotting our first moose. Haze replaces the

rain, and we had a warm breeze behind us.

The West Branch of the Penobscot was a bit

low, yet most maneuvered around the rocks

quite well-excepting Brevy and Clay, and,

naturally, Jamey and Steve. A few big head-

wind gusts, but we forge on. Two moose are

spotted grazing at Ragamuff Stream,

Another moose spotted as Big Island comes
into view.

The Big Island site is inhabited by us

just prior to the arrival of Camp Cragged
Rock-we laugh a lot at them because their

trip leader is so jolly, and there are girls in

their group. We have found no competition

for being River Kings.

The first big wood search produces no
cedar, and the axe handle breaks; oh well.

Deluxe burgers by Chef Peterson are good
chow. Edgar Allan Poe's "The Black Cat"
over dying embers. The trip leader collapses

in his tent-we're finally here.

Day 2-June 29-"YOR MOMMAS
AINT HEEUH!" Up at 5, darkness but no
rain overhead. Eggs and bacon in the rain.

We load the canoes and are on the river at

7 a.m. -slow pokes.



We immediately begin to spot many
moose, and Nick teaches the kids their

mysterious yet lovely mating call. Hard, driv-

ing rain, and lots of low water. "You didn't

come on a river trip planing on staying dry,

didja?" Stop at the mouth of the Penobscot

to eat Hershey bars and warm up Steve

Vorhees. Kids amused by the quicksand.

As we enter Chesuncook Lake, Jimmy
Buffett makes the first of many surprise ap-

pearances. The rain is unbelievable, but

keeps us paddling hard. We pass Gero Island

and enter Umbazooksus Stream. The kids

enjoy a story about Madonna and Jamey.
Talk to Fishermen about the weather, give

them message to phone Kieve for new axe.

No, Steve-you can't go back with
Moira-PADDLE!

Rain comes down even harder, and we
pull into campsite with stiff necks, backs,

and shoulders. But we're having fun.

Somehow, the boys were not phased by

the rain. Granola bars precede PB&Js.
Fearey and Royal are awesome, as they pad-

dle our detailed message to the friendly

fishermen who will help us. Everybody goes

to hide in the tents, and suddenly the skies

clear, and the sun comes out. Big celebra-

tion. Erik and Brevy go fishing, but come
out empty handed.

Dinner preparation takes forever, but

the spagetti is pretty tasty. Motivation talk

about the portage, and then we rack in a very

big way at 8:30 p.m. Mud Pond is manana.
Day 3-June 30-Happy Birthday, Mom!

Up at 5 a.m. The first of several dehcious

Maypo feasts is spiced up with appHes and
raisins and enjoyed by all. On the water at

6:30 a.m.; much dragging upstream en route

to Umbazooksus Lake. Fearey loves this,

while most seem to be asleep still.

Quick portage around floodgates is

highlighted by Casey's discovery of a big

bullfrog. Paddle upshore until Jamey and
Nick find Portage Trail. Up to campsite,

then on the trail, all tumped up, at 9:45.

Beautiful sunny weather for one of the

toughest parts of the entire trip. Lots of

highlights portaging: Brevy and Charlie

awesome on the "K", every canoe carried

solo by sternmen and Fulmer, three trips

each by Fulmer, Royal, and McAndrews,
Voorhees unforgettable for style alone, and
the spectacular, memorable appearance of

Jimmy Buffett jogging through the swamp
tumping the tarp.

The Mud Pond Portage is two tough
miles, yet almost every kid did a super job.

Hershey bars and a brief celebration in the

Congo-like environment of Mud Pond. All

pushed off at 3:45, due to circumstances.

As we cross Mud Pond, we enjoy a great

view of Katahdin and an up close look at a

huge bull moose. Steve V. paddling well, and
Jamey finds the stream. Very shallow water,

and we drag most of the way to Mud Brook.
Nick and Greg had left early to get Gravel

Beach site, but no luck. Those who beat us

skipped the portage, though-so we can still

laugh, because we are so much more intense

than all other.

We camp at Mud Brook site and meet
the first set of rangers. Dave Percy will be

a great help to us and is very friendly. Din-
ner/lunch combo meal of tuna sandwiches,

hot dogs, and baked beans. A gorgeous, very

peaceful evening. Sterlizing and bugs are

conquered. H. G. Wells' "The Ghost of

Fear" over the embers. The tents are attack-

ed happily with tired, aching bodies after a

long day of work.

Day 4-July 1-Rest Day. Happy July.

Sleep late (?) until 7:15, break camp by 8:30,

munch Granola and paddle over to Gravel

Beach site. Lots of sun and blue skies. Pan-
cake mix is messy (whose fault, Nick?), so

we improvise with "Gash Toast" garnished

with blueberries, jelly, and syrup. Definite

wilderness food-it tastes dehcious out here,

but would make you sick at home.
Chris Fearey informs us, sadly, that our

toilet paper supply in nonexistent. No
problem-resupply is tomorrow. Arrival of

some scarey people from Waterbury, Ct.,

who have a 3 hour liquid lunch in the mid-

dle of our campsite. Yes, you long-haired,

dirty people with tattoos certainly are cool.

They send Max and the kids on futile hunt
for swim rock. Benji poles his canoe back.

Spend lots of hours catching rays, swim-

ming, letter writing, and reading-basic

Havana daydream-long, lazy, gorgeous

afternoon. Clay makes ice tea to supplement

the counsellor's kiwi fruit.

Yummy dinner of ham, macaroni and

cheese, and hot dog chunks fills everybody
up. Many rounds of Madonna stories, and
tales of college hfe at U. Maryland, U.N.C.,
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and U. Maine. The kids are highly amused.
Big concert tonight-Jimmy Buffett and

James Taylor perform, then Charlie "Arlo
Guthrie" Loxton sings "Alice's

Restaurant," harmonicas wail through the

quiet of the woods. Stories of the islands.

S'mores, casual crash. Nice, mellow day.

Day 5-July 2-Resupply day. Brevy

Walden's birthday. Up at 7:30 for major
munch on leftovers. Off for resupply. Jamey
and Nick mojo, and amuse the kids with

selected tasteless reading excerpts. Max stays

at site with other kids to clean up, sterilize,

gather wood, and relax.

Arrive at Thoroughfare at 11:30. No
Moira. Dave and Tracy Percy enhst us to

help move icehouses. Hard work, but Jamey
gets a cool shower as unexpected reward.

Tracy cooks 5 rounds of hot oatmeal-raisin-

chocolate chip cookies for the kids. Off and
on rain showers.

Moira shows at 2:45 with mail (Thanks,
KLL), supplies, news, after dropping off

Caucmogomoc. Great to see her, then back
onto Chamberlain Lake. Casual cruise back
in the rain with much singing.

Good dinner of burgers, and everybody

is happy for Voohees, who finally got his

shades in the mail. Cheese cake for Brevy's

14th birthday. Pack up, get ready for a long

paddle tomorrow. At this point in the trip

our moose count has passed 10. Sleep.

Day 6-July 3-Under hazy skies we

struggled out of the tents at 5 a.m. Eggs for

breakfast and we're on the river at 6:30.

"Crusin' to the sounds of the big deisel..."

Groove up Churchill Lake to Lock Dam,
which we reach at 8:40. Visit with some
relatives of the kidneys, then a quick portage

is executed well.

Enter Eagle Lake and make excellent

time-blow past Pillsbury Island and stop at

Farm Island for granola bar break. Con-

template skipping a day and heading all the

way to Scofield Point. Hit Zeigler at 11:20

and meet some nice girls, and then decide not

to race them because we are gentlemen.

Camp set up at Zeigler (sweet site). Big

thunderstorms hit right after PBJ lunch-that

means nap-time, guys. Up at 5, weather has

cleared with sunny skies. Everybody talks

about "The Breakfast Club" as we prepare

a yummy feast of "trainwreck" chow.

Serious munch. Group discussion onVi way
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evaluation of trip. Rack out, thinking of sun-

shine, planning on major roll tomorrow.

Day 7-July 4-Nick and I up at 4, bag it,

up at 5 to a loudmouth in a motorboat (who
almost triggered the reflex action), bag it, up
at 6 to get up. Questionable clouds inhabit

the skies, another forgettable Maypo
breakfast, on the water at 7:30.

"As the son of a son of a sailor I went

out on the sea for adventure..." Buffett was

in fine form this morning, but everytime the

sails went up, the winds died-many attempts.

We leave Eagle Lake, cruise through Round
Pond, and enter Churchill Lake. The kids

continue to be the sick tool paddling

machines, leaving a major wake as they

cruise.

Hit Scofield Point by (gasp 9:45 and see

the pretty girls again. Decide to celebrate the

4th by continuing to jam, jam, right through

Heron Lake and on up to Churchill Dam.
Load Matt LeRoche's truck with the gear,

have a Hershey bar for courage, and then

begin CHASE'S RAPIDS.
First set has nice chutes and good V's,

basic fat city. The second set was highlighted

by Jamey flipping and shooting the rapids

Rambo-style-a total hell ride. The great thing

about life, though, is that so many of the lit-

tle tragedies become comedies. Max and

John flip, but stay with their canoe for a bit

safer trip. The third set lived up to its scary

"Deliverance" reputation, but everybody

makes it through-Toby and Benji take it

backwards.

One of the trip's more memorable
moments occured during the fourth set.

Everyone was doing well, and then the

Royal-Fulmer canoe flipped and within

seconds was swept into a huge rock and
destroyed upon impact. Jamey and Nick at-

tempt to salvage it with no success, and then

Jamey is swept down the rapids again. The
pretty girls fly by us, laughing hysterically.

After a few more major league

"crapids" we hit the bridge, pick up gear,

and stop for power lunch of H bars, nabs,

and granola. This bloat fuels us well, and we
continue down the river to the Meadows
campsite.

Tents up, quick swim, cedar hunt,

blueberry pancakes, and big pride. Blew the

schedule away, made up an extra day. Super

job, rack heavily.

Day 8-July 5-Up real early (4:30) for

oatmeal and the next to last Tang in our
supply. On the water at 6:05, paddle into um-
saskis Lake and drop Max, Fulmer, and Ben-

ji to go on a canoe removal/burial mission.

Take a break at the Ledges and push on.

Cruise through the thoroughfare, and we're

on Long Lake by 8:00. Spot more moose.

We paddle and paddle, and decide

Neverending Lake would be a more ap-

propriate name. Find entrance to Harvey
Pond and continue to paddle a lot to get to

Long Lake Dam. Good Job on quick por-

tage. Talk to guide from St. Francis who
gives us important clues on the St. John's

River. After the dam, we paddle a whole

heck of a lot, endlessly. Everybody is tired,

so we stop for granola bars.

Mega-miles unfold behind us on the

Allagash. Lots of crapids and shallowness-

Toby and Casey cruise perfectly. Two moose
viewed close up-should Rambo kill them,

Steve? Hit Round Pond (finally) and ranger

tells us Max and crew are laying over at Long
Lake Dam. Ranger checks all of our papers

thoroughly-this is the 8th day, and by now
madness and the scary look have begun to

set in badly. Stop for some nice ity cold

spring water. Then onto Turk Island.

Ham slabs and cheese out of the rude

cooler for lunch. The first "Sink or Swim"
afternoon carried off well by the kids. Rays,

baths, big naps. Chicken a la King dinner,

should be the last of the really hard days.

ZZZZ...Hard rain and the return of Max
and crew.
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Day 9-July 6-Up at 6:15 to clear skies.

Hard time with the fire, finally Maypo-on
the river at 8:20 (late). As we leave the site.

Ranger Jim Kelly comes by to check Jamey's

trip leader permit. No problem-just more
scariness and the need for gonzo perspective.

Lots of crapids again as we search for dead-

water. Ranger motors through toughest set,

meets us with more technicahties. 3 trip

leader hcenses? Sorry, bud. We stare at each

other, exchange no clues, and head down the

river, leaving a perplexed ranger watching us

go. Shallow river, lots of dragging. Spot big

buck deer, then hit the deadwater for 45

minutes of the Allagash Stroke. "Drink it

up, this one's for you-it's been a lovely

cruise." Cigars and Havana daydreamin'.

Jah.

Hit Pelletier's Deadwater North site at

high noon. Jam on some PB&J lunch bloat

on hot dog rolls with graham crackers. Yes,

we are undersupplied. Big woodsearch, naps,

swim, sore muscles, general siesta. One of

our prettiest sites yet.

Lots of thunder heads, but few

sprinkles. Mac. cheese, and ham chunk din-

ner chow. Showers come hard, hit the tents

early-another biggie manana. Sianora.

Day 10-July 7-Early start today-up at

4:30. Oatmeal with apple slices delicious and

filling. On the river at 6:05 and psyched-
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report on St. John's River means this may
be the last tough day. Musical canoe pairs

split up monotony of previous days. Good
time, mega-crapids.

Check out at Michaud Farms-our
papers all checked and verified again. Get
to Allagash Falls at 8:15 and cruise through
the portage in great time. Hang out at 40 foot

falls-Charlie Loxton loses his camera. Spot
two bald eagles, countless deer, and moose.

Continue to meander down the river-

black clouds follow. Lots of singing ("it's

my job) and lazy floating. Then came
Mother Nature's attempt at a 1-2-3

knockout. As we venture around a bend, we
see a sign ("leaving Allagash Wilderness
Waterway"), see huge terrifying Twin Brook
Rapids and get hit by big, big thunderstorms-
most simple minds would collapse.
Perserverance.

East Twin Brook site at noon. Sun ap-
pears and everybody dries out. Tuna lunch
munch. Rain all afternoon, then a pancake
dinner and the skies clear. Voorhees' legs and
pancakes are classic. Beds call, boys chase
us. The end is near-everyone feels it with bit-

tersweet emotion.

Day 11 -July 8-Up at 6:30-very, very
slowly. Munch on some canned fruit and
nabs. Break camp at 8:00. Float down river,

loads of crapids. Hit Allagash Village with



big cheers and renditions of "Allagash

Song" and "Ruby". Confirm reports on the

St. John's — oh well. Call Kieve to arrange

pickup. Set up camp and visit with Evelyn

McBriarty. Hebb and Ludes loop it to River-

side Pizza for massive slabs. Yum-yum.
Trivia questions co Jamey for leftover slices.

Hebb hitchhikes for dinner and supplies.

Relaxing afternoon occupied by
Ultimate Frisbee, reading, naps, swimming,

etc. Semi anticlimax, but we're dealing from

strength. Dinner of Gash stew-baked beans,

burger meat, and dog chunks. Mm mm
good. Mike Estle arrives for pickup and

brings mail.

Council roast of campers provides many
laughs. Kids roast councilors; then an hour

of reminiscing about the trip. Lots of hap-

piness over the many personal achievements.

Kick the can game in the dark, then the kids

serenade with a few good verses of "Cap-
tain Hebb's Raiders"-a nice lullaby for the

proud counselors.

Day 12-July 9-Up at 6, break camp,

load Perserverance bus, and on the road at

7. Stop for a grocery store breakfast. How
many times did you break your teeth,

Voorhees? Long bus ride back-stuck in the

sand by Nick, then rocketed along by Estle,

the possessed man. A man who belongs, tru-

ly, behind bars for his driving escapades.

Hit Waterville McD's at 1:30 for fast

food and playground fun. Back at Kieve at

3:30 to an empty hill-a real hero's welcome
back. A lesser group would have crumbled,

but the kings of the river had enough self

confidence and pride not to let it get them
down. The little boys had become, ultimate-

ly, Allagash men.
An unbehevable trip by some really

special kids. Have a great year, stay in touch,

and remember guys-don't settle for walking,

unless it's on the wild side. Thank-you all.

JAMEY HEBB
July 1-3

North Glenayr to Fort Island

with Andy Dodge, Mark Dougherty,

Ed Shihadeh, and Charlie Crissman

Day 1-After another of Les' wonderful

lunches we loaded up the new Kieve bus, the

battered Perserverance, and headed out

toward South Bristol to the scenic abode of

Mr. Richardson. His good nature and

hospitality prepared us to set out for the
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quarter-mile trek to Fort Island. The tide was

with us-that is, until we were about 200 yards

or so from our final destination. Then the

tide began to falter and swell until we were

paddling against white water currents. Some
of the campers, understandably, were grip-

ped with fear, and Mark Dougherty and I

went back and ferried two of the canoes to

the Island.

We set up camp, explored, and even-

tually prepared for a cheeseburger dinner.

S'mores and a few stories prepared us for a

good night's sleep.

Day 2-Up at a cheerful 10:30 a.m. the

counselors emerged from their den of sleep

to meet their well-rested and hungry charges.

An extended blueberry pancake breakfast

filled us with the leisurely instinct to bask in

the hot sun and engage in our own version

of watersports. Included in this contest were

mussel digging, canoe tipping, swimming,

and rock skipping.

Tanned, or burned, and tired, we retired

to the kitchen for dinner (lunch had been

unanimously deemed optional) and prepared

a threatening amount of macaroni and

cheese.

S'mores, a fabulous game of kick the

can, and dubious stories prepared us for an

early sleep.

Day 3-Up at 6:00 a.m., camp broken,

canoes loaded, and maypo eaten, we head

out toward Damariscotta. At first, the fog

was so thick that one could not see a canoe

ten yards behind him.

However, with the tide with us and

some short breaks, we canoed the 7 miles

through beautiful scenery and arrived in

record time.

ANDY DODGE

July 4-6

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Charlie Richardson, Steve Kaback

and Mike Estle

On Independence Day fourteen campers

and three counsellors set out to Loud's Island

fully equipped with food and luggage. Under

sunny skies we boarded the Snowgoose at

10:30 and were on the island by noon. After

we set up camp, the campers took full ad-

vantage of the beautiful Maine coasthne.

Kevin Cunningham, Thomas Stebbins and

Chris Urfer hunted for the smoothest rock

to skip. Brent Hallowell, Matt Brand,



Joshua Kinney, Rob Beckerlegge and James

Beldock amassed enough kindhng and
firewood for a week. Chris Rogers, Chris

Osgood, Robbie Hunt, Robbie Gerard and

Weley Tooke buih forts out of washed up

lobster pots. By 3:00 it was time for a game
of war. Each side created rifles out of drift-

wood, buoys and rope. Prizes for best gun

went to Wesley, Brent and Ozzie. There were

lots of deaths and game plans. The final

score was a Kieve tie. There are never any

winners in war.

For dinner we ate hotdogs and french

fries with fruit cocktail and s'mores for

dessert. After dinner we watched the sunset

and walked along the coast admiring our

freedom. We stoped at the infamous "P"
rock to relieve ourselves and by 8:30 made
it back to camp in time for fireworks.

Thanks go to Chris Urfer for helping us en-

joy a festive July 4th night. Bed was put on
hold until late due to the late night

Shenanigans and stories. Right, Thomas and

Anthony?
Before breakfast the next day, we walk-

ed across to a deserted island at low tide. The
walk produced many barnacle scrapes (Kevin

and Chris), but it was worth the adventure.

By 10:00 a.m. it was time to walk to the

cemetery to prepare for the ensuing ghost

stories. We carried our guns to the cemetery

just in case. We gave ceremonial services for

Robbie Gerard. After our trip everyone

needed a swim so the afternoon was spent

floating around at sea in Hfe preservers.

Wesley rowed around and played Hfeguard.

After numerous contests such as rock throw-

ing and back rubbing, ghost stories were in

order. Steve told us a number of classics, and
I told of Jack CuUivan. Needless to say the

rest of the night was slightly unsettled.

We woke up to foggy skies on our
return day, and we were forced to wait. With
only ten hot dogs, lettuce, oatmeal and two
gallons of water, we decided we could not

make it through the day. After one aborted

attempt in the fog we were finally able to get

all campers on the Snowgoose at 7:30 that

night. Somewhat hungry yet eager to

cooperate, we made the trip safely back to

Round Pond.

The cooperation of the campers was un-

paralleled, and the trip was a great success

with many stories and memories. See you all

next year! P.S. Don't think about Jack

Cullivan.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

July 4-10

South Bunker Hill to White Mountains

with Kevin Cronin, Chris Bennett

and Joe Nastasi

Day 1- We woke up after a hardy sleep

at 4:45 A.M. Had a quick breakfast in Pas-

quney. Miscommunication between
navigator (me) and pilot (Joe) results in a

short delay. Made good time and arrived at

9A.M. for what we thought would be a per-

manent campsite for the next six days. The
ones gathered wood while the twos set up
camp. Lee Hintze gives the tents a good
vacuming, and the wood is sawed by the

lumber patrol headed by Allen Burton. Soon

the growling of Brud Sperry's stomach forc-

ed us to prepare lunch: Ham sancwiches,

chips and Mung.
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After lunch we broke in our hiking

boots with a IVi mile jaunt which eventual-

ly led us to a beautiful view at the top of the

Roost- 1500'. General Swim was held in SBH
brook while I took a nap. Some burgers

cooked by Charley Dane, Brud, and Allen-

filled our tummies. Evening activity was

ultimate frisbee, kick-ball, and pre-pubescent

Love Connection.

Ranger Gomer Halfwit put his butt on
the line and said we had to be gone by 9A.M.
Therefore, Chris and I went to find the site

that we were really supposed to be at

(navigator's error?) and is wicked awesome.

Now we are all glad to be in our sleeping

bags, especially our worshippers Jeep Post

and Lee. Good night!

Day 2- Awakened at 7 A.M. to break

camp. Chris and I made scrambled eggs with

bacon. New camp at some non-fee regulated

field. Set up camp again. Unpacked lunch

while Joe figured out the trails. Set out to

climb speckled Mountain (2877'). But we
forgot the whips for Pope Babcock and Alex

Cudaback who took up the rear. Had lunch

at halfway point-peanut butter, cheese, and

honey-yummy! Climbed mountain. Then we
descended quickly in desparate search for

H20. Returned to camp for a spaghetti din-

ner prepared by Teddy Bruenner, Mark Reis,

Ashton Betancourt, and Hobie Antik.

However, Lee could not find the parmasean

cheese next to the vacum cleaner. Evening

activity-sterilizing the panikans, plates and

spoons. ZZZs. Happy B-day, Alex!

Day 3- Awoke at 7:30 A.M. For
breakbast we had scrambled eggs and bacon.

Drove to Lafayette Place. Weather uncer-

tain. Took Old Bridle Path to Greenleaf Hut.

Had PB&Js, cheese and mints for lunch.

Pushed to top of Lafayette Mountain
(5249'). As we arrived at the summit, the

clouds thicken. So we bag Knife's Edge and
Franconia Notch. We came down the most
direct route-Greenleaf Trail. Because the kids

did a good job we treated them at Mickey
D's. Chris ate free and ate the place out by

ordering three of everything. Drive back was
long, and the kids and I screamed at the

driver, Joe. Meanwhile, Chris used his water

bottles to spray the kids down in order to

keep peace within the van. Someone stole our

wood at the campsite. We suspect the

"Stoners" did it. ZZZs.
Day 4-Sleepy heads. Woke up at 9:30

A.M. A definite rest day. We made brunch
for the kids-pancakes and bacon. Cleaned up
by 12:30 P.M. Took off to Emerald Pool.

Came back at 2:30 P.M. for a mid-day

lunch-tuna. Rested again. At 5 P.M. Chris

and I made great macaroni and cheese.

Mung masters were Pope and Brud. Even-

ing activity was toasting marshmallows, Cap-

ture the Flag-MVP Fritz Moriarty, cards,

police stories, and the Pope and Alex Aqua
Wars. Kids tucked in by 9 P.M. for tomor-

row at 6 A.M. we are off to climb Mt.

Washington.

Day 5- Up at 6 A.M. Had breakfast on
van consisting of granola, oranges and nabs.

We traveled to Mt. Washington. Mission was

cancelled because of the threat of rain and
fog. We drove back to campsite at 10 A.M.
We decided to do a 4 mile flat-land hike on

a trail on Baldface Mt. Had PB&Js and Her-

shey Bars. We rested at Emerald Pool for a

while and met up with two other camps. The
girls from the co-ed camp began to hit on
any counselors. So we as a group leave

Emerald Pool because neither Joe nor Chris

seemed interested. Had an early dinner of

Chicken ala King and noodles. All the boys

prepared the dinner while the counselors

supervised (nap-time). Mung masters Kirk

Forsyth and Pope. Finished dirmer by 5 P.M.

Went to North Conway to see Jamie Hebb
star in the movie "St. Elmo's Fire." Great

movie, but the kids were clueless. No close-

ups of Jamie, but we did see him for a total
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of 5 seconds in various scenes. Arriyejd at

camp by 10 P.M. to get some good sleep. At-

tempt Washington again?!

Day 6- Awoke at 6 A.M., rolled over

cause the weather "looked" bad. The Great

Awakening at 7:30 A.M. and oatmeal,

peaches, and H20 for breakfast. Bagged Mt.

Washington and attempted Baldface Mt.

because 3 kids (Alex, Allen and Mark) were

a little under the weather (little did we know
what would follow!). Joe stayed with kids

while CCD and KJC lead the hike up

Baldface. 3/4 of the way up, yes-more kids

under the weather; it's contagious! We made
a humble withdrawal from the mountain.

Met Joe and Co. for lunch of baloney and

cheese sandwiches. Extened rest period, Cap-

ture the Flag. Teddy's team prevailed. Free

for all at dinner time-moms, you don't want

to know what your kids ate for dinner. Even-

ing activity: Joe lost 5 H-bars to Ox Dane
in G-Rummy while Pope, Kirk and Owen
built a dam in the crick. We finally diagnos-

ed the sickness as ugh-DIARRHEA! Yes, the

kids used two rolls of T-paper today. Way
to go, Brud-5 times. Yes Mom, we had a tub

today. Now ti's that time of day when you

say Stow-Chatham Firehouse Day. Good-
night .

Day 7- Up at 7:30 A.M. Loaded van-

cruised to camp in 3 hours. Arrived at 11

A.M. Tub, unloaded, set up tents, rested.

Thanks, guys, for pulling together and mak-

ing this trip a magical experience.

KEVIN CRONIN

July 4-10

North Bunker Hill to St. Croix River

Richard Coolidge, Pete Cesbron

Peter Makula

Day 1- We wake up at 5 a.m. along with

South Bunkerhill to the tunes of U2, and the

kids are psyched to go. Everyone dresses,

eats breakfast and is ready to leave by 6. The
morning is foggy, but the sun shines through,

promising us a beautiful day. We have a long

drive to Forest City which is more of a forest

than a city-and finally pull in about 11:30.

We unload the van, have some lunch,

say good-bye to Jenny Pedrick, and we are

left alone on the St. Croix River for seven

days with no one but nature to care for us.

We start down the lake at one p.m. The
day is very warm, and we are lucky to have

Ught tail winds which speed up our trip. Than
and Ben take the lead for a while, and Peter

commands that whoever is left has to mop
the bathroom tomorrow. (Is there really a

bathroom at our campsite, Peter?) We reach

our first night's campsite at Birch Island by

2:30, and everyone is surprised by the com-
fort of it all. We unload the canoes and put

up the tents. The ones prove very efficient

and get theirs up in a couple of minutes.

The rest of the afternoon is spent cat-

ching frogs by Than and Eben to use them
for bait. Ozzy gets a big bite, but the fish

takes his lure. Maceo says he can swim across

the narrows (to Canada) and back in five

minutes. No ones beleives him, so he tries

and pulls in a respectable 8 minutes for what

might have been a half a mile.

Nick and Jason are the cooks tonight,

and they prepare hamburgers. This time

more people want 2 burgers (come on, guys,

make up your minds!). There is the most

beautiful sunset-and the sun is red, hopefully

giving us a nice day tomorrow. Before bed,

we have our own fireworks display. Happy
4th of July!

Day 2-We wake up at the usual

time-6:00 A.M., and everybody moans and
groans because of the early hour. We pack
up, eat some eggs and bacon, and are on the

river by 8:15. The sun is strong, and the lake

is unnervingly calm. We move slowly but

steadily down the lake. There are frequent

calls for a rest, but we must push on in in

case a wind in the wrong direction comes up.
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Because the sun is so hot, we pull over the

shore. Yes, this is Canada, David Pollett, We
go for a swim.

We reach the campsite about 1:15,

unload the boats and go swimming. Grant

and the Oz have really red legs from sun-

burn, and there is a competition for the best

tan by the end of the trip. Consequently Pete

Cesbron spends much time trying to earn

that Hershey Bar. Wyatt, Maceo and Jon
Rogers make PB and J's, and the afternoon

is spent swimming, reading, relaxing and
sleeping.

Dinner gets underway around 6:00, and
we make mounds of spaghetti which no one
can finish. No marshmellows tonight, guys,

we're saving them for s'mores. We sterilize

all the dishes, pots, pans and silverware, and
it's an early night from a 12 mile paddle and

hot sun. Tomorrow we hit the river. Psyche!

Day 3-We awoke to a dense fog, but we
hope it will clear and be a nice day. A
breakfast of bacon and eggs seemed to fill

everyone with enough energy to paddle 100

miles. We portaged in Vanceboro and found

the water level really low. The first set of

rapids were negotiated successfully, but we
had to drag for most of the way. Nicky and
Jason manage to show off and squeak

through between some close rocks. Peter and

Wyatt had such a heavy canoe that they had

to give up the wannigan to Eben and David.

Rips, Tunnel Rips and Halls Rips went

by without incident, and we stopped around
1:30 for some tunafish for lunch. Ben spot-

ted a deer that retreated quickly into the

woods. We arrived at our campsite and por-

tage at 4:30, and the kids carried the gear to

the campsite while the council had a blast go-

ing down Little Falls with empty canoes. The
kids stood on the bank and took pictures of

us- mainly when we got stuck or capsized.

Finally, at about 9:30, we started dinner.

Many hotdogs were downed, and there was
leftover spaghetti for the council. Hot ap-

ple crisp was for dessert, and we all went to

bed around 10. A long day! One more day

until rest day-can't wait!

Day 4- With a lot of self-

encouragement, the council manages to wake
itself and then the campers, some of whom
are already awake. It is drizzling. We have

a breakfast of oatmeal with raisins, brown
sugar and hot chocolate. Everyone is slow

this morning, and portaging to the bottom
of Little Falls is a grind.

We get on the river by 9:00 and continue

down as the rain lets up. Maceo has a fever

of 100. What to do? Eben and David keep

up and joust with Nicky and Jason for first

place behind the H.B.C. We must do a lot

of dragging because the water level is so low.

We shore up and wait for the others, and

Pete does not show up for 15 minutes! Final-

ly, he appears around the bend-what happen-

ed? "Don't ask!" He hadn't flipped, but

taken in much water. The H.B.C. and Ben
manage to make it through most rapids, only

to turn around and smile as the kids get stuck

on rocks.

"It's only one more mile."

"But we've been paddling for an hour!"

scream the kids.

Finally, at 2:30 we pull in to our camp-
site, only to find it taken by someone else.

The boys are starving, so kwe eat a lunch of

PB&Hs (honey). We paddle '/i a mile to

another campsite, which is really nice. We
set up quickly because a thunderstorm is im-

pending. It just misses us, but Jason catches

an 8" perch during the rain.

Dinner is made by Wyatt and Ben, and
American Chop Suey proves more worthy

than its school lunch reputation.

Day 5-Fishing was the word of the day

today. The council finally wakes up at 10:00

and makes many pancakes which the kids

stuff down eagerly. The weather is overcast,

and the whole day goes back and forth bet-

ween sunshine and thunderstorms.

The council decides it is time for a siesta

at 12:30, and the kids spend most of the time
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out in the canoes fishing. Jason pulls in an
81/2" perch, while Ozzy gets the hat trick

with a 9" perch, a 9" bass, and an 11"

pickeral. The catch of the day goes to Eben
who pulls in a whopper 16" 21/2 lb. bass for

his Bassmaster qualification.

A dinner of corned beef hash is served

between thundershowers and fruit cocktail

for dessert. Then we toast the rest of the mar-

shmallows and sit around the campfire and
tell stories. Everyone hits the sack around
10:00 for the last, long paddle the next day.

It begins to rain...

Day 6-We wake up to a beautiful mor-
ning, but Pete thinks he is on the verge of

hypothermia because it is so chilly. We cook
up oatmeal and hot chocolate, break camp,
and start down the river. Canoose Rips pro-

vides much excitement as Peter and Wyatt
get stuck and Than and Jon almost flip.

Nicky and Jason again try to out-maneuver
the lead canoe but end up in more rocky ter-

ritory than water. Everyone negotiates Dog
Falls without incident, and we see the last of

our rapids.

We hit marshlands and Chris, Maceo,
and Wyatt all earn Hershey Bars as they pad-

dle, while the council catches some rays.

After snacks of Oreos and Granola Bars, we
finally arrive at our campsite by 2:00. We set

up a rope swing and other lines to let clothes

dry; the kids amuse themselves to no end all

afternoon, while the council goes out in the

canoes to enjoy some sun.

Dinner is cooked by Chris and Alex,

who prove that they can cook macaroni and

cheese to everyone's delight. After dinner

there is the gross peach-eating contest-I'm

not sure if I'll ever be able to eat another

peach. Grant and Eben tied, outdoing

everyone with their imagination. An early to-

bed because we must paddle two miles to the

lake-out at Kellyland.

Day 7- We wake up at 6:00 to a very

thick fog. The kids are better at taking down
camp, and we eat another breakfast of

oatmeal and paddle to the take-out. We ar-

rive with no van in sight and people amuse
themselves by fishing. Peter gets three bites,

but has no better luck. A snack of Oreos ties

the kids over, and finally the van comes with

Bernadette driving around 12:15. We load

up and head back. But fate has other plans

for us. Our tarp covering the gear keeps com-

ing loose. Then the wheel to the canoe trailer

falls off, and we have to leave it behind in

Baileyville. Next, we discover we have lost

Jason's sleeping bag-we look for it along

Route 1. With no luck, we finally head down
Route 9 by 3:30. We hit McDonald's in

Bangor where we all chow and race towards

camp and arrive by 8:30. What a day! What
a fantastic, but exhausting trip. Thanks again

to my two counselors, Pierre and Peter. An
unbelievable grand finale to a great session!

RICHARD COOLIDGE



July 19-20

South Harris to John's Bay

with Kevin Cronin, Mike Estle,

and Peter Makula

Jamey Hebb dropped us off at Restora-

tion Point. We unpacked quickly and set up

the canoes in record time. As I begin to Pad-

dle Jamey Yells, "Do you have your Med-

kit?" I answer, "Of course Not!" Jamey

runs to the car to drop it off the dock into

my boat.

As my men paddle, we discover many

eagle's nests and other beautiful things. After

a brief delay, I found "the gut". We truck

through South Bristol into the Damariscot-

ta River and land on Fort Island with the

help of Tyler and Jason. We set up the camp

under the supervision of Jesse and Brinton.

For lunch we had ham and cheese and

PB&Js, Hersey bars. Afternoon activities

consisted of: mussel-hunting by Matt, Ty,

Clark, and Luke, or fishing with Ricky,

Wicker, and Dan, or General Swim with

Fred, Jason, Jake, Bill, and Alec. Meanwhile

the counsellors all worked on their tans. Best

job done by Mike Estle. Then we had dinner-

macaroni and cheese. We (Peter and I) hap-

pened to burn the meal, so we gave the kids

Oreos to hold them over. Evening activity:

zzzs.

We got up at 5:30. The kids tore down
camp while Mike and Peter made the eggs

and bacon. Then the kids were all making
a lot of noise down by the bay. During the

night the tide took one of our canoes. Yes-I

was bummed. So we cleaned up quickly and
paddled out of Fort's Island with the tide.

On our way back we saw seals with Jake's

keen sense. We stopped at Mud Beach for

H-bars, and Mike almost lost his canoe but

Jesse saved the day. Proceeded a couple

hours until we stoped on South Harris Isle

for lunch: tuna and PB&Js plus Mung.
Paddled a Vi hour and met Jamey again. But

I forgot the tarp there. Greeted Steve Kaback

and Co., for a warm welcome while Charlie

Richardson and Mike Cunningham told me
that I belong in camp, not trips. Later,

dudes!

KEVIN CRONIN

July 19-20

North Harris to Pemaquid River

With Tom Alexander, Andy Corsello,

Joe Nastasi and Charlie Crissman

On Friday, the 19th, three days into the

sessfon, the men of North Harris, lead by

Tom Alexander, Andrew Corsello, and Joe

Nastasi, awoke at 5:30 A.M. after a night

of packing and loading canoes at the water-

front. After donuts and cereal the last items

were loaded, and we were off paddling across

Damariscotta into Muscongus Bay. The next

step was to find the portage trail. When the

trail was found the portage of approximate-

ly one mile began. The boys trakked down
the trail carrying the canoes and packs.

Willie, Mark and Todd excelled on the trail,

while Slice saved the day with his extra trips.

When all of the canoes and gear rested

on the banks of Pemaquid Pond it was time

for a lunch of bologna and water.

When lunch and a long rest was over we
paddled down the lake until we reached

Brightree Farm campsite. At the campsite the

boys had free time to relax, swin and explore.

Before dinner the tents were set up and fine

wood collected. A dinner of hamburgers,

peaches, Hershey bars and marshmallows

was enjoyed by all.

After warning the boys of coydogs and

other beasts of the forest it was time for bed.

An early breakfast of eggs, cheese and

sausage lead to the breaking of camp and a

long day of paddling.

We sailed down Pemaquid Pond mak-

ing sails of raincoats and paddles. Our next

step was a paddle across Biscay Pond where

we enjoyed a lunch of tuna on a rock island.
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After conquering Biscay Pond we mov-
ed on to the Pemaquid River. The small win-
dy creek brought us to the mills where Chad,
Chris, Paul, Willie and Mark showed their
diving skills while we waited for the Kieve
bus.

TOM AKLEXANDER

July 19-August 8

Algonquin Park, Ontario Trip

With Rob Trippe and Dan Bliss

Friday, July 19- On the road by 9:00

after a few medical problems and into

Quebec after a stop in New Hampshire to eat

at Micky D's. The van ride is really quite

uneventful as Jimmy B. keeps us rocking

with the Last Mango in Paris and other

classic albums.

We arrive at our supposed campsite in

the middle of Quebec. They don't have our

reservations, but they do let us camp in a

pretty nice parking lot/road/garbage dump.
After a quick dinner of ham and cheese sand-

wiches we settle down to bed in our very am-
ple accomodations. Only 7 people in the van
and many more in small tents, but everyone

sleeps well anyway.
Saturday, July 20- We are up early to

get a good jump on the drive to Algonquin
Park. A quick breakfast of donuts, juice and
some chips take us into Montreal where once
again we get lost, but do happen to find a

bank so that we can cash our American
money in for Canadian money.

We arrive at the park by 4:00 and check
in with the Portage Store which is all set for

our arrival tomorrow. We go over the menus

and the equipment we are to receive; it all

looks good and we are ready to go. A great

dinner of cheeseburgers, etc. at the

restaurant fills us up so we are ready to head

off to campfire for the night. This will be

our last civilized meal for a long time. On
to Whitefish to camp for the night, we don't

have our reservation slip but that's okay as

they provide us with a site anyway.

All are asleep by 9:30 as we have a very

big day tomorrow and everyone is excited

and ready to go.

Sunday, July 21- Day 1 by Ralpkh San-

do and Will Walker: Today is the first day
of canoeing. We got our gear from the Por-

tage Store then we paddled about 3 miles and
then did about a 100 yard portage. Then we
ate lunch which consisted of a ham sandwich

and a cheese sandwich, carrots, celery and
water. We then paddled another 3 miles to

the campsite. We set up camp and then went
swimming and rested until 5:00 when we got

our jobs-cook, day off (today is mine). Toby
is dishwasher, pot cleaner and wood; we are

all having a great time and are looking for-

ward to a steak dinner. Tonight's dinner con-

sisted of steak and potatoes. Amazing food
for a camping trip! But then again we do
have two awesome trip leaders, Dan and
Rob. (Just kidding.) Also included in our
dinner was a muffin and an apple for dessert.

After dinner we had the great task of put-

ting the packs of food up in hammocks so

that raccoons can't get them. After a cou-

ple of falling pack wannigans we finally com-
pleted this task. Then Will had the first ex-

perience with a raccoon. I was walking over

towards a tent when I saw him/her (hard to



tell), this huge 10 foot raccoon (just kidding).

I was scared-it was scared. We both took off

in opposite directions. Later when we were

all about to hit the sack it started to

thunderstorm. Not a very good way to end

a good first day on the water. Let's hope that

there is better weather tomorrow.

Monday, July 22, Day 2- We wake up
to a cold windy day, hoping that the clouds

wouldn't turn to rain. We had bacon, eggs

and toast, then set off.

With strong tailwinds, we sailed, cross-

ed over two quick portages and reached

camp at 1:00.

The winds increased, and brought on

some quick showers. For dinner we had to

impress our counselors, we had meatball

supreme and rice. After dinner we were told

some ghost stories by Chris and an adven-

ture story by Rob. We had hot chocolate

with the stories and saw a raccoon which

came within ten feet of us.

Tuesday, July 23, Day 3- We woke up

to a nice, clear, and breezy day. We then ate

a delicious bacon, eggs, and toast breakfast

that gave us energy for the day ahead.

We canoed for about two hours and

then came to the 940 meter portage that we
crossed with ease. That was the day I learn-

ed to carry the canoe properly. Bryan

Manahan and myself had no problems car-

rying the canoe. We then canoed another

hour until we finally found a campsite. The
only problem was that you are only allowed

nine people at a campsite so half of the

campers stayed at a nearby campsite. Final-

ly we sat down to delicious corned beef hash

lunch. -Jaben Kilbourn

Everyone spread out and went about

their business after lunch; some sleeping,

some swimming and washing their clothes in

the lake, and others simply hanging around.

About six of us took canoes down the pen-

ninsula to cut some trees for firewood for

that night and the upcoming rest day. Of
course no one wanted to cut up ten trees, so

Dan being the clever little con artist that he

is, decided we'd have a contest to see who
cut up 14 trees the fastest.

Rob and the cooks then set out to make
a delicious ham steak and potatoes dinner.

Another amazing meal. About 9:00 we cook-

ed some popcorn and hot chocolate and ate

chocolate chip cookies while we sat around

the fire shooting the usual campers' bull.

About 10:30-11:00 we all went back to our
tents for some sleep. -Bryan Manahan

Wednesday, July 24th, Day 4- Wake at

a very leisurely pace and begin an all day
pancake feed which is enjoyed by all,

especially Will and Jason who chow quite

heartily. After pancakes everyone swims and
cleans their clothes. Laddie and Will should

go into the dry cleaning business after their

work on their clothes.

Most sleep the afternoon away and then

it is time for a dinner of Pasta Itahano, very

good stuff. A massive game of Ghost in the

Graveyard follows and Dare and Flag. Phil

cheats, so he never gets caught. Dan can't

move fast enough so he is caught before it

begins. Everyone laughs all the way to the

fireplace for hot chocolate and popcorn-a
great end to a super rest day and everyone

is now ready to tackle the otter shde

tomorrow.

Thursday, July 25, Day 5- This morn-
ing we woke up to gusty winds, which we un-

fortunately had to paddle against for a short

while. We had a great bacon and toast

breakfast and then set out.

Most of the day consisted of six quick,

consecutive portages, which were fairly time

consuming. We did very well on these car-

ries and we had a short lake paddle to our

campsite

.

We had macaroni and hash browns for lunch

then took to our tents to survive a massive
rain storm which lasted about an hour and
a half.

For dinner we had a delicious beef stew

and rice combo, followed by Jello for

dessert. We boarded a couple from Penn-

sylvania at our adjoining campsite and Lad-

die fished with them. He caught some nice

whitefish which we hope to have for

breakfast.

So now we hit the sacks, hoping for nice

weather tomorrow.
Friday, July 26, Day 6- We woke up to

a misty-rainy, windy morning. The water was

dripping from the trees as the boys from the

other campsite pulled into base camp. The
heartwarming fire was started up and short-

ly after we ate a great breakfast of bacon,

fried fish, and granola. After a long discus-

sion, leaders Rob and Dan decided to wait

till later to shove off. The sky started to clear
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up and several campers organized the food
while others kept the fire going. When Dan
emerged from the tent, the wind was blow-
ing hard, so the day bacame a day of rest

to everyone's enjoyment. Lunch consisted of

GORP, beef jerky, and cheese and crackers.

For two hours afterwards, everyone rested

or read books or magazines. Dinner was a

dehcious meal of sahsbury steaks, peas,

mashed potatoes, and cookies for dessert.

This was followed closely by hot chocolate

and a good game of Ghost in the Graveyard.
A mandatory dip was made to cool off and
went to bed. Steve Bishop

Saturday, July 27, Day 7- We awoke to

a fairly breezy, fairly sunny day. Today
marked our first portage over a mile. The
day before was a rest day so that we could

eat up food and lose weight so that the por-

tage would no be as hard. After paddling
about 11/2 miles we came to the site of our
portage. Will and Ralph were the first peo-
ple to carry their gear on the portage. The
portage seemed easy to most of the campers.
Laddie and Ward made great time when they

were carrying their canoe. We completed the

11/4 mile portage in about 1 V'^ hours. Then
we drifted in our canoes while we ate a lunch
of beef jerky, gorp, and granola clusters. We
had one more portage to complete this day.

It was a 340 meter portage. We arrived at

our campsite, which to our surprise had a

built in grill. After a hearty dinner of sweet

and sour pork and scalloped potatoes with

vegetables and pudding for dessert, we hit

the sack pretty early for we were all very

beat.

WILL WALKER
Sunday, July 28, Day 8- Today mark-

ed our first week on the water. With emo-
tions high, the cooks prepared a pot of

oatmeal, much to Will Walker's enjoyment.

We arrived at the portage trail to

Opeongo in a few minutes after we left the

site. After crossing the trail in Wi hours,

Rob and Laddie went on to the campsite,

while the rest of us helped a wounded camper
on the trail.

When the rest of us arrived at the camp-
site we found it all cleaned up by Laddie and
Rob. After we set up camp we cooked up
beef stroganoff, and macaroni and cheese

for lunch/dinner. Everyone got stuffed full

of food. Once dinner was through, we clean-

ed our plates four times, while Rob and Dan
had contests to see who could throw the plate

the furthest.

We cooked up a pot of hot chocolate,

talked, and made jokes. We then went to bed
excited for the rest day ahead, and awaiting
the ride home.

Monday, July 29, Day 9- We woke up
to a gray, wet morning after a heavy
thunderstorm the previous night. Today was
another rest because we had to get resupplied

with food. We strolled down to the kitchen
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area about 10:00 for a huge breakfast of

oatmeal and omledas. We ate and fooled

around continuously, waiting for either the

boat to come with more food or the sun to

come out.

BRYAN MANAHAN
After bathing and sunning the supply

boat came. We all gathered around the boat

and helped unload all the food and supplies.

Then we repacked all the food bags and
made sure we had everything we needed.

Before saying goodbye to the resuppliers,

Steven Bishop saved the day by reminding

Dan and Rob to ask the resuppliers to call

camp and have them tape the David Letter-

man show because Jimmy Buffett was do-

ing to be on it. We finally said goodbye to

the resuppliers and had a granola and gorp
lunch. Amazingly, Rob came up with a good
idea. He decided to teach us how to play

hearts. The game would have been great if

everybody would have stopped cheating.

After a short rest we had scrumptuous steaks

and went to bed very content.

JABEN KILBOURN
Tuesday, July 30, Day 10- Today we

awoke at approximately 8:00 A.M. to a hear-

ty breakfast of eggs, bacon, and toast. After

breakfast we quickly packed our canoes and

departed for another day of paddling and a

mile portage. After a two mile paddle we
reached the expected portage trail. When we
finished the now easy ponage we all receiv-

ed 2 long awaited, succulent, juicy, granola

bars. We then departed the portage trail ex-

pecting an easy paddle to our site, but we
were wrong. We first had to paddle upwind
through a lake to a mile long marsh. This

marsh soon became very tiring and we were

glad to see the end. But this was not the end

of our journey for this day. We still had to

paddle across Little Crow Lake and then

through another small' marsh and then Big

Crow Lake. When we reached our campsite

we had a good lunch of hot dogs, then there

was swimming and then a scrumptuous din-

ner of lasagna, scalloped potatoes, and
mung. All this was followed by pudding and
hot chocolate. We all fell asleep awaiting the

IVi mile Hogan Lake portage on Thursday.

All we can do is wait... wait... wait...

PHILIP MATTOON

Wednesday, July 3 1 ,
Day 11 - We woke

up to a truly awesome morning. Ralph San-

do woke up outside the tent because he left

it in the middle of the night because Chris

Martin was snoring all night. We had a

brunch of eggs, bacon, toast, and corned
beef snadwiches. The brunch lasted about

two hours. Later in the afternoon after peo-

ple were rested we played Ultimate Frisbee.

We washed our clothes for an hour, then a

couple of us played baseball in the water.

Then we started dinner which was soup, ham
steak, rice and topping for the ham. The rest

of the night we drank hot chocolate and talk-

ed. Then we went to bed and got ready for

tomorrow's two mile portage.

CHRISTOPHER MARTIN
Thursday, August 1 ,

Day 12- We woke
up to the early morning sun and the northern

cold. After our grumbling and mumbling we
went to work. Mist was about us as we pack-

ed our gear in our rather damp clothes. We
then ate a quick breakfast of toast, bacon,

and granola. After making our last minute

checks around our campsite, we shoved off

to the beginning of a long day. Paddling with

a headwind was not a good start. After

awhile we reached the 2'/2 mile portage trail.

Ragged and muddy we got the job done. We
then ate our snack of cheese, crackers, and
beef jerky. But, sooner than some of us

would have liked we began paddling again

for our second partage trail. Some time that

day we reached camp. We set up tents, began

dinner, cut wood, and didi other standard

procedures. When dinner arrived we were all

glad. Our meal consisted of peas, mashed
potatoes, and meatball supreme. We then

talked a short while. Afterwards we toasted

marshmallows and had tea. As it grew dark

we headed for our tents, glad that the longest

protage was over, and thankful for tomor-

row's earned rest day.

WARD FRANCIS
Friday, August 2, Day 13- We woke up

to a warm day at 9:30 and then had a pan-

cake breakfast which lasted from 10:00 till

1 1 :30. Breakfast was followed by about two

hours of resting in which each of us did our

own thing. At about 1 : 30 we had an optional

lunch which consisted of one cheese whiz,

two caramels and two handfuls of gorp. A
game of Ultimate Frisbee in the water follow-

ed lunch while Ralph, David, Rob, and Dan
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sat out in the sun. Two hours later we went

for a swim and then started to cook a great

mac and cheese dinner. When Chris and

Jason had finished washing the pots Wil!

cooked some popcorn and we sat around the

fire and talked about what color Dan and

Rob should make their Allagash Adventures,

Inc. hats, and what they should put on the

back of their shirts. After this we all went

to our tents and listened to Will and Jason

scare Jaben. We went to sleep thinking about

the days left on our trip and how many lakes

and portages we will have to do until we
reach Canoe Lake and the Portage Store.

RALPH SANDO
Saturday, August 3, Day 14- Today we

woke up to a pretty warm morning, at about

8:30. We had a great breakfast of oatmeal

and lemonade. Ralph Sando refused his of-

fering and gave it to Will Walker, only to

be forced later to eat three spoonfuls of his

favorite food. We then started our paddle

for about 1 '/4 miles to our portage trail which

was 1 Vi miles. Most of the campers thought
this was easy because we are so used to it

now. At the end of the portage trail Rob met
up with a couple of girl campers out on a

51 day trip. We wished them well and left

for our campsite. They later came back and
asked us about a couple of campsites. Since

we have 14 in our group, we had to send

some campers to a nearby (not quite 114

miles away) campsite. After Will, Bryan and
a couple of other campers found it we had
lunch. The lunch was beef stroganoff and

Dan lost his appetite after Laddie told him
about the tofu in the freeze-dried meal. After

lunch some people slept, and others just

huddled around the campfire.

For dinner we had Salisbury steak and
vegetables. We had to pick magazines to get

our plates. For seconds on dinner we had to

line up behind a "dirty" spring 10 yards

away. For dessert we had pudding. We are

all looking forward to the end of the trip.

We are coming into the "homestretch"; we
start this tomorrow by paddling and two
small portages to enter Mcintosh Lake.

DAVID COUGHLIN
Sunday, August 4, Day 15- 1 was woken

up slightly earher this morning because Dan
spent the night in my tent with me at a camp-
site about a half mile from the rest of the

group. After a breakfast of oatmeal we set

out on one of the longer days of the trip.

After paddHng across Big Trout and through

a rather lengthy, neverending swamp, we car-

ried across two short portages. Our camp-
site was on a nearby island, which we were

all thankful for because it had been a tiring

day. After a lunch of chicken ala king we all

sat around talking and wishing that some
girls from a nearby camp would stop by. One
of our best dinners consisting of lasagna,

peas, and scalloped potatoes, was eaten at

about 7:00 with pudding for dessert, then off

to bed early. Jaben and I talked in our tent

for a while about how great it's going to feel

to get back to camp in three short days.

BRYAN MANAHAN
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July 21-22

South Bunker Hill to Nelson's Point

with Mac Cromwell, Steve Kaback,

and Ed Shihadeh

With breakfast and lunch under our

belts we shoved off from the Kieve water-

front, along with a bright sun, blue skies,

eight canoes, one mojo, and favorable

winds. As the rays reflected off the fresh

water we tanned well on route to

Damariscotta Mills. Nobody got burned

because tanning protection 15-block out-was

found in the medical kit. Some feared staph

infection in the salt water of the Great Salt

Bay at Nelson's Point.

The canoes were filled with only packs

and applies as we headed south on Lake
Damariscotta. Oliver Gratry, having sung ex-

ceedingly well in the morning's chapel, sup-

plied chocolate cake for everyone who was
hungry.

Scott Leighton, Eric Grierson, Jay

Rewalt, and Oliver developed blisters dur-

ing the three hours of hard paddHng to

Damariscotta Mills. We pulled out there to

carry our gear down the two hundred yard

path into the salt water, known positively to

be staph infected in the summer of '84. From
route 215, John Wise kindly met us at the

base of the portage trail and delivered to us

our food and wannigans. Against strong

head winds and waves, we paddled the short

distance across the Great Salt Bay to arrive

at Nelson's Point near half past five. The tide

was high, and we quickly put the canoes on
shore to insure them for the next day's pad-

dle home.
Dinner consisted of a highly spiced

spaghetti a la Ed, green peas, and canned

peaches. As we ate, the sky became orange

and pink with the sun setting over

Nobleboro. Darkness came in, and we were

off to bed in the tents, sleeping silently on
pine needles.

The sun arose early, and we followed

some hours later when sufficiently recharg-

ed and prepared for the day's task-a safe

return to Kieve by dinnertime.

Scrambled eggs and bacon for breakfast

supplied the nutrition we would need. Alex

Young and Robbie Kelly washed pots and
pans. SterHzation was not necessary, and
Sam Hawkey and Montie Hussain took

down tents. Bobbie Casey, Jason Bryant,

Aaron Kinney, and David Page loaded

canoes. Chris Rusk and Ryan St. John led

the way back again against fierce head winds

and resulting waves, as we cast off with an

extra Kieve grill in the K near eleven in the

morning.

We cruised up the famiUar portage trail

leaving the feared salt water which prevented

all swimming activities-and passed under the

bridge at the Mills at quarter till one. The
sun was again bright, and the winds were

even more favorable than the previous day.

Within two hours we were eating PB&J's for

lunch five miles from the Mills on the rock

island a few football fields from Wescott

Point.

A quick and concise raid on those cam-

ping upon Wescott Hvened our trip from the

rock to the waterfront, and we were home
in time for dinner.

MAC CROMWELL

July 23-24

South Glenayr to Wescott Point

with Jamey Hebb, Pete Cesbron,

and Chris Bennett

One of those wilderness experiences that

would send goose pimples up and down the

spine of even the most seasoned tripper-you

might even commence to getting hot flashes,

as the song goes. A funny feelin' came over

me...

Seriously, though, Wescott Point is a

great primer trip-only 400 yards from Kieve

but with a little imagination you can pretend

it's the Allagash or St. Croix or ... anywhere

your little minds meander. The kids and

counsel were super psyched for 24 hours of

camping fun.

We pushed off of the Kieve beach at the

beginning of the morning's 2nd activity

period, waving goodbye to Tom Richards.

The canoes were hit with fierce headwinds,



and, after a little frustration, the boys

managed to control their craft for the short

voyage.

Wescott Point is claimed at 11:15 by

Jamey and Josh. The tents go up slowly, and

then the flies. By this point, it's time for

lunch-ham & cheese sandwiches, chips, ap-

ples, and strawberry cream whip twinkie type

deluxe sponge cakes. A definite "Eat to

Win" munch. Wood hunt contest is won by

Sam, then the kindling contest is a three way
tie between Sam, Josh, and Chris Herron.

Cesbron and Bennett decide to test the Moss
tents for their sleepability quotient via an

afternoon siesta. The kids fish during free

time (Andrew gets the only nibbles), or

tan... then it's rope swing city.

Massive amusement-all skilled, especial-

ly Sam, Giff, and Shamus, who resemble the

flying Wallendas. Time to wake up, Chris

and Pete-seriously. Wood sawed, more cam-

ping clues attained, thoughts turn toward

dinner.

Charles Sherman and Ian help make
original formula "Gash Stew"-a memorable
first meal in the woods, followed by a fun-

ny contest which Jamey wins. Stephen

"moons" a motorboat and gets to eat last.

Great bloat.

Peyton and Peter speerhead a tough

dinner cleanup, while Rob's face continues

to attract pine pitch at a blistering pace. The
evening highlight is the death of the killer

leech, which is destroyed with salt and then

sacrificed in the flames. So darkness

descends, it's s'mores time, much to lan's

dehght. The frightening stories of the Hatch
family and Hans Whittlesy effectively terrify

the kids prior to ten time. A sleepful night

for all but the counsel, who are visited by
scary people late in the evening.

Up the next morning at 8:30. Breakfast

of milk and cereal, so we can bolt back to

Kieve for BEACH DAY. Tough gettin' us-

ed to this Hfe...Fun trip proven by fourteen

pine pitch smiles.

JAMEY HEBB

July 23-28

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin

Kevin Cronin, Piotr Makula,
and Mike Estle

Day 1-Left camp after breakfast. REM

accompanied our ride until Bangor. Had
ham and cheese sammies prepared by John
Roy in the van. Arrived at Foster Campsite

by 2:00, set up camp and then had afternoon

activity: soccer, capture the flag, and naps.

Alec, Tyler, Ricky, Jason, and Fred helped

Piotr make hamburgers for dinner. Evening

activity: s'mores. Getting to bed early, for

we climb Katahdin tomorrow. Miss you
Hondo and Guido! zzz's.

Day 2-Wake up at 5:30-Dan woke up
with the counselors to help with the fire.

Scrambled eggs and bacon for breakfast. At
Katahdin by 9:30. Started off on the

Chimney Pond trail. On this trail was a male
moose. We watched him eat leaves off bran-

ches only 10 feet away. We proceeded to the

Dudley trail. We climbed that vertical trail,

picked a pleasant view and had lunch, PB&J
and fig newtons. By 2:30 p.m. we were at

Pamola Peak (4902')-then we dove into the

Devil's Crotch led by Piotr, Tyler, and
Jason. The Knife's Edge was next. Hit Bax-

ter Peak (5267') an hour later. Hershey bar

break. No, Macky, there was no snow on top

of Katahdin. Took the Saddle trail down-
Alec slipped and fell to rip open his knee.

But he pushed on anyhow. We cruised back

to Chimney Pond trail and finished our 1

1

mile hike by 5:30. Very proud of all my men,
for they encouraged and helped each other

all the way. Especially Wicker and Luke who
helped Bill up the Dudley trail and Dan who
showed real concern for Alec's fall. South
Harris Champions!

Matt, Wicker, Clark, and Bill made
PB&J's and bologna and cheese for dinner.

Everyone hit the bed early. Tomorrow a rest

day-ABOL SLIDE.
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Day 3-Happy 12th Birthday, Brinton!

Wake up at 8:30 a.m. Had awesome oatmeal

prepared by Dan, Brinton, Jake, and Jesse.

They put brown sugar and raisins in it and

it was really nice. Hung out in the morning-

some guys even took naps! Had roasted hot

dogs and nabs for lunch. Cleaned up and
went to Abol Slide. Jake was the first one

in. Ricky nailed his head-no blood. New
ways of sliding were invented today. For in-

stance, the Pete Rose slide, the Budda slide,

and the Mae West slide. Made a wood stop

before we went to camp. The kitchen crew

helped Piotr cook spaghetti while Mike chop-

ped wood. Evening activity: sterilizing and
rest.

Day 4-The morning after. We went to

bed at 9:00 and the neighboring campsite

began to get quite noisy. The boys from
Camp Kawanhee were always quiet and so,

there must be a problem. One of their boys

was approached by a baby bear. The cub was

looking for food and he struck their camp-
site. My counselors ordered our boys to stay

in their tents. Meanwhile, Piotr, Mike, and
I went to shoo off the bear and then we saw
its mother. The ranger came and told us to

"bug out." So we gathered our sleeping bags

and slept under the stars at Katahdin Stream

Campground. We woke up at 7:30 a.m. and
went back to Foster Field. One of the bears

riped through the screens on one of the tents,

for you can see their paw prints puncturing

the screens. Piotr and I made Cream of

Wheat and bacon for breakfast. We clean

up camp and head to the main gate for in-

structions on where to go for a new camp-
site. Well, all the campsites are taken, so we
return to Foster Field by a vote of 8-6. We
had tuna and PB&J's and nabs for dessert.

Afternoon activity-reading and rest.

It started to rain and then pour. Din-

ner was Hershey bars, nabs, potato sticks,

and PB&J's because we could not start the

fire. We had a discussion deahng with team-

work. Then the kids slept in the tents while

the counselors slept in the van. At 10:00 p.m.

the ranger arrived to sit up with us to ward
off the bears. The ranger also brought a bear

trap the size of a huge septic tank. At 1 1 :30

p.m. the ranger left, Piotr and Mike slept in

each of the kid's tents and I guarded the food

in the van.

Day 5-Woke up at 8:00 a.m. Piotr cook-

ed the best pancakes the kids and I had ever

eaten. By 1 1 :00 a.m. we were ready to climb.

We went up the North Slide of Mt. Oji and^/^

from the top our group got spht up. All of

us make it to the top by 1 : 30 for PB&J(s were

awaiting us. Climbed down the South Slide

and finished the hike by 3:30. But we were

5 miles from our campsite. So Mr. and Mrs.

Chevy picked us up in their pickup after

Tyler asked them. 1 gave the Chevy's a bunch

of Hershey bars for their help. Mike open-

ed up peanuts and the boys decided to throw

them at each other. Meanwhile, two cubs ate

the peanuts on the ground. Piotr and I scared

the bears away with pots and spoons. Piotr

made great chop suey. Evening activity was

a party with the neighboring girls' campsite.

We had some tunes and we donated Oreos,

Jiffy-Pop, Hershey bars, raisins, and graham

crackers. The girls left at 10:00p.m. and we

all went to sleep under the stars. I slept in

the van again and Mike slept in the "coffin"

(van's luggage rack).

Day 6-Got up at 6:00 a.m. Had PB&J's

for breakfast. Had brunch at Mac's. Arriv-

ed in time for Chapel Special thanks to

REM, Pretenders, Mike's good intentions to

take pictures but he forgot the film, and

finally Piotr's cooking and laughs.

KEVIN CRONIN

July 23-29

North Harris to Moose River

With Tom Alexander, Andy Corsello

Joe Nastasi, and Charlie Crissman

The morning of July 23rd was an early

one for the boys of North Harris. An early

breakfast lead to a four-hour drive up to

Jackman, in Maine only miles from the
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Canadian border.

Led by Tom Alexander, Joe Nastasi,

and Andrew Slice Corsello, the boys unload-

ed the canoes and ate lunch on the banks of

Attean Pond, while Tom and Joe droped off

the bus and got a ride back to the unloading

site.

A long paddle directly into the wind

brought us to what the boys feared most-the

portage.

Our first step was the canoes, the hard

part. When we arrived at the train tracks the

fearless leaders realized a half mile mistake

had been made; nothing to do but mush on-

ward. When the boys finished the portage

it was 10:00 and many dropped without din-

ner. The more lively boys chewed hot dogs

like wild men. Willie and Chad each had

more hot dogs than have ever been eaten by

one man.
A day of rest and a short paddle put us

at the mouth of the Moose River, our next

conquest. The night was a long one until the

attack of a coy dog family. An animal that

is possessed and viciously attacks for pure

entertainment.

A long paddle brought the boys to

Holeb Falls. Tom and Chris stayed behind

and landed two trout, one weighing about

three pounds. While the others did the por-

tage, Chris and Tom shot an incredible set

of rapids that were later attempted by Joe

and Tom, but not completed. The two
leaders flipped their canoe and pinned it in

the rocky rapids. An hour of work borught

North Harris a warped canoe with a six inch

vertical rip. Another nice brook trout was
caught by Chris Macon to add to the night's

feast, a dinner of trout and spaghetti season-

ed with enough tabasco to give a man "FIRE
HOLE."

The next day led us further into the

wilderness. We camped on Canadian ter-

ritory where we found traces of an escaped

psycho. A short paddle and our last rapids

in which canoe partners, Chad and Mark,
Kevin and Christian, and Chris Macon and
Todd all got hung up, brought us back to

our completed circle. We spent the night

where we had started the trip. This was a

long day and night for one Paul Keller. Con-
stipated since the start of camp, Paul was
given six times the dose of a normal man of

"elixir". Paul was left with a day of Fire

Hole which brought him back to his health,

and entertainment for all.

The night was ended with a huge bon-

fire and a pig-out of all remaining food. An
early breakfast of blueberry pancakes, only

possible because of our Kieve Tripper George

Robertson, and we were across the lake

where the Kieve bus was waiting. Our gear

was loaded and a stop of Mickey D's, and
we were back at Kieve in time for the Smurf
Wars.

TOM ALEXANDER

July 25-27

Old Bunker Hill to Sheepscot River

With Richard CooHdge, Brian Callahan,

Jim Schwarz, and CharHe Crissman

Day 1-We rise at 5:15, eat a breakfast

of cereal and doughnuts and Mike Cunn-

ingham drives us to our put-in at Wiscasset.

We find a nice put-in spot in Edgecomb at

someone's dock, load the canoes, and are

off. We have the tide with us, but the winds

are really strong against us-even at 7:30 in

the morning.

We keep close to the shoreline and pass

a man who tells us Raw Islands, our camp-

site, is 2-3 miles further. Great! We'll be

there by 10:30! Brad and Luke are too far

behind, so we must pull over to wait. We
enter a big bay and the wind is even stronger

(about 80-90 m.p.h.), actually around 20-30,

the tide turns against us at 1 1 :00, so we must

pull over to wait-everyone is exhausted.

It is a nice day, so the council uses some

Hawaiian Tropic to catch some sun and

lunch is not until tanning hours are over-2:00

p.m. The boys go swimming, relax, and try

to get their Red Rambo quahfication. Brad

eats a live crab, while Morgan and R.J. eat
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seaweed. A lunch of PB&J's is made and we
have to wait till 5:00-BORING.

At 5:00 we leave, but the wind is still

strong. We decide to go for it. The last boy

has such strong wind-we move so slowly and

the waves are starting to swell. It is scary and

the kids are cold, hungry, and depressed.

We reach the island at 7:00 and

everybody gets warm. We put up the tents

and Sam finds a goldmine of dry wood.
Burgers are made by Toby and the HBC, the

boys think nothing has ever tasted so good.

We finish dinner around 9:30 and everyone

is off to bed for a late sleep tomorrow. An
extremely hard day and the boys deserve so

much credit for overcoming the wind and

making it to the campsite.

Day 2-We wake up about 9:00 and eat

a lazy breakfast of bacon and eggs. After

breakfast Josh and Morgan go off picking

raspberries and blueberries while the rest of

the boys go on a Rambo mission to catch a

squirrel. R.J., Sam, and PhiHp build a lean-

to which they will sleep in to earn their White

Rambo quaUfication.

Lunch is tunafish. The fog is still heavy,

so we decide to stay here the rest of the day.

Then, around 2:00, the wind picks up and

is really strong. Then the rain comes and we
have one helluva storm on top of us.

Everybody runs to their tents and stays there

for the rest of the afternoon. Charlie and
Jim's collapses in the wind and they have to

find shelter elsewhere. Later, Charlie and the

trip leader go for a resupply of fresh water.

We finally get a fire going around 7:00 and
spaghetti is made to'warm everyone up. The
rain stops and we all sit around the fire mak-
ing s'mores. Bed around 10:00 and we hope
for a better day tomorrow.

Day 3-We arise to a beautiful, calm
morning on Ram Islands. We put everything

out to dry and eat a leisurely breakfast of
oatmeal with raisins and brown sugar. We
pack the canoes and leave camp around
11:30, headed for Wiscasset. The tides are

not very co-operative and we can't figure out

when it's going to turn. We stop for a snack
and then lunch.

R.J. gets stuck in the mud, but saves

himself. As we continue a war of insults en-

sues between Jory and R. J. A few canoes
resort to the Allagash stroke and we finally

pull into Wiscasset around 4:00. Mike and
Chuck show up in the van and we load it in

record time just as it begins to rain. We
return to camp exhausted, but as men, not

boys, to tackle the Caucomogomac Lakes
thanks to Jim, Brian, and Charlie for all their

help. Only two days guys!

RICHARD COOLIDGE
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July 29-30

North Glenayr to Fort Island

With Andy Dodge, Charlie Newton,

and Mark Dougherty

After lunch our fearless company load-

ed up the valiant, if not crumpled,

"Perserverance" and headed from Mr.

Richardson's beautiful house on the

Damariscotta River. Refreshed by a saltwater

breeze, and Tina Turner's "We Don't Need

Another Hero," we unloaded the canoes

from the trailer and got ready to head out

to the home of the hermit-Fort Island.

Upon arrival to said island, we unload-

ed our canoes, pulled them way up on shore,

and made camp. After some exploration of

our new environment and a collection of

wood we prepared for a delicious dinner of

cheeseburgers (in paradise?), fried potatoes,

and lemonade. Then, after some s'mores and

a few stories and jokes we finally made our

way to bed.

The next morning we awoke at a leisure-

ly hour to embrace a warm and somewhat
hazy day. A gastronomical delight of

blueberry pancakes, bacon, sausage, and the

ever present lemonade was then prepared un-

til the early afternoon-allowing four hours

of digestion in the sun, exploring, canoe

wars, and general vegetation. Of particular

interest was a canoe filled aquarium complete

with contributions of hermit crabs, mussels,

starfish, minnows, and a host of other

bizarre and nameless creatures.

With sun dried skin and vocal stomachs

we then prepared for a macaroni dinner.

Thus filled, an inteiise game of flashlight tag

was in order, followed by more s'mores and
stories, including haunting accounts of the

hermit and Bill Acox. Thus told, we all went

to bed eagerly, if not cautiously.

Reveille sounded briskly at 6:30 in order

to assure that the tide would be with us. A
filling breakfast of oatmeal with melted Her-

shey bars and bacon allowed us to break

camp and load up the canoes.

Adrift by 8:00 we set out downriver at

a comfortable pace, with each canoe pair

practicing the strokes learned in canoe clinic.

The entire trip home was beautiful, with fre-

quent visits from osprey, herons, and seals.

Yet, as the youngest cabin to complete this

endeavor, the paddle home was also taxing,

testing both physical and mental endurance.

Finally, at about 10:45, our company
rounded a bend revealing the distant steeples

of the church in Damariscotta. This far off

jagged vision became our Mecca and

guidepost for the final leg of our eventful

trip. Upon landing we refreshed ourselves

with sodas a la Newcastle Farms and

welcomed our cigarette bearing, dip chaw-

ing chauffeur-Chris Bennett. We loaded up

the canoes and ourselves and our faithful

driver headed for home. As fate would have

it, while winding past the red farmhouse our

theme song echoed again through the bus.

Yet, contrary to Tina Turner's affirmation,

the mighty North Glenayrians could not help

but feel heroic!

ANDY DODGE

July 30-August 6

Old Bunker Hill to Lake Caucomogomac
With Richard Coohdge, Brian Callahan,

and Jim Schwartz

Day 1-We wake up to Phil Collins at

5:00 and we all stumble over to Pasquaney
for a quick breakfast of cereal and
doughnuts. We are on the road by 6:15 and
Chris Cook won the honor of driving us
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back. With stops in Augusta and Greenville
for gas, we enter the North Maine woods and
arrive at Hannibal's Crossing by 11:30.

We unload, avoiding ENORMOUS
lumber trucks, eat some of Les' chicken for
lunch and we're off for eight days in the
Maine wilderness. The paddling is easy, com-
pared to our previous trip, and we make
good time. Josh and Bo, who have the "K"
need to be given even more weight. We spot
two moose and we have a staring contest un-
til they dart off into the woods.

We reach Big Island-our first campsite-

which is most elegant with tables, benches,

a tarp frame, and nice sites, by 3:00 and
spend the afternoon lounging around doing

nothing. Dinner is hot dogs cooked by

Jeremy and R.J. and dessert is some (incredi-

ble?) chocolate pudding. After supper, we
all sit around the fire and Hsten to Jim play

his guitar and sing along with him. "Yes, he

can play even U2." The bugs come out and
everyone is tired, so it's an early-to-bed.

Day 2- We wake up to a very chilly mor-
ning, and everyone packs quickly as the

council cooks some eggs, sausage, and hot

chocolate. We are on the river by 8:30 and
h't some ripples. Some have to drag as the

water level is so low. We come Chesuncook
Village as we leave the Penobscot behind. We
visit "The Store" and buy doughnuts and
bread, which is about all the store has.

We leave "civihzation" and head up
Caucomogomac Stream. We can't find it at

first so Brian scouts and we discover a small

inlet. We come to our campsite about 2:00

and consider going on. The clouds look too

gray so we stay there. We eat a lunch of

PB&J's, unload the canoes and set up camp.
Most go swimming in the afternoon and Sam
finds some rocks to dive off. R.J. and
Morgan go fishing and Morgan catches an
8" perch and R.J. loses one. Later, Brad cat-

ches a fish which he cooks over the fire. Din-

ner is spaghetti prepared "Itahano" style

(with pepperoni) by Bo and Josh. Fruit

cocktail is served for dessert and Sam
devours almost half a can! Everyone washes

up and it begins to rain so everyone retreats

to their tent.

Day 3-It rained all night and there were

two "air raids" by Air Force jets as they

practiced their manuevers and woke

everybody up at the same time. It is cold and
cloudy, but we must push on. We eat a

breakfast of eggs and bacon and we are on
the river by 9:00. The wind is against us (so

what else is new?) and we have rain off and
on as we find our way up Block Pond. We
see more moose who are grazing on the mar-

shes in the pond. The water is very low and
the pond is more like a river zigzagging from
side to side. We get lost as we can't find the

right stream but we find it eventually and
start going up it. We come to some rapids

which Brian does not recognize so we drag

up them hoping it is the right way. We reach

our campsite by 1:00 and Jory and Charhe
make some very desirable tuna sandwiches.

With lunch done, it is time for the big POR-
TAGE. All sternmen take a canoe. The
council complete the mile or so trek first and

others show up with wannigans and other

gear. R.J. has trouble with his shoulder so

Sam, Morgan, and Brad must help him.

Luke does very well, and Charlie is in a lot

of pain, but completes the task successful-

ly. PhiUp's and Josh's shoulders hurt (whose

doesn't) but everyone makes it and returns

to the campsite exhausted. Unbelievable job,

guys! We'll portage the rest in the morning.

Dinner is corned beef hash and potatoes

cooked by Morgan, Brad, and Matt. The
lemonade, for once, is perfect, thanks to

Morgan. We sterlize everything and then

make s'mores and joke about good (?)

movies such as Airplane. Then it's an early

crash as everyone is beat.

Day 4-We wake up leisurely at 7:00,

make a breakfast of oatmeal and are off to

complete the portage. Everyone makes it, but

Bo and Josh have trouble with the "K".
With R.J.'s shoulder hurting, the council

must go back and fetch him.

We get on Caucomogomac Lake by

1 1:00 and can't find Cross Stream. Finally,

we locate it, and it is only wide enough for

one canoe at a time. In some places it's too

shallow and we must drag. We spot many
frogs (frogs' legs for dinner, guys?) and a

beaver. We finally reach Round Pond (yes,

the wind is against us!) and cross to our

campsite, but there are two sites.

R.J. and Jeremy make PB&J's and the

jelly has spilled all over the wannigan. There

is a war over New York, Philadelphia, and

Boston. Which is better? "New York, there
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is no doubt", says Jim. "Boston's the best,"

cries R.J. Bo and Josh will not budge on

Philadelphia.

The afternoon is spent sleeping and dry-

ing clothes. Jory has some peanuts. "But Les

gave them to me!" The boys talk to a man
and he says he dragged the Horserace and

portaged only 75 feet. The Trip Leader's life

is subsequently put in danger, as the boys

can't believe they portaged over a mile!

Wood is gathered and Philip and Sam
cook American Chop Suey. The pot is

overflowing with noodles, tomato sauce, and

pepperoni and no one can finish it. Fruit

cocktail is for dessert and then it's time to

hit the hay, to sleep late for a much needed

rest day.

Day 5-We wake up around 9:00 and the

Trip Leader with Toby, Morgan, and Charlie

pick raspberries for pancakes. We come back

an hour later and most everyone is awake.

We cook up bacon and Jim makes the pan-

cake batter-Whoops, a little too much water,

Jim? Maybe we'll have crepes. No, even too

thin for that. We try to boil the water off

and salvage it, but it does not really work.

So, we eat lunch, it's about noon anyways.

Eight of us, Toby, Morgan, Luke, Phihp,

Brad, Jeremy, Brian and the Trip Leader

head off for Allagash Mountain. We walk

three miles and find the trail. It is a short,

but steep climb. Brad almost doesn't make
it, and there is a welcome breeze at the top-

along with a lot of blueberries. We chmb up
the fire tower to get a better view, but can't

go inside. We go down to Allagash Lake and

Brad and Luke go for a swim. We make it

back to camp around 4:00 and everyone is

playing cards" or sleeping.

A rabbit comes around the nibbles at

some grass and then a moose shows up 25

yards off shore. She does not move and con-

tinues to eat in the pond. Chicken a'la King
with rice is for dinner, cooked by Sam and
Phihp. Everybody chows down as food has

been meager. Marshamallows are for dessert

and all hit the sack early as we have 22 miles

to do tomorrow. Watch out for the bears and

coyotes, boys!

Day 6-We are up at 5:00, and a moose
is still just off-shore. We cook up a quick

breakfast of oatmeal and hot chocolate and
are on the water by 6:30. The mist is rising

from the lake and the sun shines brightly. It
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is so peaceful. We get to the dam by 8:00 and
decide to go down the chutes loaded.

Everyone bottoms out, but makes it down.
Josh, Bo, Brian, Matt, and Jim, and Brad
all get stuck sideways but luckily they don't

flop.

We continue down the Horserace rapids

and portage around the small ledge. The
water is too low and we have to drag most
of the rapids. Luke and Toby find their way
down well, while Jeremy and R.J. have a bit

more trouble. Morgan finds his sleeping bag
which he left at the campsite two nights

before.

We keep going down Caucomogomac
Stream and Block Pond. The wind is with

us and so is the current. Jim, Brad, Charlie,

and Jory try to take a short cut, but end up
more in mud than water. We reach our se-

cond night's campsite and Toby finds the

Trip Leader's Buck knife, so his skin is

spared. We eat a lunch of tunafish on the

water, drifting with the wind.

Finally, we reach Chesuncook Lake and
our campsite on Gero Island after eight

hours of paddHng. It is a beautiful site and
we unload the canoes, set up tents, and have

lemonade and fig newtons. People go swim-

ming and enjoy the sun on the rocks, as Jim
plays the guitar.

Jory and Charlie cook dinner which is

macaroni and cheese. The grill falls over and
we lose half of it, but luckily we salvage some
of it and have extra to cook up. The cheese

sauce is really hot-especially for the Trip

Leader. Jory says it's nothing. "You ought

to Hve in Texas!" Philip(s chapped lips kill

him and he can't eat it. Peaches are for

dessert and we sterilize, tell stories, and go

to bed for another 5:00 wake up call.

Day 7-We're up at 5:00 and after a

breakfast of oatmeal and hot chocolate

(again!) we are on the lake by 6:30. The wind

is against us-what else could we expect?-but

it is hght. We paddle for two hours strong

and pull over the rest. If Brian and Trip

Leader are right, we're over half way!

We "Allagash" it for a while and ar-

rive at our final campsite by 11:00! We
unload and set up camp and Phihp and Sam
make a lunch of PB&J's. The kids find some
rocks to jump off and the rest of the after-

noon is spent catching rays, sleeping, and
playing cards.



Dinner is vegetable soup with spaghetti

which turns out better than expected.

S'mores are cooked for dessert and then

there is The Trial. R.J. has stolen one chewy
chocolate chip gran©la bar, or has he? The
prosecution puts up a good fight, but the

jury finds the accused innocent on grounds
of insufficient evidence. His behavior in

court, however, earns him the washing of the

breakfast pots. Everyone retires, dreaming

of McDonald's, lots of food at camp, and
a real bed!

Day 8-We wake up at 7:30 and after

oatmeal and hot chocolate are on the lake

by 8:30. We paddle to the take-out point, but

where is it? Brian does not recognize it and
we lay in the sun till we figure out it's right

in front of us!

We start unloading and five minutes

later Moira appears with the van! We're all

psyched that she came so early. Pack up the

van in 15 minutes, McDonald's in

Millinocket, and we are home by 3:30.

An unbelievable trip with a super group

of boys. They did a remarkable job, especial-

ly on the portage. Many thanks to my other

counselors: Jim for his guitar music and
Brian for his incredible fire building! A trip

to remember, guys! Many thanks to all.

RICHARD COOLIDGE

August 1-3

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

with Jamey Hebb, Pete Cesbron,

and Chris Bennett

''Island,

I see you in the distance,

I feel that your existence

is not unlike my own..."

South Glenayr, 14 strong, left Kieve

after lunch due to the overcast cold weather.

Did somebody say August? A quick, scenic

drive to Round Pond Harbor, and we're off.

Dick and Henry Kennedy take us out on the

Snow Goose, and suddenly the sun comes
out. Awesome-everybody is psyched, and we
unload semi-cooperatively.

The tents are erected in a rush to win

the Hershey bar prize. Dick arrives again

with the forgotten cooler (smooth move,

Hebb). Now we're really on our own.

Stewart, Charles, and Ian cook up some
yummy cheeseburgers with help from Chef
Cesbron. A gorgeous sunset and then an at-

tempt at Jufffy Pop over the coals proves

futile, despite a strong effort by Sam and
Rob, and the constant shaking by Sherman.

Oh well. Chris and Pete go for a rowboat

ride.

Before bed, Jamey read "The Monkey's
Paw! -and everyone enjoys it. Off to the tents

after watching orange moonrise. Nature at

its best-gotta love these Maine memories.

"Island,

They say no man is like you.

They say you stand alone-

sometimes I fee that way, too."

The kids were up around 8:30, letting

(?) the counselors enjoy some snooze until

9 a.m. A short period of crab catching under

the rocks preceded a good eggs and bacon

feast. With cholesterol levels in the danger

zone, everybody was ready for a fun-filled

day.

Our main activity was a hike down the

overgrown road down the middle of Loud's
Island. We turned off and walked to the

cemetery, stopping both ways to pick up

raspberries, blueberries, and birch bark. The

kids were interested in the graveyard,

especially in the strange cross of Benson. Rob
found a pocket telescope which we decided

to leave there. Giff was interested in all the

stones which had the name "Gifford" on

them. Time to go.

Back on the "main road" and up past

the Monkey Paw house to the church. We
can see the Von Heedon house through the

trees, but decide not to go looke at it. Better

safe than sorry, right guys? A quick return

hike to the campsite under sunny blue skies.

Beautiful weather keeps us happy.
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Good tuna lunch earned by stating your

fantasy. Memorable range of fantasies-some

of these kids have great imaginations... but

don't hold your breath, Stephen Bail. Peyton

admires Madonna, Charles prefers Christie

Brinkley. Hold onto your dreams, always.

The late afternoon is spent collecting

raspberries, catching crabs, and gathering

wood. A highly anticipated venture to Bar

Island before dinner-Shamus and Peter really

thought there was an arcade over there. Ray

catching and general daydreaming take us

right up to the evening chow time. Life on

the islands is tough to get used to. Real

tough, Flan.

Good dinner-the kids' very

favorite...Allagash stew! "Will you give my
Mom the recipe, Jamey?" Everybody gets

filled up, and the campsite and tents will be

nice and warm real soon. Right off the script

of "Blazing Saddles"-wilderness fun.

Stories and s'more over the blaze-the

hunchback of Pasquaney and Freddie

Knowles, then off to bed. Back up because

they needed to hear about Dr. Von Heedon
and Benson...mandatory tales on Loud's.

Chris, Andrew, and Benjamin decide to stay

in the safety (?) of their tents. Sleepless nights

for some-Von Heedon's explosives scare

everyone.

Our final morning dawned beautifully

clear once again. The tents are dropped,

packs organized, and all gear is transported

to the beach. Quick breakfast of peaches.

Cracker Jacks, granola bars, graham
crackers, raisins, and Hershey bars-some kin-

da groovin' grub, almost serious soul food.

Dick shows up on a working lobster

boat due to starter problems on the Snow
Goose. Kendricks the lobsterman transports

all back to Round Pond, where we are

greeted by Les and John Roy. As we round-

ed West Neck Road, and the Kieve sign came
into view, I'm sure my cheer was among the

loudest.

"Island,

I see you in all of my dreams
maybe someday I'll have the means
to reach your distant shore."

Jimmy Buffett

The memories of a great trip will last long

in your lives-thanks, boys.

JAMEY HEBB

August 1-7

South Bunker Hill to the White Mountains

With Mac Cromwell, Steve Kaback,

and Ed Shihadeh

Day 1-We eat breakfast, pack the van

and bolt near noon for Hastings having

taken lunch with us, arriving at the public

camping site at 3:30. Two tents were setup

and spaghetti was served ala Steve, without

spices-never saw those spices again. The meat

sauce was delicious, and David Page

sterilized.

Bobby Casey, Chris Rusk, Alex Young,

and Oliver Gratry slept on top of the van

under the stars; Jason Bryant-Wilde, Ryan
St. John, and Erick Grierson slept under the

tarp which was six feet above the ground.

Everyone else slept in tents.

Day 2-We arose leisurely, ate oatmeal,

and were at Franconia Notch with a packed

lunch at 12:45. The sun was hot and the sky

was blue. Up we went on the Falling Waters

trail to Little Haystack, across to Mt. Lin-

coln, and finally to Mt. Lafayette where we
ate lunch, sandwiches and cheese. At 3:30

the descent took us down to Greenleaf trail

to the hut where we picked up Old Bridle

Path to the base of Franconia Notch at 6:00

p.m. Back we went to Hasting with a stop

at the Burger King drive-through for sixteen

burgers and a coke, exhausted from our first

major cHmb.
Day 3-Another leisurely morning in-

spired by more bright sun and blue skies.

Some were sore from yesterday's climb, and

most everyone ate oatmeal. We drive to

Emerald Pool and swam in the frigid waters

amongst other hikers. They left, and we ate

lunch and returned to the trail.

While Jason Bryant-Wilde, Ryan St.

John, Alex Young, Aaron Kinney, and Scott
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Leighton waited outside the van, the rest of

us hiked up Chandler Gorge. Chris, Bobby,
and OHver swam on the slide and declared

the temperature to be warmer than that of

Emerald Pool. We returned to our public

campsite after an i^e cream treat for Aaron's

birthday.

Dinner was macaroni and cheese with

a side order of burgers and tomato soup.

Once again, David Page led the sterilizing

crew.

Day 4-We woke up at 6:00 to more
birght sun and clear blue skies, and we broke

camp at 8:30 to arrive at Pinkham's Notch
at 9:30. Against the advice of the men at the

bottom of the hill, we climbed Mt.
Washington via Huntington's Ravine, the

Alpine Garden, and the end of Tuckerman's
Trail. At points on Huntington's we had to

use all fours to climb the steep boulders. At
the top, we ate lunch and began our descent

by four. We went down Tuckerman's Ravine

to the base where we had first begun,
Pinkham's Notch. Back to Hastings and our

public campsite for dinner of chicken ala

king with a side dish of macaroni and cheese.

David Page again led the sterilizing after

s'mores for dessert.

Day 5-We awoke liesurely with the same
bright sun and the same clear sky. Hot cakes

were eaten by most everyone. The dishes

were cleaned and sterilized, and we took

canned tunafish without celery to the Gold
Ring Basin for lunch and a swim, many did

not swim for fear of leaches.

Because not everyone got wet, we went

back to Emerald Pool where most everyone

dove in from high above on the rocks. A
snack of fig newtons to quench our hunger
was all that was necessary to hold us until

dinner.

Hot dogs and vegetable soup with beef

steak filled our stomachs, and we went to bed

comtemplating the next day's activities.

David Page led the sterilizing process.

Day 6-We arose leisurely again with

precisely the same condition gracing our trip.

Oatmeal was served for breakfast, and the

trip leader heard rumors about Emerald Pool

and Pemaquid Beach. Nixing those ideas and
Glen Ellis Falls, we took down the tents,

packed the van, and went mobile to Old Or-

chard Beach arriving at 2:30. Sun, surf, and

sand beach served well to cap off the trip.

Steve and Ed played Capture the Flag with
the campers, and we left the beach at 6:30

and went to Paradise Campsite where one
had been arranged earlier in the day. At this

point the real decisions took place. Evening

activity took place before dinner, but was
this not backward day?

The leader and Robbie Kelley, Eric

Grierson, and Ryan St. John saw the Maine
Guides defeat the Richmond Braves 2-1 in

regulation. We then walked from the game
to the campsite where we prepared and ate

dinner having hot chile con carne, tomato
soup, and rice in separate pots with the lids

on awaiting the return of the others.

Steve and Ed drove ten campers, in-

cluding Monie Hussain and Jay Rewalt to

see "Desperately Seeking Susan" and "A
Woman in Red" at the Saco Drive-In.

Day 7-The movie goers returned at one

in the morning, and the prepared dinner was

becoming warm while the cooks slept in the

tents. Some climbed in the tent, and everyone

else joined and Steve and Ed either on the

seats or on the top of the van.

Some hours later we ate oatmeal and
returned to Kieve under blue skies and ex-

temely bright sun.

MAC CROMWELL

August 1-7

North Bunker Hill to St. Croix

With Charhe Richardson, Chris Cook,
and Nick Ludington

Day 1-At 5:45, despite downpours,
North Bunker Hill was ready to travel the

St. Croix. Chrissie had arrved at Pasquaney
and began serving donuts and cereal. At 6:00

we were on the road. The five hour ride was
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uneventful except for Applejacks Whinery

and his early morning pit stop. Also we
became momentarily skeptical when a

"Mainah" told us that even a hot dog would

have trouble traveling down the Machias

River (a river near our destination). No mat-

tah, we moved on. By 12:00 we reached the

put-in spot, loaded up the canoes, and began

towards Birch Island. Despite rain and driv-

ing headwinds we all made it safely to our

campsite. The rest of the day was spent ex-

ploring, fishing, and eating.

Charlie, Kyle, and David Werner travel-

ed the island finding dry wood for dinner.

It wasn't easy, but they all succeeded. Fishing

was also a success. Colin and Milo caught

sunfish and O.J. Cook found a small

crayfish, but the catch of the day was Nicky
BurHng's small mouth bass. Great fun

deheading and scaling the fish. Jimmy,
Nicky, and Graham were so fascinated by

the fish they tried their luck fishing as well.

Finally the other campers made the trek to

another country via canoe (Canada). David

Travis, Ben Freeman, and Jay BHss led this

trip. After hot cocoa we all retired satisfied

with day one and enthused and anxious for

the days to come.

Day 2-First sign of life stirred at 6:00

a.m. and by 7:30 we all were awake. Nick

cooked up scrambled eggs and bacon for

breakfast (we all learned that we won't die

from eating ash!) the winds on Chiputnet-

cook were in our favor t(!)day, so we all made
sails and moved along to our campsite on
Muncy Cove. Best sail goes to Milo and
Dave. Charlie and Ben moved quite nicely

without one. After we set up camp we spent

the afternoon bathing in the lake, playing

ball, and skipping rocks. The Dungeons and
Dragons team retired to their tents around
3:00 to play. Spaghetti and meat sauce and
garlice bread for dinner. Early bed after a

few campfire stories. Tommorrow we hit the

St. Croix River.

Day 3-Where do I begin? Today was
filled with endless excitement starting at 5:00.

We viewed a beautiful sunrise and by 6:30

we were on our way to Vanceboro and the

beginning fo the St. Croix River. On our way
the lake was as smooth as glass. We headed

to Vanceboro by 9:30. Nick and I went
through customs to get Cokes for the kids

in Canada and when we were back the por-

tage was on its way to being completed. Dave
Werner and Kyle were bringing over the last

food wannigan. A great cooperative effort

by all. We put in right at the dam which was
flowing heavily. A big canoe race was to be

held August 4th, so the river was going to

be high. A great stroke of luck. The paddle

down to our campsite at Little Falls was filled

with Whitewater. Nicky and Jay did a fan-

tastic job and Milo, Jimmy, Dave Travis,



and Colin won the contest of hitting the most
rocks.

Also of mention was the wildlife we
observed: two bald eagles, a white tailed

deer, six loons, and countless geese. By 3:00

we finally reached Little Falls and we set up
camp by 4:00. Of mention, of course, was
Nick and my "spell" trying to run Little

Falls. O.J. slept in a rain fly due to our

mishap. Nevertheless, everyone, although
tired, was in great spirits. The trip could not

be going any better. Sunday, tomorrow, is

rest day. Until then...

Day 4-We all slept in until 9:00 today

and ate a two hour breakfast of pancakes,

grape jelly, and syrup. With bright sunny
skies we then all watched the canoe race and
caught rays. No major spills, but all were
pleased with the manuverability of the

canoes. After the races Colin showed us all

how to flow down Little Falls on life

preservers.

Consequently we spent the next three

hours riding the rapids. Only mishap was
Chris' banged up kneecap (Liz was not

around for TLC, so Nick and I had to do
the best we could). Charlie, Ben, Jay, and
Milo took time out in the late afternoon to

wash their clothes. When we get back to

Kieve people will think we stayed at HoUday
Inn. For dinner Nick whipped up a fantastic

noodle stew. We all ate to excess, especially

Dave Travis and Kyle. (Michael, ketchup on
noodles?!) Hot chocolate and ghost stories

followed. So far everything has been going

our way. The weather, the atmosphere, the

people, the water levelBring on Day 5, on our

way to Loon Bay.

Day 5-As Day 5 arrived our model trip

moved on. Again great sunshine, no clouds,

many rapids, and cooperative, enthused

campers made the day fantastic. We awoke
at 6:30 a.m. Charlie was the first to become
oriented. By 7:45 we had broken camp,

eaten, and begun the day. For IVi hours we
traveled down the St. Croix. Graham and I

led the troop with Graham calling out each

and every rock as though he were a geologist.

Experiences occurred throughout the rapids.

Of mention were the much improved paddl-

ing of Milo and Dave, Charley and Ben,

Nicky and Jay, and Colin and Jimmy. Of
course the day would be remiss by not men-
tioning the big spill Dave and Kyle took.

(Remember what got wet, Kyle?)

Finally, we reached Loon Bay and set

up camp by 12:00. The rest of the day was

spent sunning and swimming off a big rock.

Chicken ala King for dinner. After ghost

stories, where Nick attempted to tell all about

Charlie Dukem the hermit from Vanceboro,

O.J. attempted to sleep in the graveyard but

opted for the tent instead. Tomorrow we
head to Spednik Falls. Weather again looks

sunny and warm.
Day 6-As we unzipped our tents at 7:45

we noticed the sky was clear blue and the sun

shone brightly.. yet again. We hurriedly

broke down camp, ate Cream of Wheat, and

headed toward Spednik Falls. We again ex-

perienced Whitewater immediately. At

Canoose Rips everyone had to get out and

drag except Colin and Jimmy who found the

right way. At the rips the infamous teams of

David and Kyle and Milo and Dave again ex-

perienced water in their canoe. Next came

Dog Falls; there we realized whoever nam-

ed the rips and falls on the St. Croix River

did it backwards.

At around 11:30 after Nick woke up
Michael, his bowman, he made reference to

something that was all too pecuhar for us to

comprehend. He showed us a cloud. It had

been a long time since we had seen one. For

lunch we ate on the river, half in Canada and

half in the U.S. It was quite exciting.

By 1:30 we reached our campsite, com-
plete with flat ground, nice fire pit, and rope

swing. The rest of the day we swung on the

rope swing and reminisced about our ex-

periences. Jay and Ben sang sr^ae songs and
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O.J. urinated in the woods... again. Before

bed we gave each camper a futuristic view

of their life twenty years from now. Lots of

laughs. At 9:00 we retired after another ex-

citing day. The campers are now a close-knit,

proud group of boys after completing the

trip. Tomorrow we paddle to the Grand Falls

Flowage dam.
Day 7-As if you could have guessed,

another sunny day. Yet again not a cloud in

sight. We moved on. Awake by 7:30 only to

realize Michael, yes Michael, had awoken at

6:00 to be the first one packed, finally. After

delicious oatmeal we all headed toward the

takeout point at Grand Falls Flowage. In for-

ty minutes we noticed Chris waiting for us

with the Courage bus. We then all tubbed

there to surprise camp, chowed at

McDonald's, and arrived at camp elated to

tell about our model trip. What an existence.

Great life.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON
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DAILY LOG
TUESDAY, JUNE 18

The morning of the campers' arrival

—

heavy rains. Good grief!! Is it a bad omen
or a cleansing for us? We'll find out...

The staff makes beds, arranges

campers' clothing, and puts the final touches

on camp as it awaits the barrage of boys.

Evan and Robbie Hunt, as expected, are the

numero uno campers on the site, at one

o'clock, followed soon after by Job Bell.

After a lull, Charlie Richardson and Jamey
Hebb return from Boston and Portland air-

ports with our new vans
—"Courage" and

"Perseverance"—loaded with campers,

horns honk; bells ring; council cheers; Kieve

is starting.

The two buses coming from Philly,

Princeton, New York, Darien, and Hartford,

loaded with travel-worn Dick Kennedy and

Tom Richards and droves of campers, arrive

at 6 PM, again to a chorus of cheering. The
faces of the debarking boys are both telling

and priceless, especially the quizzical and ap-

prehensive stares of the new campers who
must feel like they were just dropped off in

a foreign world. But all is well momentarily

as counselors greet them in their native

tongues (expcepting Marceo Duarte of Col-

umbia) and take them to the comforts of

their summer homes.

Much welcoming and orientation are

wrapped around a delicious Les McNugget

meal. The flag is lowered shakily by Cana-

dian Tripper Sean Gottlieb and AUagash's

G. J. Mennen, and then a weak version of

the Kieve Song makes a slight dent in the

now-clear night air. The boys rush off to

their cabins.

On this first tentative night, they'll start

to find out about each other, wonder about

camp together, hear about trips, activities,

what's "awesome" and what's not, and pro-

bably sleep two or three hours.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19

It was the kind of morning you read

about in a camp yearbook-beautiful blue

skies, warm sunshine, a lone bald eagle soar-

ing overhead, and a huge bull moose feeding

just east of the main dock. Kieve 1985 was

off to a storybook start.

Suddenly the alarm clock sounded,

bringing me to my senses. The day dawned



questionably, with a grey sky overhead and
fog covering the lake. The campers and
counsel bounded to the top of the hill, and
I knew enthusiasm, if nothing else, would
save the day.

Reid Slayton and John Schuster hoisted

the stars and stripes, and we were on our

way. Breakfast by Les was scrambled eggs

and jelly donuts, along with cereal-not bad

for the Maine woods. The sun began to peek

through as the boy5 prepared their cabins for

a brief inspection.

The first morning at Kieve is quite

traditional-new campers attempt their Island

Swims and take camp tours, while the

"veterans" have a free choice of activities.

The chilly lake deterred a few, but overall

the swim went very well, with a 75% success

rate.

By the time the final swimmers made it

back to shore, the lunch hour was upon us,

and Les treated us to a delicious pizza lunch.

Mail call made everybody happy-especially

the already exhausted O.D. Rest period

followed lunch, and everyone came to after-

noon Indian Circle rejuvenated.

Afternoon activities were assigned, and
the sounds of tennis balls, printing presses,

and rifles were indicators that camp was back

in full swing for the summer. Full camp, full

counsel, every activity-great, fun afternoon.

General Swim was short, refreshing, and
chilly.

The dinner bloat was American Chop
Suey...yum, yum. We had a rousing version

of "Happy Birthday" in honor of Sean Got-
tlieb's 14th, and then it was time to answer

the totally annoying question-"What's the

evening activity?"

Capture the Flag! North versus South,

Commander Andy Dodge against Crazy

Dave Cook in a no holds barred, rabble-

rousin' good time. When the smoke cleared,

a narrow victory was enjoyed by the South.

The flag fell silently over the darkening

pine tops, ending our first day of the session;

one marked by friendship, happiness, and

discovery. The Kieve song sent a bunch of

tired, smiling campers off to their racks,

feelin' groovy... leaving the loons to finish the

job.

"...I found myself on the Continental

Divide. Sayin' where do 1 go from here?

Think I'll drive down to Bakersview and

*have a few..."

-Buffet

Night, boys.

JAMEY HEBB

THURSDAY, JUNE 20

The sun breaks on a new morning and
the start of a full day of camp activities.

Camp Kieve is in high gear today as all 14

activities are being offered to all 117

campers.

The waterfront is filled with sailors,

swimmers, canoers, and fishermen. The
lower hill provides space for archers,

riflemen, and future John McEnroes. In the

Bishop Center, Jenny has the printers hard

at work, as does Joe in the woodshop.
Christie and Hilary have artists and potters

in a creative mood, and photographers roam
the camp snapping up the scenery. Campers
practice with tents to be ready for future

trips, and the new adventure skills are put

to use.

After a filling lunch, everyone puts on
their best smiles for the camp photos and

then rest up for another full round of

activities.

The reports come back at General Swim
that everything has gone well. The four new
Aqua-Finns are a big hit with the sailors, and
Kris Korpinen becomes Kieve's first Bass

Master of the year with a 16 1/2" two

pounder.

After dinner Allagash squeaks past

OBH in soccer, 5-4, and the South defeats

the North, 20-14, in towne ball. At flag, we
are thankful for a great day and wish the
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trippers well. It will be the last time we are

all together until Qualification Thursday.

Here's to a great summer at Kieve!

CHUCK HITSCHLER

FRIDAY, JUNE 21

A beautiful start to the first Friday of

Kieve 1985, and perfect timing. North Har-

ris and South Harris left their trips to the

Pemaquid River and St. John's Bay respec-

tively and Rob Trippe and Buns Bliss took

Team Canada on the excursion into the

Canadian Wilderness. Good Luck, guys!

The morning activities went smoothly

especially for the Allagash campers who
broke Kevin Cronin's Teeter/Totter record

at the Adventure course. For General Swim,
campers waded cautiously out to their rafts

because of rumors of large fish seen close to

West Neck Road. For extra precaution Dave
Cook, John Wise, John Roy, and Moira
Colquhoun took shotguns into the motor
boat and patrolled the area.

Not even an afternoon shower would
spoil the day. With the "Big Grey Metal

Thing" operable, campers enjoyed games of

basketball and hockey as well as bombard-
ment in Innisfree. In wood shop, Robbie
Hunt and Chris Osgood received their

Termites.

In lieu of General Swim we watched

part of "Sudden Impact" then got all dressed

up for Jimmy Buffet Night. Les and crew
supplied music, Mango's, and cheeseburgers

in paradise. The evening ended with cabin

vs. cabin competing in Scrambled Eggs.

Chris Feary and Hardy Royal took down the

flag and all campers were fast asleep by 9:30.

P.S. Do you think Maine should have a

pooper scooper law. Chuck!?
CHARLIE RICHARDSON

SATURDAY, JUNE 22

A bright, sunny day-the kind of day

which an O.D. cherishes. We have been in

camp for three full days now, and everything

is at full tilt. Max Tilson and Ed Shihadeh

receive bank duty today, Max because of his

driving expertise the night before. Everything

runs smoothly in the morning, but something

special happens a^. General Swim. Since it is

Saturday, the ultimate in human athletic

drama occurs, the first annual Pain Diving

Contest of the year. Jimmy Gray gets a third,

Jason Jampoler a close second and Colin

Paul with a superlative effort garners a first

prize. He has set high standards for the rest

of the session.

Max spends most of the day on the

phone, but afternoon activities continue even

without him. North and South Harris return

from their overnight trips a little late but safe

and happy. Chinese egg roll is served for din-

ner, and then the first annual Mental Midget

Relays begin. The shoe relay is an energetic

and exciting affair with Kevin Cronin and
Charlie Richardson doing everything to un-

fairly change the outcome of each race.

Allagash dominates the banana relay, and

Old Bunker Hill wins the cheer contest by

flattering the women judges. South Bunker

Hill gives the most perverse cheer while

South Glenayr comes in second. Everything

becomes a bit unruly at the end with

counselors protesting vehemently the out-

come of each race. Sorry, Kevin! OBH and

South Glenayr win the first prize as Mental

Midgets. Great job, guys!

The flag goes down, and campers head

for the hay. "In priase of old Kieve, my
boys, hurrah, hurrah, hurrah." Thanks,

everybody!
TOM RICHARDS
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SUNDAY, JUNE 23

Our first Sunday dawned gloomy, and

although the entire day remained that way,

our spirits were never dampened.
Les and the kitchen crew turned out

over 1,000 blueberry pancakes-Rob '/on

Coernig was the champion eater with ten to

his credit.

The first inspection of 1985 was a fine

one, but clearly South Glenayr and North

Glenayr did the best job, so they won the ex-

tra ice cream.

Chapel in the Bishop Room was a nice,

cohesive affair. Chuck spoke effectivly about

the meaning of "perserverance" in our dai-

ly lives at Kieve; the choir was in fine voice

(led by Rob Gerard and Pope Babcock); and
Ben Scott and Evan Hunt did a good job of

reading from the Bible.

The delicious barbecue chicken dinner

was enjoyed by all, including the following

guests: Lynn Dahlheim, Eileen Korpinen,
Hiram Sibley, and Dennis and Marcia
Blicharz.

With the outlook of the impending rain.

Chuck and I decided to keep most of the ac-

tivities indoors; the exceptions were sailing

and an amazing game of mud soccer between

OBH and the Allagash. Most of the activities

went smoothly-Jenny Peds found out that art

wasn't as difficult as she had expected-

thanks, Jenny. The boys were all clean from
their morning tubbing (especially OBH!), so

General Swim was cancelled and all enjoyed

an hour of free time. By dinner the eerie

sounds of "Woo oo oo Woo oo oo" were

echoing all over camp. Dinner was made by
Jessie and John Roy, and Ed, Pete, and

Kevin struggled through dishes. Everyone en-

joyed the movie "Romancing the Stone" for

either the first or eighth lime. Jeep and Casey

Post lowered the flag together. We all had

hopes that the trips that had been postpon-

ed until tomorrow would go well. Good
night, boys.

-RCK AND CHRISTIE RAY

MONDAY, JUNE 24

Few groups are inspired by boys camps
for the material on a new album, it would
seem, yet the REM that is how they say it

happened.

Evidently the story goes like this, as told

by lead vocalist Michael Stipe: "Well, we had

just finished a show at Bates College and
decided to take a good friend of ours up on
the invitation to visit a camp he worked at

further up the coast. So we packed our bags

and went up to relax and check out this

Camp Kieve."

REM's unexpected host at Kieve would

^e Dave Cook, who coincidently was also

O.D. for the day. When asked about his

reaction to the band's sudden appearance

Cook replied, "1 couldn't believe they had

taken the time out at first, and then I realiz-

ed I had nothing planned for them to do."

This "nothing to do" would be the spark

that lit the music making minds of the band,

for as the day slowly progressed in a

beautifully lazy Maine way. Stipe, Buck,

Mills, and Berry found themselves watching

and participating in the happenings of the

day. Buck later said, "We realized that there

was so much energy here being directed in

a positive way that we couldn't ignore it-we

had to write about it."

That was how the album came about,

yet the final product is what counts. To that

note REM keeps up the momentum and

brilliance of their previous four LPs. Based

mainly upon the happenings at camp that

day, REM weaves a tale not only about the

beginning and end of a camper's day, but

about the trials and tribulations one must en-

dure throughout life.

The eastern side of the LP, titled

"Wakening," begins with a little ditty call-

ed "Trucks and Trees." Possibly imitating

the strength of steel and oak. Berry and Mills

play hard back and forth while Stipe weaves

a tale about Jamie Hebb backing the green
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truck into a tree while trying to remove the

motor from the motor boat. "Savory Sauce

and Spaghetti" seems to be about the hap-

penings at a Httle Itahan cafe, possibly in

Bangor. Yet I have a sneaking suspicion that

the song is really about the excellent meal

served by Les and crew for dinner.

"Three Days of Rain" is a real moaner.

Stipe seems to capture the frustrations of a

lonely O.D. as he contemplates why he has

had to endure three O.D. days soaked with

rain. "French History" is a quick song that

features the guitar layering that is by now a

REM trademark and signature of guitarist

Pete Buck. Stipe seems to mock a semi-man
who beheves that only French history should

be known by campers.

The final song on the eastern side of the

album is titled "Poor Andy," a tale about

a man asking himself why he must always

be last. Be it Bank Duty, being called upon,

or finding out what the wvening activity will

be. A song that leaves one not really feeling

sorry for "Poor Andy", I must say, is how
I felt.

The southern side of the album comes

out rocking with the first single of the album.

"Treasure Never Buried", which encom-

passes all four members of the band, tells the

tale of the O.D.'s planned evening activity

which was washed away by a tremendous

thunder shower.

"Moira the Archer" tells us about the

actions needed to receive your Kieve Archer

at the archery range. Stipe told me he was
impressed and inspired by watching a boy

shoot an arrow into the top of the riflery

range. "Flames on the Water" is an excellent

song about a burning boat, or actually a

flaming engine, on the back of the camp
motor boat.
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"Hail the Rain" is really a celebration

of sorts about having fun in the rain, until

it becomes so intense that the rain changes

into hail. The end of the album comes

around with a song that brings the notions

of brotherhood and danger, and how these

two notions work together. Andy Dodge and

Tom Alexander were the two council

members who inspired the song "Brothers

in Arms", according to Stipe.

Hopefully all those affiliated with Kieve

will race out and buy this album, for it

definitely describes a day's activities at Camp
Kieve. For Rolling Stone album review-.

DAVID L. COOK

TUESDAY, JUNE 25

The first person on the scene was Nick
Ludington, Action O.D. He was showered
and shaved minutes after the chimes went
off. Thoughts were running through his

mind like Marines through a minefield.

There was no question, however, of one
thing: that this would be funfilled and pro-

ductive day. The bell went off, and the

flagpole area was swarmed with campers.

Action O.D. was immediately on the scene.

He quieted the campers down, the flag was
raised, and the ritual was completed.

Time immediately started to fly by and
Action O.D. had it by the reigns and was
spurring it on. The campers were madly run-

ning from activity and accumulating more
and more qualifications. Things were really

rolling. General Swim came around, and the

campers and counselors all went to sleep.

This, however, was not the end of the day.

The bell rang, and the campers again began

to accumulate more and more qualifications.

Action O.D. was in the office working on
the evening activity and answering phones.

He was oblivious to everything going on
around him. Madly writing on pages, tear-

ing them up and starting again-he looked like

some insane doctor from a Boris Karloff

movie.

Another arctic swim and everybody was

ready for dinner. There were babbling peo-

ple everywhere; Pasquaney looked like a

looney bin. Action O.D. calmly walked
through the crowd, rang the bell, and silence

filled the room. He uttered a few short but

powerful words, and everybody began to eat.

Next came the evening activity. It was a



culmination of music, costumes, lights, and

complete and total insanity. North Glenayr

Ones won the Air Guitar contest with a rous-

ing and romantic version of "Drive" and
Allagash came in second with their tour de

force version of "Walk on the Wild Side."

After this the ritual of flag was completed

again and everybody went to bed. So ends

another chapter in the lite of Kieve.

NICK LUDINGTON

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26

The day dawned once again cold and
cloudy and all ideas of a beach day fled the

O.D.'s mind. After P.J. LeRoy and Andy
Walshak hoisted Old Glory the boys charg-

ed down to Pasquaney the long way follow-

ing Kevin around Innisfree, for a fantastic

breakfast of French toast, bacon, and cereal.

Bank Duty highlighted breakfast, as it often

does, with Jamey Hebb and Jenny Peds (who
had avoided this task for six years) taking

the honors.

Due to the weather, duties were follow-

ed by lots of indoor activities and General

Swim was cancelled. Never have I seen so

many happy faces in one place. After free

time a terrific lunch of chili and chili dogs
greeted the boys. Then it was down to cabin

row and, to the delight of the counsel, an ex-

tended rest hour (which should perhaps be

implemented more often?).

The weather was still gray but not rain-

ing after rest hour so some outdoor activities

were in order. While the boys earned

qualifications in Guns, Pots, Saws and the

like the O.D. was working frantically on the

evening activity. An extended trip to Joan's

house saw the wealth of the camp increase

as the O.D. came back with wads of Kieve

Currency.

Due to the lack of a delivery truck con-

taining the pizza shells the O.D. considered

cancelling dinner but a quick conference with

Chef Les saw cheeseburgers and onion rings

gracing the tables at meal time. Following

dinner it was up to Innisf ree for an evening

at the horse races, which was interesting and
action-packed. Special mention to two of our

fine entries-Charlie's Pride and Old Duke.
A slight technicality (the flag was stuck

on the pole and wouldn't come down) forc-

ed an indoor flag and then it was off to the

rack for a good night's sleep.

MOIRA COLQUHOUN

THURSDAY, JUNE 27

Because of NASTY weather camp sleeps

an extra half hour, except for Allagash. They
awake at the normal time and help out by
cleaning up Innisfree and the Arts Center.

Flag ceremony is shorter than usual because

the flag itself won't budge from where it is

tangled at the top of the pole.
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After breakfast Bank Duty is perform-

ed well by Max and Moira, as are all other

duties. The rest of the morning progresses

as usual except General Swim is cancelled.

However, with all the rain we've had this

week, even this seems usual.

By lunch time North and South Glenayr

have returned from Wescott and Kistler

Points respectively, ready to join in a after-

noon of special activities. The activities of-

fered are 1( a trip to Pemaquid Point with

Moira and Jenny 2) a campfire in Innisfree

3) a soccer game and 4) tie dying. All ac-

tivities went well and some fantastically col-

orful shirts were dyed by the men from

Allagash.

After a filling spaghetti dinner the skies

opened up and the rain started to fall. The
Scavenger Hunt originally planned for the

evening is cancelled. Instead Charlie

Richardson leads a game of Simon Says, and

then everyone piles into the Bishop Room to

watch Bill Murray in Stripes. Flag held in-

side ends a day which was great in spite of

the weather.

JOE NASTASI

FRIDAY, JUNE 28

The day dawned dark, dreary, and

drizzling. The O.D. rings the bell at 8:00 to

beckon the four remaining cabins. South

Glenayr through North Bunker Hill, to

another of Les' gourmet breakfasts. The
polishing of the thrones goes to Ed Shihadeh

and Mike Estle for their wilderness expertise

on recent trips. Their lead is followed by the

entire camp as we engage in indoor morn-

ing duties.

Indoor morning activities include

Nature, Art, Ceramics, Woodworking, Prin-

ting, and Photography, leading to an extend-

ed free time and cartoons. Lunch, afternoon

activities, including board games in the

library, and more Bishop Center excitement

prepares us for dinner.

The O.D. then decides to let loose and

defy the elements with a roaring game of

mud soccer, followed by mud sliding behind

the tennis courts and camp tub. The day ends

with the camp feeling refreshed, clean, and

spirits undaunted by the rain.

SATURDAY, JUNE 29

The morning yet again did not break

because the gray overcast clouds formed a

blanket over Kieve. I wanted this day to be

very special for everyone because the terri-

ble weather has made everyone gray.

I started flag at 8:30 A.M., and I said

a prayer for the sun. Had a great breakfast

consisting of the CAPTAIN, waffles, OJ,
and milk. Thanks, Les, John Roy, Liza,

Jessie, and Cat. I had the honor to sit next

to Nancy Kennedy, which is always a job.

Next-I announced Bank Duty and broke

Kieve tradition. I gave Bank Duty to myself

as a way to thank the directors and

counsellors for making my first summer at

Kieve special. I have never been around so

many quality people before, and it is exciting

to work with such intense, creative, and ge-

nuine people. Thanks again! Then I an-

nounced that any boy who earned a

qualification today would receive a Hershey

Bar. I did this not as a bribe but as a spark

for motivation and perserverance. And I

think it worked out well for 99°7o of the boys

earned a type of qualification. Moreover-this

day the boys beamed with confidence

because of their determination.

Zoomed through morning activities to

be welcomed by an awesome lunch of egg

rolls, fruit, cottage cheese, and American
chop suey. However, Andy Dodge was
unable to share the boys' "awesome lunch",

because his mother and Perry took him out.

Hope you had a great time, Andy! At lunch

I announced the evening activity which was

to be the Miss Kieve Pageant of 1985. So for

rest period the boys worked on bathing suits

and talent. The boys worked for their

qualifications during afternoon activities.

Meanwhile-Andy Dodge and I experienced

communion on the Main Dock. Then the

boys jumped into the lake for my prayer for

sun was uncovered. A special note about the

pain diving contest — Matt "Brando" Brand

won the pain dive for style, splash, deter-

mination, and color-RED.

The boys had pizza for dinner, and we
ate outside to take advantage of the good
weather. The winner of the Miss Kieve

Pageant was Thomas Stebbins of South

Glenayr-congratulations-you were beautiful.
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Evening activity ended at 8 p.m., followed

by flag and an hour of free time. During the

time North and South Glenayr boys had a

wedgy and pillow fight between counsellors.

A truce was called due to the chimes. Mean-
while I escaped to the Main Dock to talk to

Chris Bennett and reflect. We made bets on
where the loons would come up from diving

for cans of Copenhagen. Unfortunately-no

winners. Then Steve Kaback joined us at the

Main Dock. From there Steve and I rowed
out to the middle of the lake to unlock the

mysteries behind relationships and women.
No solutions, but an awesome talk anyway.
Thanks. Another thanks to eveyone for my
best day ever.

KEVIN CRONIN

SUNDAY, JUNE 30

Dawn this morning assured us that the
deluge was over, and the sun shone brightly
by the time of chapel.

Les' blueberry pancakes were enjoyed
by all, including alumni: Trench Forbes, Ar-
thur Hodges, and Alec Hodges. Three
campers ate five monstrous pancakes apiece:

Ashton Betancourt, Ron von Czoernig, and
Alex Scofield.

All cabins did a good job preparing for

inspection, but South Harris won the prize

because they had so much to do after being
washed off Katahdin a day early.

The chapel service was a nice one today,
thanks particularly to Tom Richards' sermon
about being kind to others and the choir led

by Oliver Ray and John Lawrence. Wesley

Tooke and Jon Rogers read their selections

from the Bible very well indeed.

Another one of Les' barbecue chicken

lunches disappeared quickly and was enjoyed

by Lee Hintze's parents and Eileen Korpinen

and Lynn Dahlheim.

The afternoon got off to a great start

with all returning campers in high spirits. Ac-

tivities went well, one highlight being the

adventure grip-wire run by Kevin Cronin.

The first General Swim in some time follow-

ed activities-a cause of excitement and joy

to counselors and campers alike.

After the Sunday buffet dinner, the

campers prepared themselves mentally for an

exciting counselor volleyball game. The
match turned out to be a classic battle and

as the pressure mounted, so did the noise

level.

At the conclusion of the game it was

decided by the campers in a democratic way
that we should proceed with the originally

planned activity, "Capture the Counselor,"

rather than witness further amazing feats on
the volleyball court.

The activity went well and many
counselors (with both positive and negative

point values) were captured. In the end OBH
emerged the victor.

The flag was lowered, prayers were said,

the Kieve song and cheer echoed across Lake

Damariscotta, and all was still.

RCK AND JOHN WISE

MONDAY, JULY 1

The O.D. woke up on the first day of

July and was deeply disturbed by something,

but could not place it. Then he placed it:

there was something in the sky, something

yellow and bright which gave off an intense

heat. He was almost afraid to walk outside

into it. Finally, the sun had shone for the first

time in a week.

The flag went up, and the boys ran

down to Les' breakfast of bacon and eggs.

Duties were given and Bank Duty went to

Jim Schwarz, Mike Estle (and Piotr Makula
in absentia) because they thought themselves

"above" everyone because they went to

Harvard.

Morning activities were assigned, with

many of the council opting for activities at

the waterfront to catch rays. General Swim
was at last welcomed by the campers, many
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of whom had groaned at it during the rainy

cold of the previous few days. Even Christie

Ray managed to get into the water —
ahhough against her will.

A lunch of Les' famous pizza gave the

campers the energy for the afternoon. With
North Glenayr leaving for Fort Island, it also

convinced the O.D. that indoor afternoon

activities were not going to be popular. In-

stead, other fun activities were to keep the

boys busy — and the council on the rafts fry-

ing their skin. People went off the rope

swing, suntanned themselves, sailed, played

tennis, frisbee and soccer. Steve Kaback gave

a "suntanning clinic" at the waterfront, giv-

ing boys their Coppertone, the more
prestigious Sea and Ski, and their ultimate

— their Kieve Hawaiian Tropic qualifica-

tions for getting the best tans.

The afternoon General Swim was equal-

ly as welcome, and swimming races were

added, with Jon Wickenden showing incredi-

ble strength and handily defeating his three

competitors.

A dinner of chicken McNuggets, french

fries and Japanese vegetables. But, oh-oh ...

No way, Les, we have to finish ALL those

vegetables?! (Only if you want dessert.) John
Wise's table struggled, but overcame and
won the battle and finally earned their ice

cream.

The evening activity was "Capture the

Camper" with Tom Alexander and Joe

Nastasi on water patrol; Chris Cook and
Charlie Newton nabbing everyone from the

top of North Harris; and Kevin Cronin play-

ing Indiana Jones and popping out from
behind every tree and bush. The bugs came
out and the game ended, with the scores be-

ing sent to the computer in Atlanta. (Honest

to God, Mike, North Bunkerhill really won
— computers aren't prejudiced). G. Gooder
and Rod Philander lowered the flag as the

last light was fading, and all went to bed after

an exhausting but wonderful day at Kieve.

We hope for more sun, too!

RICHARD COOLIDGE

TUESDAY, JULY 2

I couldn't have asked for better weather

on my very first O.D. day. Answering my
morning prayer, the sun pierced through the

lightly covered sky to give us one of the hot-

test days Camp Kieve had since the beginn-

ing of the session.

After breakfast and morning duties, the

campers rushed off to their first activities,

with a certain eagerness and enthusiasm
which I hadn't noticed during the past week.

With all the rain, a certain feeling of

gloominess had prevailed in the campers.

Now that the sun was coming back, those

feelings were immediately tucked away to

leave room for shining smiles and gaiety.

General Swim was part of the highlights of

the morning. Everyone rushed into the

lukewarm water to cool off.

With such a wonderful day, I decided

the afternoon activities should take place

outdoors. Thus my choices were: Adventure,

Archery, Riflery, Fishing, Sailing and Ten-

nis. Once again, at Indian Circle, I noticed

the kids were impatient to leave for their ac-

tivities. It was almost as though they wanted
to make up for the time lost during those

rainy days where a lot of outdoor activities

were interrupted or simply cancelled. To say

the least, many qualifications were achieved.

During the second General Swim, we
organized a regatta. Campers and counselors

had to start from their rafts, sail to buoys

set previously on the lake and sail back, to

then switch crews. It was all great fun.

To end the day, our evening activity was

Ultimate Frisbee. At flag, we all knew this

had been a great day — friendships had
flourished, qualifications had abounded and

tan Hues had prevailed. Good night.

PETE CESBRON
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 3

The sun was shining bright and the sky

was cloudless as everyone rolled out of bed.

It was another perfect Maine day. With

North Glenayr, O.B.H., Allagash and the

Senior Campers on trips, it was a quiet day

at Kieve.

After a breakfast of eggs and cereal, it

was time for morning chores, followed by

Indian Circle at the top of the hill.

The South Glenayr boys were sent to

photography and art, the South Bunker Hill

boys went fishing and to the printing shop.

North Bunker Hill went sailing and to

ceramics, and the North and South Harris

boys went to tennis and adventure.

The morning activities were followed by

a buffet lunch on the picnic tables, along

with a peaceful rest period. The boys got to

choose from art, printing, tennis, riflery,

fishing, photography, adventure and sailing

for their afternoon activities.

The day of activities was ended with

Chinese food, one of the kitchen's best

meals. The evening activity of Capture the

Flag was announced, and the boys divided

into their one and two groups. The game was

played until dark. After flag ceremonies and

a short prayer, the day had come to an end.

TOM ALEXANDER

THURSDAY, JULY 4

Our first Thursday of July at Kieve

came with a deep blue sky and an extremely

bright sun. The air was clean, and the mor-

ning was crisp. No one saw the flag touch

the ground as it rose proudly on this 209th

Independence Day.

During a breakfast of cereal, scrambl-

ed eggs and well-cooked sausage links,

rumors of a Beach Day fluttered about Pas-

quaney. The Glenayrs and the Harrises were

the only cabins in camp and, after morning
duties, South Glenayr left for Loud's Island.

They were not all there but, thanks to Tom
Richards, Anthony Eltvetd was soon with his

cabin at Loud's Island.

The high council above allowed for a

Beach Day directly after morning activities.

We drove to Pemaquid Beach where Kieve

enjoyed the sun and surf of Maine. The
council made sandwiches, and we enjoyed a

huge lunch — bologna and cheese sand-

wiches, nabs, granola bars, chips, mung,
Pepsi and red and white grapes. Some clouds

rolled in with a strong wind which proved

terrific for windsurfing. We drove home and

went immediately to the waterfront where

Moira led General Swim — we were able to

rinse off the salt from our bodies.
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At dinner, we celebrated Rob
Hitschler's 12 months of existence. The even-

ing activity was free choice: tennis, archery,

riflery or sailing. When the sun set, we all

went to the waterfront where Les, John,

Tom Alexander and yours truly Ut fireworks

for all of Lake Damariscotta (courtesy of the

campers).

Thanks to Mike Cunningham for tak-

ing down the flag; we concluded the day bet-

ween the Bath Houses with a prayer and the

Kieve song and cheer.

MAC CROMWELL

FRIDAY, JULY 5

I was happy to see the sun shining as I

walked up the hill on my O.D. day. The day
began quietly with so many trips out

roughing it in the wilderness. The remain-

ing cabins were North Glenayr and the two
Harrises. I also had the good fortune (?) of

having the inspector from the American
Camping Association around for the day to

get camp reaccredited. A prayer was said in

hopes all would run smoothly.

After a quick egg-a-muffin, breakfast

duties were assigned. Bank duty went to a

couple who seem to enjoy each others com-
pany.. Cat Arvedson and Charlie Newton.
After duties, the cabins were cleaned and
then inspected by Mike Cunningham.

Since the weather was good, morning
activities were outside, with the exception of

pottery. General Swim was very organized

and safe, thanks to Moira's dress rehearsal

the day before. Unfortunately, the inspec-

tor never showed up to inspect.

Everyone enjoyed a great lunch of

cheeseburgers and chips. Rest hour was quiet

in the cabins as the council passed time sun-

ning at the waterfront.

Afternoon activities were all outside,

with tennis and sailing being the hot spots.

After activities, General Swim was welcom-
ed by campers and council seeking refuge

from the heat.

As usual, the question was asked time

and again, ''What's the evening activity?"

The big announcement was made and
greeted by cheering campers — Kieve night

at the carnival. The kids dressed for the oc-

casion in festive attire, with the exception of

North Glenayr, who literally dressed down
for the evening. Nice shirt, Bryson; where

are your pants? The kids had fun at the dif-

ferent games, winning prizes of candy

cigarettes and Hershey kisses. Many thanks

to all the council who helped set up and run

the different games.

After the carnival, flag was noisier than

usual. "Guys, please get dressed for flag."

"Has anyone seen the inspector?" The flag

was lowered, prayers were said, song was

sung, and kids were in bed. It is true, there

were few people in camp, but things were

hopping as usual. These guys know how to

have fun.

JENNY PEDRICK

SATURDAY, JULY 6

7:45 came earlier than usual this morn-
ing as I walked up the South Harris chffs

contemplating my job (O.D. — odious du-

ty). The past three days had been full of sun-

shine, but the dark cloud cover threatened

to keep everyone indoors today. Flag went

well and an excellent breakfast of eggs and
sausage followed. With only North Glenayr

and the two Harrises in camp, morning
duties were easy. Bank Duty, however, was
hard with only seven counselors on duty; I

deemed it necessary to request an ex-

counselor, Nina Schwalbe, to assist Jim
Schwarz. Morning activities went well, and
the clouds cleared just in time for swim.

After a short free period, we ate a filHng

lunch of ham and cheese and Pudding Pops,

of course. The sun broke out, and the day

turned hot and humid for afternoon activities

— swimming and sailing were predictably

favorite choices. Relief finally came in the

form of General Swim, where everyone did

their best to stay cool. Soon after, a group

of boys left to catch the five o'clock Mass
at St. Patrick's, as the rest of the camp an-

ticipated a great dinner of make-your-own
sandwiches. Evening activity was a tough

choice, as the number of council dwindled

to five. Water polo was an idea, but the

water temperature and wind would have

made it a less-than-enjoyable experience.

Therefore, round-robin games of World Cup
Soccer and Ultimate Frisbee were in order.

I was happy and relieved at closing

prayers as "... I reahzed that these are the

good old days."

BRIAN CALLAHAN
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SUNDAY, JULY 7

As I took over the duties of Officer of

the Day after lunch, I thought it was only

fitting, since it was Sunday, to allow the kids

to enjoy a more relaxed activity schedule

than on other days. Campers chose from ac-

tivities such as suntanning and swimming.

The day followed its usual course from there,

with the General Swim being a welcomed

relief to the 80+ temperatures.

Campers enjoyed a wonderful, filling

supper and, as my choices for the evening

activities were revealed to them, they were

met with both resounding cheers and yelps

of dissatisfaction. My selections consisted of

a water polo game between the two Glenayrs

and the two Harrises and, immediately

preceding that, a smores roast at Kistler

Point.

Much to the campers disbelief, the water

polo games turned out to be a fun event. Vic-

tors were North Harris and South Glenayr.

The real highlight was the roast, though.

Campers ate at a consistent pace, stuffing as

many smores into their mouths as possible.

After gluttony was ceased, the cabin of

South Harris presented the judges with one

of the greatest smores (I'm speaking per-

sonally here) ever made and captured the

Kieve smore-baking contest.

Flag consisted of a prayer and the Kieve

song around a weakening campfire, and

lights out was met with full tummies and a

smile from a relaxed and enjoyable Sunday.

CHRIS COOK

MONDAY, JULY 8

As my first O.D. day began, I realized

it would be an excellent day due to the fine,

sunny weather.

The flag was raised by Danny Levine

and Chris Page, both from North Glenayr.

We then proceeded to breakfast, which was
excellent, thanks to Les and his kitchen staff.

Since there were only four cabins left in

camp, the counselors were able to spend

more time with the campers — and the mor-
ning and afternoon activities went well.

Brent Hallowell learned to swim due to

his impressive courage and perseverance and
the fine instruction of Moira Colquhoun. He
was able to make it to the raft by himself,

without the aid of a life jacket.

For the evening activity, we began play

practice, and counselor Jim Schwarz produc-

ed his own song to the U.S.A. for Africa

tune. At 7:30, we had an excellent game of

kickball. Then it was time to call it a day,

and Rick Libby and Ben Scott took down the

nag.

My first day as O.D., I felt the

counselors, campers and I had a fine, joyous

day.

ED SHIHADEH

TUESDAY, JULY 9
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,afternoon the to flair add To .meal the

followed Swim General and period free short

a Again .staff and campers the all filled amp-
ly which lunch for sub 50-foot incredible an
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assigned ,Swim General had we time free
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When
MARK DOUGHERTY

WEDNESDAY, JULY 10

The day began late due to a drenching

rainstorm. It looked like the day was ruin-

ed. Egg Mcmuffins for breakfast and an-

nouncements followed. There were no mor-

ning duties because of the rain. Nick

Ludington and Brian Callahan were selected

for Bank Duty — Nick, for getting the bus

stuck on the way back from the Allagash,

and Brian, for his unacceptable prejudice

against Harvard.

Morning activities went well. All were

inside. The weather cleared just in time for

General Swim! Then lunch and an-

nouncements and duties — to make up for

the ones missed in the morning. The normal

afternoon activities followed rest period and,

of course. General Swim, though around on-

ly raft #s 2 and 3.

Dinner was eaten. The evening activity

was play practice, preceded by a game of

"Simon Says," led by Charhe Richardson.

Flag and prayer were held in Innesfree. Bed-

time, kiddies!

MIKE ESTLE

THURSDAY, JULY 11

A bright, sunny Qualification Thursday
— everyone (except the Senior Campers) is

back in camp, and from the first bell to the

last, each camper is trying to earn as many
qualifications as possible. The whole day is

an O.D.'s dream — everybody in camp does

his/her own thing, and the O.D. sits on his

backside. Sandi Richards is giveaBank Du-
ty by her obnoxious husband, but she accepts

her responsibility with the little grace and
dignity which can be afforded such a task.

Tom Alexander begins the fishing contest to-

day, and the tennis tournament, headed by

Jamey Hebb and Andy Dodge, gets under

way.

Team Canada returns home at lun-

chtime, welcomed with a rousing cheer by
the entire camp. They are dirty and grubby,

but happiness and pride are written all over

their faces. At afternoon swim, Brent

Hallowell swims to raft #2 without a hfe

preserver and, after swim, Bach's life is

rehearsed in Innisfree with Nancy. The pro-

duction needs to be honed and refined, but

everything will come together by Saturday

night.

The O.D. continues to do nothing as the

Pantoclown entertains the camp after din-

ner. He puts on a splendid performance and
laughter fills the halls of Innisfree! The flag

is lowered and the boys prepare for their last

full day at Kieve. Where has the time gone?

TOM RICHARDS
P.S. Moira, it will take more than a new
racket to improve your tennis game.

FRIDAY, JULY 12

When Wes Tooke and Chris Osgood
drew down the flag at 8 p.m., the day was
hardly over, but already an intense and wick-

ed Friday had taken place.

The morning was the last chance for two

events: pohshing the camp for parents

tomorrow and earning qualifications in ac-

tivities. Camp was relatively quiet as both

tasks were undertaken and fully

accomphshed.
After a fresh supply of energy from Les

and John, a strange rest period occurred.

Certain enemy Commanders, General Dodge
and General Cook, began collecting little

boys from cabins. They turned these boys in-

to SWAT teams, into storm troopers; they
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camoOaged themselves with mud, bandanas,

war clothes; and then got totally psyched for

an ensuing battle. AQUATTACK!!
For two hours the conflict raged on land

and sea. Jails were filled and emptied.

Reckless attempts at flag-capturing were

repulsed. Conventional rules of warfare were

ignored; water assault vehicles were

deployed. Commander Cook's Black troops

appeared to have won the war, but the judges

(and organizers Richardson and Hebb —
thanks, guys) ruled in favor of the oppress-

ed Orange. All is not fair in love and war?

Final play practice followed Aquattack.

Concentration was poor, and poor Nancy
was rightfully worried about the next even-

ing's show.

Then the special ceremonies began. A
Wescott Point barbecued burger dinner

relaxed and inspired us. What a great place

to gather, there on the tip of our peninsula.

Following this, the flag, hoisted early that

morning by Jason Frigerio and Chris

Wiedenmayer, was lowered, and the O.D.

read to all from the 1945 Kieve Annual. The
excerpt was a thoughtful piece written about

the natural beauty that surrounds Kieve. As
(appropriately) raindrops sprinkled on that

book, we all affirmed the unspoiled beauty

of this area. Next came the silent procession,

in single file, cabin by cabin, to our other

point, Kistler Point. There, around a blaz-

ing campfire, Dick stressed the vital and

equal values of our mutual dependence and

independence. Finally, we again filed back

to the hill, each holding a candle in lovely

procession, to sing the Kieve for the last time

as a community.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

SATURDAY, JULY 13

We call it Watersports Day, but it is

really much, much more.

We start off with a gorgeous sunrise and
an early morning flag. Then an early

breakfast outside so we can get a quick start

readying the camp. Finally, everyone pitches

in picking up paper, moving chairs, spruc-

ing up the waterfront — all in anticipation

of the arrival of the rest of our family.

The whole Kieve family is together by
about 11:00 and the camp is in full use.

Parents and campers hit the tennis courts,

the Bishop Center and, especially, the water-

front. Campers show brothers, sisters. Moms
and Dads how to canoe, sail or just have fun

in the lake.

Les puts out a smorgasbord of luncheon

pleasures for the family, and we get ready

for the competition to commence.
Nearly all the races turn out to be Kieve

ties, though some are more equal than

others. Fine efforts are displayed by Matt

Brand, Robbie Hunt, Brud Sperry, Charley

Dane and Ted Bruenner in swimming.
The rowboat races turn out to be fun-

ny to watch. Jamie Brown, Job Bell, Whit
Clarke and Oliver Ray give it their best, but

the best show is put on by North Harris.

Ricky Libby and Kris Korpinen manage to

make the rowboat do everything but go for-

ward. Luckily, G. Gooder's mouth finally

is put to good use as he wins the Pie in the

Face.

In the upset of the year, O.B.H. out-

maneuvers Allagash and wins the War Canoe
Race.

After a cooling dip, everyone meets at

chapel for a wrap-up by Dick and then onto

cabin meetings, awards and discussions.

The cocktail party is perfect. Once
again, Les outdoes himself as the line for

hors d'oeuvres stretches nearly into the lake.

The directors prove themselves to be able

behind the bar, and the scenery has never

been better anywhere.

With all this in one day, there is still far

more to come: the barbecued chicken for

dinner, under the canopy of pines, and the

play.

What a play! Bach may never be the

same again for any of us. Chris Osgood leads

off with great dancing and show^manship.

Andy Corsello's magical fingers make Bach

come alive and Rod Philander, on the violin,

shows the talent that is at Kieve. Even the

songs seemed to come out perfectly.

The slide show draws raves after a little

delay, and the Kieve song is never sung bet-

ter than on this last day.

Thus our so-called Watersports Day
cames to an end. It is so much more than

watersports, just as Kieve is so much more

than a camp.
CHUCK HITSCHLER
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TUESDAY, JULY 16

Kieve's second session began on two
auspicious notes. One, the sun shone

brilliantly this day, despite thundershowers.

T wo, all vehicles bringing campers from all

points south, arrived by 6 o'clock, recording

the smoothest transport in years.

Earliest to arrive, of course, were boys

brought by parents. Giff Rowland, new to

Kieve and cheery, was our first smiling

camper, at noon. Ryan St. John, Kyle

Ackerman and Laddie Weston appeared

soon after, and Kieve '85 was on its way.

Charlie Richardson and Richard Coolidge

brought home the camp buses at 5:45,

preceding Dick's crew on the bus from cities

south by only a few minutes. Thus, there was

an exciting and interesting log-jam at the top

of the hill. Unfamihar campers and searching

counselors were the order.

Everybody was settled by 6:30 and

opening activities began. Les' meal of

chicken nuggets, french fries and salad,

delicious though it was, hardly got touched

by the boys with anxious tummies. At In-

nisfree after dinner, introduction of the staff

and a quick orientation took place. The
counsel gave its rendition of the Kieve song,

beautifully; Ralph Sando and Shawn Backes

lowered the flag for the first time; the O.D.

uttered a home-made prayer of thanks and

hope; our song filled the night air. This ner-

vous first day was ending. The first night

with new friends and bright anticipations of

the next days and weeks was beginning.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17

The first full day of Kieve's second ses-

sion dawned sunny, with blue skies and a

cool breeze from the lake — a typical Maine
morning. The boys rocketed up the hill, full

of energy and ready to roll. Charles Sherman
and Stephen Ball hoisted the Stars and
Stripes and, once again (you guessed it) ...

show time.

Egg muffins and Rice Krispies were the

yummy breakfast munch, and then the boys

prepared for a short inspection. Morning ac-

tivities were split between new campers, who
tried the Island Swim (87% success rate!) and

took camp tours, and the Kieve veterans,

who had a choice of activities. Moira and

Max spent some time on Bank Duty (wonder
why). A quick dip rounded out an active

morning.

Les and his amazing kitchen staff

prepared a delicious lunch smorgasbord,

with a choice of ham-and-cheese sandwiches,

PB&Js and barbecued chicken. Following



this was a staff picture, and then everybody

showed off their smiles for the cabin pic-

tures. A very short rest period lasted until

the 2:15 bell for Indian Circle.

Afternoon activities were assigned, and

the warm sun got everybody psyched for the

first full General Swim. A short period of

free time allowed the boys and counsel time

to relax prior to dinner.

The cuisinieres extraordinaire prepared

fresh baked bread and American chop suey

for the evening meal, and then ... the an-

nouncement everybody had been waiting for,

the question posed countless times ... Jamey,

just what is the evening activity? CAPTURE
THE FLAG!!! After countless colors on

what is light and what is dark (thanks for

your help, Tom Richards — color analysis

expert), the game began. In a classic confron-

tation between the physical and the

philosophical, Charlie Richardson led the

north team against Kevin Cronin's good ol'

boys of the south.

A battle of epic proportion ensued —
the beautiful property and woodlands of

Kieve were filled with battlecries from both
sides. However, when the smoke had cleared

and the computer had been pored over for

many hours, the victory belonged to Charlie

Richardson and the northern band of

warriors.

The flag was dropped by Morgan Wurst

and Reid Slayton, and after a somewhat
weak version of the Kieve song, another day
in paradise came to a close. The loon cries

echoed across the lake, sending a well-worn,

happy bunch of kids off to never-never land.

Night, boys.

JAMEY HEBB

THURSDAY, JULY 18

The break of a new day brings the dawn
of new friendships. With everyone in camp
and all activities going, Kieve is a busy place

— but not too busy to overlook the

individual.

Today starts with a prayer for great

weather and cooperation by everyone. Les

serves up a hearty breakfast of 12 different

cereals, eggs, sausage, doughnuts, fruit and
milk. Everyone gets a morning duty right

after breakfast, and Andy Corsello and
Mark Dougherty draw Bank Duty.

Next comes Indian Circle and morning
activities. Today is the only day in which all

the activities are in operation until Qualifica-

tion Thursday. The campers are involved in

15 different activities, ranging from adven-
ture, archery and art to swimming and sail-

ing. They get to fire their first rifleshots, snap
their first photograph, mold their first pot,

hammer their first nail and cast their first

line.

General Swim goes off on schedule, and
lunch is gobbled up. At rest period, everyone

wants archery or riflery, but all seem happy
by the end. The new Aqua Fins and wind-

surfers make sailing the place to be.

At the second General Swim stories are

exchanged, and everyone cools off from the

activities. Then dinner is a big success, with

hamburgers, fries, etc. — and a Jock Night
is announced.

South Glenayr carries the night with

large successes in Newcombe and kickball.

At flag, we close the day by wishing those

who leave tomorrow, God speed and con-

tinued good weather.

CHUCK HITSCHLER
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FRIDAY, JULY 19

Yet another sunny day. Nothing but fun

to follow, for sure. Poor Nick and Ashley,

however, had to scrub the toilets for Bank
Duty. Also, after breakfast, we said good-

bye to South and North Harris and the In-

ternational Canoe Team known as Team
Canada, under the supervision of Buns Bliss

and Rob Trippe.

The morning activities went smoothly,

and all the campers were ready when it came
time for General Swim. The swim area was
filled with excitement as all witnessed the first

Annual Anthony (Q-Bert) Dive-Off. After

excellent counselor demonstrations by C.

Cook, Steve and Andy, Peyton Lindley and

Shamus Alley performed excellent renditions

of their own — thus winning the competi-

tion by nearly making the Max Tilson ex-

citoscale fly off the scale!

After lunch and rest period, afternoon

activities went great. The photographers

went on a sightseeing trip to the eagle's nest;

art class did some toe weaving; many con-

quered the elements at adventure; and a few

tried their luck at windsurfing. Les cooked

up burgers and fries for dinner, and then

each cabin competed together as a group in

a number of different areas. Highlights of

the evening included North Bunker Hill's

record setting time on the spoon sew, the

Allagash's time on the adventure course

group element, and Gary Mess' domination

and exuberance eating watermelon. By 9:00

all were in the cabin, thankful to be here at

Kieve with so many friends and such a

beautiful environment.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

SATURDAY, JULY 20

The sun was coming up over the horizon

and was burning off the mist on the lake. It

was also gleaming in the eyes of Action O.D.
His body was bristling with sunlight. He had

gone for an early morning swim before the

chimes. Emotionally, he felt better than his

last O.D. day. He was sure today would be

the day the campers had more fun and were

more productive than any other day in

Kieve's history.

The flag went up at 8:00 and breakfast

was eaten. The day flew by until General

Swim, at which time Aaron Mysliwiec pro-

ceeded to understand what pain really was.

After his famed tower of pain, his stomach
was bright red with patches on it. The rest

of the day was great all the way through —
the Mental Midget relays. After this, we all

went to bed.

Good night, John Boy.

NICK LUDINGTON

SUNDAY, JULY 21

July 21, the first Sunday of the second

session, although not spectacular, was

bright, fun and relaxing. California wonder-

man Steve Kabach was up before all to

prepare his secret recipe of blueberry pan-

cakes. We flipped them, as usual. Oliver

Gratry wowed all with his solo singing in

chapel.
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The chicken at lunch was smoked,

which I personally found far superior to any

B-B-Q chicken we'd had before. 1 informed

the kitchen staff of this and we've had it ever

since, despite the fact it is more expensive.

Anyways, back to the topic of discussion.

What can I say? The day was typical,

beautiful; afternoon activities were run

smoothly. I caught some awesome rays with

my new baseball mit on the sailing dock with

John Wise. We both enjoyed the artistic

brilliance of the contemporary cartoonist

Eric Emil Oleson, whose "Fatty Acid" series

left us humored. Anyways, back to the topic

of discussion. What can I say?

Ah, yes, the evening activity. I had
planned originally to have a counsel concert,

mostly music in the grey barn, but certain

essentials like Nick "fingers" Ludington and

Charley "fungi" Newton were on tour and

had a date that night at Disneyworld in

Orlando, Florida. So I resorted to another

semi-musical outlet, air-guitar. In all hones-

ty, the air guitar this session was quite in-

ferior to last, yet there was still some amus-
ing foolishness. Shamus Alley impersonating

the boss, for instance, was almost embarrass-

ing to watch. North Bunker Hill walked

away with first prize for a witty and well-

done "video" of Sam Cook's classic, "What
a Wonderful World." Thus the day conclud-

ed. It was a good one.

A. K. CORRELLO

MONDAY, JULY 22

I know it is not going to rain. The dark
clouds and cool breeze are merely part of a

bad joke someone is playing. No one is

allowed to have four rain-soaked O.D. days,

right?

Flag is uneventful and, after the depar-

ture of 20 table boys, the entire camp follows

Chris Cook to breakfast. Bank Duty fear and

anticipation runs high among the staff and

campers. The last of the mid-season couples

is revealed when Moira and Mike Estle are

bestowed the honor.

Morning activities go well, and the sun

makes its first appearance of the day.

General Swim is very refreshing. Afterwards

the O.D. tries to finish installing his car

stereo. Lunch is very tasty, thanks to Scary

Les. Rest period and afternoon activity sign-

ups are not only enjoyable, but easy for

once.

Max is assigned to teach S. Glenayr how
to set tents up, but the Allagash vet claims

to have amnesia about the subject. Luckily,

Piotr Makula says he learned in Poland as

a young boy (they only use L.L. Bean pro-

ducts there) and would be more than happy
to share his worldly camping knowledge with

Max and the boys.

Moira evidently feels she has had
enough ribbing about her infatuation with

Mike Estle and decides to do something

about it. With a thundering chant led by

Kevin Cronin and raft #1, I take the Nestea

Plunge with the aid of Moira's little shove.

Dinner conversation is a mix of good
comments about the food and requests for

Chain Saw Tag. I have to explain that Dick

feels chain saw oil is too expensive and no

longer will let us play. John Wise offers to

go to town to buy a case of oil with his own
money — what a nice guy! Obviously the

store was out of oil, since John never returns

from town. Evening activity quickly becomes

Capture the Counselor, with 13 hiders and

70 seekers.

Flag comes around, and after all the

score sheets are handed in, John Scully and

Andy Adams lower the flag. Prayers of

thanks and hope end the day.

As I walked back to the office to return

the flag and write these words, I recalled my
O.D. days of the past. Today: NO RAIN,
good laughs, fine food and happy campers.

What more can I say than, "I am a happy

counselor."

DAVID COOK
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TUESDAY, JULY 23

The O.D. woke up to a beautiful, crisp,

cool morning, which lasted throughout the

day. Most of the boys woke up early as the

morning chill forced them to pull their

blankets over them. Jeremy LaCasse and
Sam Truslow pulled Old Glory up to her

place in the sky.

A breakfast of bagels and cereals filled

the stomachs of boys as if they hadn't eaten

in weeks. But, wait a minute — "Hey, what

are Fruit Loops doing in the Frosted Flakes

box?" "Sorry, guys, a cereal should not be

judged by its box!" After many an-

nouncements, especially Dave Cook's, we
say farewell to South Harris as they go to

Mt. Katahdin, North Harris as they head to

the Moose River (they left at 6:00 that mor-

ning), and South Glenayr as they face the

perilous trek to Wescott Point. Don't lose

a canoe on any rapids, guys! Bank Duty goes

to the men of the Allagash who, being away
for two weeks, must be given their fair share!

Morning duties done, the remaining

four cabins run off eagerly to their activities.

With so few cabins, we have: adventure, ten-

nis, archery, art, print and riflery. General

Swim is very windy, and the boys are hor-

rified that they must swim out to the rafts.

Sorry, Jory!

A lunch of egg rolls, ham and cheese

sandwiches or tuna fish follows — and the

hot item today is Crunch 'n Munch — some
kids take three or four bags! North Bunker
Hill returns from their trip to Camden Hills

and want to do afternoon activities.

Since it is such a beautiful day, activities

are outdoors: sailing, tennis, archery, riflery,

adventure, swimming and landsports. The
wind is good, so a couple of boys try

windsurfing.

General Swim in the afternoon is slight-

ly more tolerable, but the boys still moan.
Trivia about Nick Ludington's ancetors

brings the rafts in, and Hilary gets flipped

in the rowboat while bringing counsel in.

Dinner of pizza, chips, salad, fruit salad and

ice cream. And the evening activity ... is not

Casino Night, John Schuster ... but Shen-

tyball. Nobody understands the rules, in-

cluding the O.D. , but everyone plays and has

a lot of fun. Poor Max cuts his leg and has

to go to the hospital, but the shirts finally

win. The mosquitoes come out, which means

it's time to go in. Jimmy Thatcher and Philip

lower the flag, and a prayer is said and the

Kieve song is sung. An amazing day with fun

for all.

RICHARD COOLIDGE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24

The sun was shining at the early hour

of 7:00, and I knew it would last. I went out

and looked at the endless Carohne blue sky,

checked the wind and barometric pressure,

and made the ultimate decision to hit the

waves. Yes, it would be time for fun in surf,

sand and sun at Pemaquid Beach. After the

breakfast of eggs and bacon, the kids found

out about my decision. Morale was intense-

ly high, and morning activities were seem-

ingly endless. Loading six cabins into the

crushed orange and brown vans was dif-

ficult, yet with half the camp IBM pc 100 and

the National Defense, it was accompHshed.

Pemaquid Beach never saw, nor will

probably ever see, as much activity in one

sitting as there was this day. After baloney

and cheese sandwiches and the prime tanning

rays had vanished, we packed up and return-

ed to Kieve just in time for a specially spic-

ed batch of Les' (and Dave's) spaghetti.

After dinner and a long day, the youngsters

were spent. Lying in sun and eating food is

a very strenuous task, so for the evening ac-

tivity, I knew something easy was in store.

A Roman Toga Party, along with a show-

ing of Animal House, was the obvious

choice. Togas ranged from scarlet to skim-

py, and a good time was had by all.

It was indeed a fun time, and as the

hour of 8:30 rolled around, the sun had all

but set. The flag slowly came down the pole,

and the children retired happy and satisfied.

Tomorrow would bring a new day at Kieve,

but the sunburn would always be a reminder

of the
* 'Beach Day with Max."

MAX TILSON
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THURSDAY, JULY 25

The day broke with sunshine and not a

cloud in the sky. Once again, Kieve was
blessed with another warm, hot, sunny day.

Since the previous day was spent at the

beach, I felt it would be worthwhile to return

to usual camp activities at least for half a
day.

We ran the gamut of morning activities,

giving each bunk something new to feel out.

Things quickly returned to their normal pace
until a sudden medical emergency arose. The
entire cabin of South Bunker Hill had broken
out in blisters. Since they had just returned

from a trip near staph-infected water, Chris
M. supervised the whole crew (counselors

and myself included) down to Dr. Brody's
office in Damariscotta fo*- a thorough ex-

amination. Fortunately, we learned no one
had staph. South Bunker Hill returned via

Round Top Ice Cream (where Mac Cromwell
started a charge account for himself) just as

General Swim ended.

Les and John cordially cooked up a few
burgers for lunch and then we adjourned to

a much desired rest period. Afternoon ac-

tivities were created with Southern Califor-

nia in mind. Volleyball/Newcombe, tennis,

sailing and the adventures in tanning. (Nude
tofu eating and frisbee golf on acid were un-
fortunately cancelled by the directors.) Both
campers and counselors relaxed and rehsh-

ed under the rays of the Maine sun.

Dinner, too, was Southern California-
ish: Tacos! Les made a super spicy-hot taco
sauce so that the kids could go for their Kieve
wildmen. Many campers sacrificed their

tongues (and later bowels) for attempting to

pass this test machoism. Many had succeed-
ed in eating these deluxe hot tacos, but we
learned we were using the wrong sauce! The
wildman sauce had burned through its con-
tainer, through the table it was sitting on,
through the floor, and through the outer
crust of the earth's surface. We awarded
Kieve taco eating wildman 2nd class anyway.

For evening activity, the campers were
treated to the Counselor Volleyball Match,
a tradition in Kieve almost as old as the city

of Nobleboro, itself. The competition steam-
ed at a furious pace. Both athlete and spec-

tator were entertained. Volleyball was
followed by ultimate frisbee, which quickly

turned into Kill the Camper (another tradi-

tion in Kieve). Both fun and physical pain

were experienced.

Exhausted and content, I led the even-

ing prayer. We sang the Kieve song, and ad-

journed to our respective bunks — none the

poorer and none the ... poorer?

STEVE KABACK

FRIDAY, JULY 26

Looking out over striped lake waves, I

saw a cylindrical sunstroke, like some cubist

rain/sun confusion scape. What to do, what
to do? We'll be sleeping an extra 30 minutes

for lack of a more definite decision. It could

be the first rain of the session — or it could

clear up.

The metal flag clip rattled against the

now steel, once log, as North Glenayrian

Yankee Doodles, wearing red, white and se-

quined blue polyester uniforms, raised the

flag. Hand over hand, in unison, they danc-

ed for community showcase covers

everywhere. I used a prayer first heard on
Davey and Goliah, Sunday a.m. after Al
Alberts. The flat, white, light-smashed facial

color of the boys prismed into rainbows as

1 1 spectral table boys streaked to Pasquaney.

A single plastic glass sat untouched on
my table by the window. And just as if Les

had put a jar in Tennessee, breakfast grew

around the cup and then fell to silence as the

bell rang hke breaking glass.

Morning duties are thrown to each cabin

as if they are logs in a pile by the swamp,
and Jenny and Chris receive bank for

dubious reasons — happily unrelated to each

other.

The morning activities are much like any

other day: adventure, art, ceramics, tennis,

printing, riflery, archery and saiUng. The
morning runs smoothly and no rain falls till

lunchtime. Indoors, we enjoy our second

meal and then the counselors announce the

qualification winner crackerjack kids, the

caramel coating on their bodies muffles their

applause.

For the afternoon rain activities, I of-

fer some new choices along with some violent

old favorites. Christi and Steve tamed the

wild stove monster in the red farmhouse with

eight kids. They made cakes and cookies that

should be enjoyed for weeks. Andy and
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Charlie loaded up a car-full and cultured

themselves at an art gallery in Boothbay.

Then they took the kids down to the dock

to draw boats and try to get into the gallery

themselves. Mark and Chris also museum-
ed the afternoon away in Augusta. They saw

old farm equipment and stuffed moose.

While Moira and Jenny and Jamey
relied on the old rainy day standby to show

James Bond movies, Hilary spent yet another

day behind the clay wheel - kiln in hand.

The real crowd pleasers, though, were

two activities that will never change: BFMT
time and bombardment. The hard-hitting,

superfly, undodgable tusses of Mac and Pete

controlled the latter, while Chris and Ed
showed off their indoor sport expertise.

The rain fell like buckets now, so the

camp watched the first half of From Russia

With Love. This was followed by a hot din-

ner and then the second half of the movie.

For the indoor evening activity, the

Glenayrs and the Bunker Hills split up to

play a hilarious game of Charades. After a

quick, let's-not-get-wet flag, we slept to the

fun crashes of several hours of good thunder

and lightning. Ghost story weather.

CHARLIE NEWTON

SATURDAY, JULY 27

7:45 a.m., I hear a voice in my sleep.

"Moira, aren't you O.D. today?"

Action O.D. is out of bed, dressed and

at the top of the hill for 8:00 flag. (Don't

worry, Mike, I promise it will get better.)

Colin Murphy and Kari Rolph hoisted the

Stars and Stripes into beautiful blue skies and

we were off. The boys hungrily delved into

a breakfast of cereal and extra-thick French

toast. Chris and Lizzie were the lucky ones

who received Bank Duty this morning. Liz-

zie's brother appreciated it, even if she

didn't.

Morning activities went smoothly,

especially since only half the camp was, here

and then it was down to the waterfront for

a welcomed General Swim. A few minutes

for the O.D. to hang out in the sun!

Meanwhile, Les and John have been

working their fingers to the bone in the kit-

chen and, when the boys arrive at lunch, they

are greeted by a 54-foot sandwich and

Crunch 'n Munch. After rest hour (maybe
for the kids, but never for the O.D.), it was

off for afternoon activities. Of special note

today, Max Sheldon and Monie Hussain,

with the support of Chris Mangiafico, com-

plete their Island Swims. Congratulations,

guys!

During all this excitement, the O.D.,

with the help of Jenny Peds, spends the after-

noon watching TV and making lanterns for

dinner.

"What are those?"

"What do they look hke, Ashley?"

"I don't know."
"You'll find out — just come to din-

ner."

Following Solid Gold, we get ready for

another General Swim, which is a little cooler

than the earlier one, but enjoyable

nonetheless. As the boys have free time, Jen-

ny and I work at stringing up the lanterns.

The general opinion being that they are

decorations for Nancy's birthday. Sorry,

guys, guess again.

When dinner arrives, we find out that

Kieve has gone Chinese. Not only do we have

egg rolls, fried rice and beef stir fry — we
also have chopsticks! "No you may not have

any silverware."

Following dinner, announcements
reveal that today is a big day for birthdays.

Celebrating with us are Nancy Kennedy and

Giff Howland. Also, happy birthday to

Wicker Baskett, who is off on a trip. At the

sound of the bell, everyone piles into the

newly-decorated Innisfree for Carnival

Night. Amid the music and madness, peo-

ple get soaked as sponges fly back-and-forth

across the porch.

Eventually the sun sets, the flag comes

down and the boys go to sleep. Thanks for

a great day, guys!

MOIRA COLQUHOUN
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SUNDAY, JULY 28

What a perfect day for the celebration

of Nancy's 50th birthdayl After an outside

breakfast of blueberry pancakes, stiffer than

usual duties, and a fine inspection won by
Old Bunker Hill, we were ready for "the

main event" in the chapei. Just before the

chapel bells pealed, South Harris arrived

back from a great Katahdin trip, complete

with bear stories.

Over 200 guests joined us in a happy,

moving, memorable recognition of Nancy.

Her brothers, Tom and Hiram, read the

lessons. Tug Cooke read the psalm, Oliver

Gratry sang a beautiful solo, and each

member of her family made a few remarks,

most of which produced moisture in the eye.

Nanney, Henry, B.J., Mak and Dick each

seemed to speak for the multitude. After-

wards, we all repaired to Pasquaney for a

delicious picnic, with the guests tarrying for

a momentary sip of "the bubbly."

After lunch and an extended rest period,

the campers enjoyed some afternoon ac-

tivities, including a windless regatta. General

Swim marked the beginning of "Rambo
Night," based on the Academy Award win-

ning "Rambo: First Blood, Part II." Ram-
bo trivia questions brought the swim to an
end.

No silverware was allowed at dinner —
prepared by le chef John Roy — which in-

cluded eating chocolate cake Rambo-style
(hands behind the back). The evening activity

was dressing up like the 'Nam hero and wat-

ching the internationally acclaimed sequel to

"Rambo: First Blood." Congrats to South
Harris as the 1985 second session Green
Berets.

An indoor prayer and the Kieve song
preceded a good night's sleep after a rather

active Sunday.

RCK AND JIM SCHWARZ

MONDAY, JULY 29

Today at Camp Kieve, campers and
counselors had more fun and excitement

than humans should be allowed. Not only

did the Kieve road race take place, but

history was made during the evening activi-

ty: Smurf Wars! Let's progress through the

day.

Les and crew cooked scrambled eggs

and sausage, and then campers performed

morning duties. Nanney and Mak had Bank

Duty in order to fully realize the entire camp
atmosphere. After an open hill (campers

choosing any activity), the road race began.

For eight miles, campers sprinted 2/10 of a

mile apiece. The race was neck and neck until

Philip White broke away to give the black

team victory by 20 seconds — the winning

time posted was 41:20. Lunch followed, as

did afternoon activities. As campers shot

rifles, made bowls, saved wood and printed

envelopes, Les and crew were busy filling 600

water balloons.

By dinner, the excitement could be felt

around the lake — Smurf was about to

begin. Ed Shihedeh led one group of

kamikaze campers to the archery field, and

Tom Alexander led another group of

camoflage campers. Both teams squared off

and, at the whistle, an all-out war ensued:

600 water balloons and 250 pounds of flour

were losscd as grenades back-and-forth for

nearly an hour. By the end, most of the

grenades had taken their toll as campers and

counselors alike walked slowly to tub to rid

themselves of the pasty material covering

their bodies. Whoever said war is hell!

CHARLIE RICHARDSON
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TUESDAY, JULY 30

On any other morning at 6:45, I would
have groaned and rolled over, but not today,

for fear of oversleeping the bell as I usually

do. I made it to Pasquaney by 7: 15 and talk-

ed to Dick and Mike about the day to come.
Yes, a beautiful day was in the making, my
first O.D. day, nerves, etc. It is 8:00, I am
at flag, what kind of prayer am I going to

give? Ha! Grace at breakfast was even more
classic than the prayer at flag.

Breakfast is fairly uneventful and I read

the duties off, but who to give "bank duty"

to? I decided not to follow suit by giving it

to Christie and Co., so I gave it to Mac due

to his mishaps with the girls from the Co-
Op the previous night. Lizzie O. never show-

ed up to breakfast to receive her Congres-

sional Medal of Smurfdom from the "Smurf
Wars" because she could not get the paste

out of her hair; oh, well, the effect was partly

there.

We had the usual activities in the mor-
ning, while I spent that time working on the

evening activities with Steve, Charlie and
Moira. We had a body-building contest to

bring the rafts in at General Swim, and raft

#2 won with the team of Kevin Cronin and
Shamus Alley. There were several other con-

testants, but they did not please the judges

(Moira, etc.) as much.
Over rest period, I tried to talk Mike in-

to a water/sun afternoon, but, no, too much
of that so far this session. Things went well

that afternoon, so Moira and I had a chance

to go figure out and discuss the evening ac-

tivity, as well as do other errands in town.

Afternoon General Swim was super-fun, but

the weather was starting to turn on me. Les

came through with another wicked awesome
dinner and, afterwards, I told the kids they

would have to wait for Indian Circle to find

out the evening activity.

A non-censored scavenger hunt, it was
great fun; however, there were just a few

controversial tops (oh, Lord, what have I

started?), but the kids had a great time. My
prayer at flag was definitely the work of a

hazzled man's mind (somehow I do not total-

ly envy directors), but it was still a classic.

Another beautiful day at Kieve, to quote

"Big Man Cronin," I just can't get enough
of this place. I love it!

CHRIS BENNETT

THURSAY, AUGUST 1

The camp woke up to a heavy rainstorm

which banged on the roofs of our cabins. At

that time no one yet, except for a few

counselors, knew that this Thursday, besides

offering plenty of rain and wind also pro-

mised a lot of fun. It was to be the Kieve

Backwards Day.

And backward it was as we started our

day with an evening activity. We watched

Bugs Bunny's "1001 Rabbit Tales". After

evening activity we had steaks and Chicken

a la Kieve masterly prepared by Les. No one

seemed to mind eating dinner so early in the

morning. The two periods of "afternoon ac-

tivities" were held indoors because it still was

raining. "Bombardment" was the most

popular choice and the Innisfree was shak-

ing with noise and/or laughter until lunch,

which was the only "normal" activity of that

day. After lunch we had an extended rest

period at the end of which we have noticed

with enthusiasm that the clouds were slowly

disappearing uncovering the clear Maine

skies.

With much energy everyone started theii

"morning activities" which were still (just
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in case) held indoors. South Harris went

down to Boothbay Harbor to admire the

beautiful architecture of this port town, or

at least that's what they said they did.

Around seven o'clock we have gathered

around to eat what turned out to be the best

tasting and best prepared breakfast of this

summer. After breakfast, since there was still

plenty of time left, we have decided to have

a short of "morning activity". We have

earlier noticed several tents pitched at

Westcott Point. The tents belonged to the

girls of the Alford Lake girls' camp who were

taking their three day canoe trip around the

lake. We, as kind and hospitable as the boys

of Kieve ought to be, felt responsible for pro-

viding some entertainment to our guests. The

girls were invited for a movie and popcorn

at the Bishop Room. The movie was "Young
Frankenstein", popcorn (prepared by Les),

and everyone seemed to have a good time as

we got to know the girls (some of us were

better at it than others).

The movie was over, girls went back to

their tents, we raised the flag, said our

prayers, and ended this Backward Thursday,

another fun day at Kieve.

PIOTR MAKULA

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2

The day dawned sunny but there was a

chill in the air left from a rather cold night.

After two cups of coffee, I was able to brace

myself and face the awesome task of being

O.D. for the first time. My first question that

I had to answer was asked by Maxwell

Sheldon at 7:30 a.m.—"What's the evening

activity?" I restrained my impulse to tape his

mouth shut. The flag was raised by Tyler

Newton and Colin Murphy; Christian Lowe
managed to momentarily startle me by ask-

ing why we didn't sing the Kieve song.

During a fortifying breakfast whipped
up by Les and Co., the sun warmed up the

air and bounced cheerily off the lake. To give

the kids a hint (albeit a rather large one) of

what we might be doing today, I played the

Beach Boys—with the help of John Roy's

stereo—while they ate. Duties were doled

out, with Poitr Makula and Charlie

Crissman giving their initiation scrub to the

infamous Bank Duty. Then...off to Reid

State Park for the day.

After numerous hours of sunning, play-

ing volleyball, camming (Willie Bunn wins,

hands down), eating, and recovering from

the sub-zero temperature water (Will Chad
Hawkins ever realize when its time to get

out?) we pack up and head back. Much to

Slice's disgust, Wham! makes a brief ap-

pearance (sone song) in the Courage and

Moira has all the kids singing, despite their

claim not to know the words. A welcome

stop is made at Dairy Queen and we succeed

to emptying their ice cream supply—or so it

seems. The ride back is livened up by a drag

race between Tom and Kevin; the latter

perseveres and is the first to arrive at camp.

The kids tumble out and go in for a

quick swim around the dock to get the sand

and salt off. Free time and then a yummy
dinner is eaten by all. The Activity of the

Evening is "Capture the Camper, and North

Harris decidedly loses for lack of participa-

tion. Wicker Baskett and Peter Nigra take

the flag down and the Kieve song is dutiful-

ly (perhaps not too beautifully), sung. Maybe
you'll get regular activities tomorrow, Brin-

ton and Kari!

HILARY COOLIDGE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 3

Chimes, wake up
Flag ceremonies

Breakfast

Morning Duties

Indian Circle

Morning Activities

General swim
Free time

Lunch
Rest period

Afternoon Activities

Rain

Free time

Dinner

More rain

Movie: Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Kid
Lights out

TOM ALEXANDER
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 3

The following is a collage of images and
reflections of August the third:

Bell

Breakfast

Duties

Sun
Activities

Swim
Lunch

Free Time
Activities

Pain Dives

Dinner

Round Top
Bombardment

Bed
Paul Paradis

ANDY DODGE

achieved. After supper, a World Cup Soc-

cer Tournament was organized. The four

teams were: England, Italy, West Germany,
and Argentina. Unfortunately a winner

could not be found, thus a Kieve tie was rul-

ed necessary. To finish the day, at prayer,

we realized the luck we have to share our

moments at Kieve.

R.C.K. AND PETE CESBRON

SUNDAY, AUGUST 4

This was a perfect day for our last

regular Sunday of 1985. George Robertson
amazed us all by consuming 10 pancakes at

breakfast. With only 4 cabins in camp,

duties, tub, and preparation for inspection

were all done with dispatch. All cabins were

in super shape, so all won the extra ice

cream. North Harris' "rap rendition" of the

Kieve song-complete with California

breakdancer, Chris Linland, was
outstanding.

Chapel service this morning was love-

ly, highlighted by an excellent talk from

Kevin Cronin. Jonathan McCall and Jake

deShong read well, Charlton Rugg, and

Shamus Alley led the choir, and Wicker

Baskett provided the organ power for Nancy.

The announcements after lunch drew at-

tention to the great feat of swimming the

island by Ben Houx and Giff Howland, and

we were joined at lunch by families visiting:

Ian Grierson, Andrew Beck and Ricky

Wishcamper.

In the afternoon campers showed a wide

variety of interests. Numerous activities, such

as Riflery, Woodworking, Photo, Swimm-
ing, Sailing, Fishing, Ceramics, and Tennis

were offered. Many qualifications were

MONDAY, AUGUST 5

My last O.D. report is for the kids and

is dedicated to Dick Kennedy, my friend:

I went up to the farmhouse

To get out of the heat

When I heard a voice call out to me
Son, come have a seat

I need not search my memory
As I looked into those eyes

Our lives change like the weather

But a legend never dies I had a damn
good run of summers
Sunshine, carefree, just a happy life

Even woke up dry beneath the Maine sky

Just me and my Swiss Army knife We
shot the breeze for hours

As the sun fell from the skies

And like the sun he disappeared

Before my very eyes It was somewhere

past dark-thirty

When I went back to my bed

I read upon the cabin wall

The words the old man said Kieve is

yours forever.

The love you'll always treasure

Jamey, there's still so much to be done

That's we wander and follow

La vie dansante.
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Memories of the day: water ballet,

chopsticks dinner, play songs, townball, and

the return of the Allagash (missed you.

Cookie).

Never let the winter get you down; Kieve

and summer are yours forever. Thanks RCK.
JAMEY HEBB

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6

A typical Kevin Cronin O.D. day-gray

overcast and a couple of twists in the daily

routine. After flag, 1 announced that today's

table boys would be counselors. The kids

were pleased, especially the men of Allagash

who abused John Wise. Could not decide on

Bank Duty, so I had Nanney Kennedy draw

names from a hat. Meanwhile, Les put 52

Kevins in the hat. So Nanney drew Chuck

Hitschler and my name. The joke again was

on me. Therefore, Chuck, Rob, and I

scrubbed five cabins worth of toilets. The

same old morning activities. But the after-

noon activity included the movie "The Ter-

minator"-popcoi;n and mung-thanks to Slice

Corsello and his Honda. After the movie we

had open H20 sports afternoon-H20 polo,

swimming, tanning, canoeing, rowing, sail-

ing, etc. Evening activity: Play Practice.

KEVIN CRONIN

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7

My first "real" O.D. day! I met Mike
on top of the hill where he assured me that

the day would run smoothly. I'll keep my
fingers crossed.

The wake-up bell sounded at 7:30, and

we all met at flag at 8:00 where Chris

Lindland and Paul Keller raised the stars and

stripes.

A delicious breakfast prepared by Les

and the kitchen crew-thanks, guys! After

having been given Bank Duty 8 times I was
unable to decide who I should give it to. I

finally left it up to the campers; we all voted

and surprisingly enought Chris Bennett was
the man with the plunger.

The day continued normally, with

cabins going to activities and General Swim.
By lunch time both North and South Bunker

Hill were back from their trips. Welcome
back, guys!

As the day moved on I began to have

some hope that maybe I'd get through all of

this. Evening activity was the much needed

play practice. We ended the day with Brin-

ton Payne and Chris Macon taking down the

flag. Our thoughts are with Team Canada,
the only remaining cabin still out on a trip.

Have a safe trip home, boys!

CHRISTIE RAY
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WATERSPORTS DAY, AUGUST 10

The weatherman could not have done
a better job. The sun had no clouds to com-
pete with and the water was crystal clear.

Everyone was up early to clean the cabins,

eat breakfast, do chores and generally get

ready for our guests.

The waterfront was a big hit as the mer-
cury continued to rise. Over thirty boats and
all for rafts were busy until lunch. The ten-

nis tournament did not wrap up till well in-

to lun'ch.

After lunch came Watersports and ever-

thing went off perfectly. Highlights of the

activities were Christian Lowe's come from
behind win in the blueberry pie relay, and
comedy of errors in the rowboat relay and
the sinking of Allagash in the war canoe race.

The first annual pain diving contest

showed the tower of pain by Aaron
Myshwiec is nearly unbeatable. The other

contestants, Brinton Payne, Stewart Macon,
Jonathan McCall all (acquitted) themselves

extremely well and will go down in history

for their efforts.

Many took advantage of the free time

afterward to cool down before the cabin

meetings and awards to be followed by a

great cocktail party. Les outdid himself with

the tiors d'oeuvres and the setting at Harriet

House was never better. Bar-b-qued chicken

and corn filled everyone and set the stage

for the show.

We showed off our talent as Andy Cor-

sello played the piano, Oliver Gratry sang

and Old Bunker Hill danced. To say Andy
played is an unbelievable understatement

that is nearly as bad saying OHver sang. To
say Old Bunker Hill danced is a compliment.

The cabin parties bring a joyous end to

a perfect day. The only thing left to say is

Good Bye! Have a great rest of your Ufe.

RESULTS OF WATERSPORTS-SECOND
SESSION

South Glenayr

25 yd. free LaCasse

Canoe pairs Grierson and Lindley

50 yd. free relay Sherman and Macon
South Harris

100 yd. br/fr relay Gall, J., Newton, T.,

Leaf, M., Rogers, L.

Rowboat relay Baskett, W.,
Wishcamper, R., Dougherty, J.

North Glenayr

25 yd. free McCall, J.

Canoe pairs raceEtherington, L., Nastasi, J.

50 yd. free relay Murphy,
C, Winthrop, F., Rewalt, J.

South Bunker Hill

50 yd free Rewalt, J.

Canoe pairs race Page, D., Gratry, O.

100 yd. free relay Leighton, S. Casey, B.

North Harris

Blueberry Pie relay Lowe, C,
Rugg, C, Macon, C,

Riant, J., Keller, P., Lindland, C.

North Bunker Hill

50 yd. free Rahman, M.
Canoe pairs raceWhinery, C, Freeman, B.

100 yd. free relayAckerman, K., Werner, D.

Pain Diving Myshwiec, Aaron
War Canoe Old Bunker Hill
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SPECIAL MENTIONS 1985

Kyle Ackerman — Woodworking, Sailing, Ceramics, Tripping

Andy Adams — Adventure, Art, Archery

Shamus Alley — Swimming, Art, Adventure

Luke Altman — Riflery, Adventure, Printing, Inspection, Kieve Tripper

Hobie Antik — Archery, Art, Ceramics, Inspection

Pope Babcock — Photography, Riflery, Archery

Stephen Ball — Fishing, Riflery, Sailing, Printing, Nature

Bill Barrows — Archery, Riflery, Sailing

Wicker Baskett — Woodworking, Art, Ceramics, Nature, Tripping

Andrew Beck — Woodworking, Sailing

Robby Beckerlegge — Adventure, Printing, Woodworking, Tripping, Inspection

James Beldock — Art, Fishing, Nature, Sailing, Tripping

Bryson Bell — Art, Adventure, Printing, Nature

Job Bell — Sailing, Tripping, Tennis

Ashton Betancourt — Adventure, Archery, Inspection

Bart Bingenheimer — Art, Printing, Woodworking, Inspection

Jay Bliss — Inspection, Kieve Tripper

Matt Brand — Archery, Riflery

Adrian Bregy — Photography, Kieve Tripper

Jamie Brown — Art, Ceramics, Photography, Printing, Sailing, Woodworking,
Inspection

Teddy Bruenner — Printing, Tennis, Tripping

Jason Bryant-Wilde — Archery, Tennis

Willie Bunn — Archery, Tripping, Inspection

Charlie Burger — Riflery, Swimming, Sailing, Art, Inspection, Ceramics

Matt Burke — Archery, Art

Nicky Burling — Fishing, Riflery, Adventure, Tennis, Inspection, Kieve Tripper

Allen Burton — Art, Printing, Tripping

R, J. Caldwell — Fishing, Sailing

Ben CarHsle — Archery, Woodworking, Ceramics

Bobby Casey — Archery, Sailing, Tennis

Mills Chapman — Art, Tennis, Inspection

Benjie Clarke — Adventure, Art, Sailing, Woodworking, Tripping

Whit Clarke — Archery, Tennis, Tripping

O.J. Cook — Tripping, Adventure, Woodworking
Kevin Cunningham — Fishing, Riflery, Swimming, Nature

Alex Cudaback — Archery, Printing

Rob von Czoernig — Adventure, Fishing, Woodworking
Charley Dane — Riflery, Tripping

Jamie Dartt — Adventure, Riflery, Tennis, Kieve Tripper

Chris Dickinson — Riflery, Ceramics

Alex Donn — Tennis, Sailing, Ceramics

Colin Dougher — Riflery, Woodworking, Tripping, Inspection

Jesse Dougherty — Saihng, Art, Tennis, Kieve Tripper

Josh Dresden — Tennis, Tripping

Maceo Duarte — Art, Riflery, Woodworking
Kevin Duffy — Fishing, Saihng

Baird Duschatko — Woodworking, Tripping

Clifford Earle — Woodworking, Art, Inspection Luke Etherington — Archery,

Adventure, Tennis

Chrifi Feary — Art, Printing, Swimming, Kieve Tripper
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Tom Fitzgerald — Riflery, Photography, Art, Printing, Tennis, Nature

Grant FHntoft — Photography, Sailing, Inspection

Kirk Forsyth — Fishing, Nature

Mark Frahm — Fishing, Tennis, Tripping

Ben Freeman — Archery, Adventure, Printing, Tripping, Inspection

Sam Freeman — Fishing, Woodworking, Adventure, Printing, Kieve Tripper,

Inspection

Jason Frigerio — Archery, Ceramics, Tripping

Steve Fulmer — Art, Adventure, Tripping

Jason Gall — Inspection, Riflery, Printing, Tennis

Tobi Georgi — Art, Sailing, Tripping

Robbie Gerard — Adventure, Nature, Printing, Tripping

George Gibb — Sailing, Tripping

Kevin Gilpin — Archery, Woodworking, Sailing, Tennis

G. Gooder — Ceramics, Printing, Sailing, Kieve Tripper

Oliver Gratry — Riflery, Adventure, Printing, Tennis

Jimmy Gray — Fishing, Sailing, Tripping

Eric Grierson — Archery, Riflery, Inspection

Ian Grierson — Archery, Art, Inspection

Josh Gundling — Archery, Printing, Woodworking, Art

Owen Hall — Art, Ceramics, Printing

Brent Hallowell — Photography, Nature

Michael Hamner — Sailing, Art

Greg Harden — Printing, Archery, Tripping

Rob Harper — Riflery, Nature, Inspection

Sam Hawkey — Swimming, Photography

Chad Hawkins — Fishing, Ceramics, Nature, Tripping

Chris Herron — Tennis, Tripping

Pat Herron — Tennis, Tripping

Lee Hintze — Nature, Photography

Eben Howard — Fishing, Riflery, Sailing

Ben Houx — Swimming, Art, Ceramics

Giff Howland — Swimming, Woodworking, Adventure

Evan Hunt — Adventure, Art, Printing, Swimming
Robbie Hunt — Adventure, Art, Nature, Photography, Printing, Swimming,

Inspection

Monie Hussain — Riflery, Woodworking, Tripping

Andrew Ingersoll — Riflery, Printing, Archery

Jason Jampoler — Fishing, Printing

Parker Johnson — Sailing, Tennis

Paul Keller — Fishing, Art, Adventure, Tennis, Tripping

Ian Kelley — Riflery, Art, Sailing

Robbie Kelley — Woodworking, Printing, Ceramics, Tripping

Aaron Kinney — Adventure, Archery

Josh Kinney — Art, Photography, Swimming, Tripping

Kris Korpinen — Archery, Fishing, Riflery, Swimming
Josh Kreusser — Fishing, Tripping

Jeremy LaCasse — Sailing, Ceramics, Inspection

Peter LaCasse — Archery, Inspection, Ceramics

John Lawrence — Ceramics, Nature, Tennis, Woodworking, Tripping

Matt Leaf — Art, Adventure, Printing, Ceramics, Tripping

Scott Leighton — Sailing, Nature Nicky Leonard — Ceramics, Tripping

P. J. LeRoy — Ceramics, Sailing, Inspection
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Danny Levine — Riflery, Sailing, Inspection

Eric Lewicki — Printing, Riflery, Archery

Eric Libby — Tripping, Riflery

Chris Lindland — Fishing, Art, Tripping

Peyton Lindley — Riflery, Photography, Printing, Ceramics, Swimming, inspection

Toby Lloyd — Archery, Swimming, Inspection

Christian Lowe — Riflery, Woodworking, Tripping, Inspection

Charlie Loxton — Art, Sailing, Kieve Tripper

Chris Macon — Fishing, Swimming, Art, Printing, Tennis

Stewart Macon — Fishing, Archery, Woodworking, Art, Ceramics, Nature, Tripping

Tim Malieckal — Printing, Tennis

John McAndrews — Tripping, Tennis, Art

Jon McCall — Fishing, Riflery

G. J. Mennen — Sailing, Art

Gary Mess — Sailing, Art, Tennis

Clay Mitchell — Art, Printing, Tennis, Tripping

Ethan Moeller — Ceramics, Tripping, Tennis

Fritz Moriarty — Archery, Tennis

Freddie Morris — Fishing, Riflery, Nature

Philip Mundy — Photography, Printing, Riflery, Swimming, Woodworking, Kieve

Tripper, Inspection

Bryan Murphy — Archery, Riflery, Art

Colin Murphy — Tripping, Woodworking, Adventure

Gannon Murphy — Adventure, Fishing

Aaron Mysliwiec — Tennis, Tripping, Inspection

John Nastasi — Riflery, Art, Printing, Nature

Timmy Newton — Archery, Woodworking, Nature, Inspection

Tyler Newton — Adventure, Tennis

Peter Nigra — Fishing, Photography, Printing, Tripping

Chris Osgood — Adventure, Ceramics, Printing, Swimming, Inspection, Kieve Tripper

David Osgood — Art, Ceramics, Printing, Riflery, Kieve Tripper

Chris Page — Art, Printing

Davey Page — Fishing, Woodworking, Sailing, Adventure, Tennis, Tripping

Graham Paine — Sailing, Art, Ceramics, Tripping

Colin Paul — Adventure, Art, Nature, Printing

Brinton Payne — Woodworking, Art, Printing, Photography, Tripping

Eric Peterson — Art, Sailing, Tennis, Tripping

Rod Philander — Ceramics, Riflery, Tennis

Dan Piatt —' Woodworking, Sailing, Nature, Inspection

David Pollet — Adventure, Woodworking, Inspection

Doug Pollock — Fishing, Sailing, Woodworking, Riflery

Scott Porter — Archery, Riflery

Casey Post — Adventure, Art, Sailing, Tripping

Jeep Post — Adventure, Cereamics, Printing, Tripping

Than Pulsifer — Fishing, Sailing, Tripping

Mike Rahman — Printing, Tripping, Ceramics
Oliver Ray — Art, Fishing, Inspection

Eric Redeker — Archery, Printing, Riflery, Tripping

Mark Reis — Inspection, Photography, Tenuis Jay Rewalt — Archery, Adventure,

Printing

Julien Riant — Fishing, Archery, Art, Printing, Nature, Inspection

Chris Rice — Fishing, Printing

George Robertson — Fishing, Woodworking, Tennis, Inspection, Kieve Tripper
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Luke Rodgers — Sailing, Ceramics, Nature
Chris Rogers — Nature, Swimming
Jon Rogers — Printing, Ceramics
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Kari Rolph — Fishing, Sailing, Ceramics

Hardy Royal — Art, Printing, Swimming, Kieve Tripper

Charlton Rugg — Woodworking, Art, Adventure, Printing, Ceramics, Inspection

Chris Rusk — Sailing, Printing, Tripping

Jamie Russell — Archery, Riflery, Art, Tennis

Milo Ryan — Riflery, Adventure, Tripping

Brad Sablosky — Fishing, Adventure

Todd Savage — Tennis, Tripping

David Sawyer — Adventure, Tripping

John Schuster — Art, Adventure, Tripping

Alex Scofield — Printing, Riflery, Woodworking
Ben Scott — Archery, Nature, Tripping

John Scully — Riflery, Adventure

Paul Shah — Riflery, Tennis, Inspection

Max Sheldon — Art, Sailing

Charles Sherman — Fishing, Printing, Sailing, Tripping

Jake deShong — Archery, Riflery, Woodworking
Alec Simonds — Woodworking, Sailing, Art, Printing, Ceramics, Tennis, Inspection

Reid Slayton — Archery, Swimming, Art, Adventure

Brud Sperry — Art, Fishing, Woodworking, Kieve Tripper

Tom Stebbins — Archery, Photography

Ryan St. John — Art, Printing, Tennis, Kieve Tripper

Ben Tabler — Archery, Inspection

Jimmy Thatcher — Archery, Swimming, Woodworking, Ceramics, Tripping

Wesley Tooke — Ceramics, Woodworking, Inspection

Brian Townsend — Fishing, Kieve Tripper

David Travis — Riflery, Adventure, Tripping

Sam Truslow — Archery, Riflery, Art, Ceramics, Tripping

Chris Urfer — Adventure, Riflery, Woodworking
Brad Van Ness — Art, Printing

Steve Voorhees — Art, Tripping

Brevy Walden — Art, Ceramics, Tripping

Peter Walmsley — Archery, Art, Riflery, Sailing, Swimming
Andrew Walshak — Printing, Inspection

Wyatt Wartels — Photography, Sailing, Tennis

Andrew Webbe — Adventure, Kieve Tripper

Chris Wei — Adventure, Tennis

Jack Weidinger — Adventure, Printing, Riflery, Woodworking, Tripping

David Werner — Archery, Woodworking, Saihng, Tripping

Charlie Whinery — Swimming, Woodworking, Ceramics, Tennis, Inspection, Kieve

Tripper

Philip White — Archery, Riflery, Art, Adventure
Jon Wickenden — Archery, Riflery, Sailing, Woodworking
Chris Wiedenmayer — Adventure, Woodworking
Todd Williamson — Riflery, Tripping

Freddie Winthrop — Adventure, Tripping

Ricky Wishcamper — Fishing, Nature

Woody Woodward — Woodworking, Tennis

Morgan Wurst — Riflery, Swimming, Art, Tennis, Tripping

Alex Young — Woodworking, Tennis

Bo Young — Tennis, Swimming
Randy Zagorin — Photography, Printing, Inspection

Jay Zeiler — Tennis, Fishing
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